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Executive Summary
Over the last year, Citizens’ Committee for Children of New York (CCC) has gathered both quantitative  
and qualitative data about Elmhurst/Corona, Queens, to provide community members, service pro-
viders, elected o!cials, and philanthropic organizations a comprehensive assessment of the needs 
of children and families in the area, as well as the resources available that support their well-being. 
This assessment involved analyzing administrative data from a variety of government sources and 
speaking with over "#$ community members through a participatory, community-based process. 
We invited feedback from community members throughout the project, and this report provides a 
comprehensive summary of our findings. These e%orts build on our experience maintaining one of 
the nation’s most comprehensive online municipal-level databases on child and family well-being,  
data.cccnewyork.org, which illustrates community-level conditions across New York City. 

In this report, we highlight both welcomed and worrisome 
trends for the community district of Elmhurst/Corona—Queens 
Community District &—and five neighborhoods in the area: Corona, 
North Corona, Elmhurst, Elmhurst-Maspeth, and East Elmhurst. 
We report district and neighborhood-level outcomes alongside 
borough and citywide averages as points of comparison.

Key Findings  
from Government  
Administrative Data
In New York City, the quintessential city of immigrants, Elmhurst/
Corona has the distinction of being the community district with the 
highest share of foreign-born residents—nearly two-thirds of the 
population hail from outside the United States. As a majority-im-
migrant district, it is home to many languages and cultures, most 
prominently from Latin America. The cultural vibrancy and diversity 
of Elmhurst/Corona is palpable to any resident or visitor and clearly 
a community strength. More than half of the population in the dis-
trict is Latinx, and the share of children who are Latinx is more than 
*"%. For many families, English is not the primary language spoken 
at home; +*% speak Spanish and !+% speak an Asian or Pacific 
Island language. A third of households in the district are considered 

“linguistically isolated,” meaning no one in the household age #& or 
older speaks English “very well.” The district has a higher share of 
households with children compared to households in Queens or 
citywide, with North Corona having both the greatest number and 
share of children among the neighborhoods in the district.

Elmhurst/Corona is largely a working-class community. Many 
families face economic precarity and more than half of all children 
in the district lived in households that were below or near the 
poverty level in !"#,. This economic hardship is more likely the 
result of a labor market overrepresented with low-paying jobs, 
rather than a lack of job opportunities. Rates of employment and 
labor force participation are high, but many workers are in low-
er-wage industries where incomes may not be enough to support 
a family. One of the biggest costs of living for families is housing. 
Only half of residents consider their housing to be a%ordable, and 
the consequences of rising rents mean that overcrowded units 
and ‘doubled up’ families are more common than in other parts 
of the city. One in four rental apartments in Elmhurst/Corona 
accommodates more than one person per room, the threshold 
used to designate overcrowded housing. Overcrowded housing can 
create a stressful environment that negatively a%ects well-being. 

Administrative data on health and educational outcomes, and 
other community-level aspects of child and family well-being 
point to both welcomed and worrisome trends. Elmhurst/Corona 
as a district sees several positive health outcomes: live birth 
outcomes for mothers are exceeding the averages for Queens 
and New York City, premature mortality rates are low, and life 
expectancy is near the highest in the city at -* years. A very low 
rate of uninsured children is encouraging, but lack of insurance 
coverage continues to be prevalent among adults, including many 
who are employed full-time. 
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Additional quantitative findings reveal mixed results in other areas 
of well-being: high school graduation rates have been rising, as 
have test scores for both primary and secondary students, but 
still lag well behind progress observed citywide. The share of 
teens or youth who are not in school and not working is lower 
than the borough and city averages, and the teen birth rate has 
been decreasing but remains much higher 
than the citywide average. Finally, while 
the rate of violent felonies in the district is 
also on the decline, data from a NYC Health 
Department survey suggest a smaller share 
of adults in the district compared to city-
wide agree that their neighbors are willing 
to help one another. 

Community Needs
Our conversations with community mem-
bers—young people and caregivers of young 
children who live in the district, and ser-
vice providers at local community-based 
organizations—revealed several com-
munity-level needs. The most commonly 
mentioned needs were for more a%ordable 
housing, more free and a%ordable options 
for early childhood education, and more 
afterschool programming. Caregivers expressed the desire for 
greater leisure time for families to spend together, especially in 
the face of long working hours to meet basic economic needs. 
Caregivers and youth we spoke with also described the need 
for more behavioral health resources to address the stress from 
economic insecurity and experiences with discrimination, as well 
as resources for caregivers and young people to mediate conflicts 
they may have with one another. Service providers echoed this 
need and recommended whole-family approaches to behavioral 
health that address the needs of caregivers and their children in 
concert with one another. 

Substance use in public space was another topic related to behav-
ioral health which caregivers, youth, and service providers raised 
in nearly every conversation. Caregivers, specifically, did not feel 
safe bringing their children to play in some areas in the neigh-
borhood because of public substance use. Further, in several 
conversations the topic of domestic violence was raised by female 
caregivers, an issue which is reflected in the rise of reported 
domestic violence-related felony assaults and rape o%enses in 
the district—a cause for concern particularly given that domestic 
violence statistics tend to be underreported.

Supporting immigrant households was a clear priority for community 
members and service providers. Sta% at local organizations cited 
how immigrant families face language barriers, as well as a climate 
of fear caused by federal policies and actions targeting immigrant 
communities. During the course of the project, there were con-
cerns about immigration-related raids and proposals to change 

the federal “public charge” rule in ways to 
limit pathways to citizenship. We also heard 
how this climate of fear prevented families 
from participating and contributing fully to 
community life, including accessing needed 
services, such as health care, because of a 
reluctance to share personal information that 
might put themselves or a family member at 
risk of deportation. 

Community Assets
Conversations with community members 
also highlighted the community assets in 
the district that support all families. Some 
of the commonly mentioned assets included 
parks, libraries, and museum—such as the 
New York Hall of Science, the multiservice 
community center Elmcor, and community 
health centers such as Plaza del Sol and 

Public Health Solutions. These settings play an essential role in 
creating inclusive environments and o%ering support to immigrant 
households. Several libraries, museums, and cultural institutions 
in the district o%er English as a Second Language (ESL) classes, 
citizenship preparation resources, and free cultural programs. 
Caregivers and young people lauded these resources and recom-
mended there be more information and supports for immigrant 
families to access them. They also cited how schools and health 
clinics are making greater e%orts to translate information on 
events and programs into Spanish, Chinese, and other commonly 
spoken languages in the neighborhood. 

Other community assets are available throughout the district, such 
as large food retailers and emergency food assistance, as well as 
EarlyLearn and Pre-Kindergarten sites, and afterschool and summer 
programs. However, the capacity of these assets may not be enough 
to address the demands of the population. The availability of early 
childhood education and childcare programs was of particular 
concern for caregivers, and they saw these programs as places to 
engage caregivers in addition to children. The insu'cient supply of 
afterschool and summer programming was a concern for caregivers 
and youth alike. Finally, housing support services are less numerous 
than one would expect given the housing insecurity many families 
face, and public housing within the district is nonexistent.

COMMUNITY NEEDS
A!ordable Housing  

to Reduce Overcrowding

Opportunities for Families  
to Spend Time Together

Whole-Family Approaches 
 to Behavioral Health

Supports for Immigrant 
Households

Early Education and  
Afterschool Programing

Safety in Public Spaces  
and at Home

Information and Support to 
Access Existing Opportunities
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Key Takeaways Across  
Six Domains of Child and 
Family Well-being
In this report, we organize the findings from our community-based 
assessment into six domains of child and family well-being: 
Economic Security, Housing, Health, Education, Youth, Family 
and Community. A chapter is dedicated to each domain, which 
includes findings from our analyses of public administrative data, 
mapping of community assets, identification of e%orts underway to 
address community needs, and summaries from our face-to-face 
conversations with residents and service providers. Below, we 
summarize key findings in each domain and list the commu-
nity-driven solutions to address needs we heard from young 
people, caregivers, and service providers during our conversa-
tions with them. These solutions inform CCC’s policy and budget 
advocacy and serve as a springboard for ongoing local direct 
service programming and community driven advocacy e!orts.

Economic Security 
About #-.$% of families with children in Elmhurst/Corona were 
living at or below the Federal Poverty Level in !"#,, marginally 
below the citywide average of #$.&% at the time. However, since 
the cost of living is higher in New York City than the rest of the 
country, looking at the nationwide poverty threshold alone can 
obscure the depth of material hardship facing families in Elmhurst/
Corona. In fact, +!..% of families in the district were living in or 
near poverty—that is, at or below !""% of the Federal Poverty 
Level. This would have been, for example, below $&",-&" for a 
family of three in !"#,. The implications of this economic precarity 
were observed during the peak of the last recession when the 
poverty rate in Elmhurst/Corona jumped for all residents, including 
families with children. This is despite exceptionally high rates of 
labor force participation and employment in the district, including 
a quarter of the population aged *+ to ,&. Unemployment rates 
in the district continue to be lower than the city average, but a 
gender gap remains. Women continue to report higher rates of 
unemployment and are more likely to be working part-time. The 
district’s workers tend to concentrate in construction and hos-
pitality-related sectors and are under-represented in education, 
health, and social services and high-paying professional jobs. Local 
employment is likely to come from the retail sector, where most 
employees can walk or commute to work in under ." minutes.

The , Train is the subway line along Roosevelt Avenue, a main 
corridor, and a network of bus lines lace the district. Banks clus-
ter near main throughways, including Roosevelt Avenue and 
Queens Boulevard, leaving some areas of the district further 

than a half-mile from a financial institution that is not a check 
cashing location or solely an ATM. Overall, there are #+ workforce 
development program sites, primarily dispersed around Roosevelt 
Avenue, Northern Blvd, and Broadway. 

Elmhurst/Corona lacks a city-run Human Resources Administration 
Job Center or Workforce# Center, and since there is no NYCHA 
development in the area, no JobPlus sites exist. The Queens Public 
Library system hosts seven Adult Learning Centers with full-time 
professional sta% and volunteers who provide the following ser-
vices: Adult Basic Education (ABE) classes, English for Speakers of 
Other Languages (ESOL) classes, High School Equivalency (HSE) 
classes, technology classes, and case-management services. Of 
the *. GED Plus locations in the city, one is in North Corona and 
another is in East Elmhurst. The community district is also home to 
one of the #& Financial Empowerment Centers in the city providing 
services in English and Spanish. There are six free tax preparation 
locations, although there may be more than those reflected in 
publicly available datasets.

In nearly every conversation with caregivers, youth, and service 
providers, we heard about families wanting to spend more time 
together in leisure activities. However, families are limited by 
the long hours they need to work to sustain their basic needs. 
Caregivers and service providers we spoke with discussed how 
long working hours also presented challenges for finding childcare 
for young children or providing older children with homework help 
or other support. Caregivers desired greater availability of free or 
low-cost afterschool and summer programs; even though several 
programs are available in the area, demand vastly outstrips supply. 

Community-Driven Solutions 
• Invest in adult literacy and other skills-building programs 

tailored to the unique needs of immigrant communities 
in order to increase economic development opportunities 
that can result in better paying jobs and more quality time 
with families. 

• Partner workforce development programs, including 
English as a Second Language courses, with supports 
for working families, such as o!ering supervision and 
enrichment activities for young children during evening 
programming.

• Increase access to broadband internet as a tool for  
economic mobility. 

• Extend e!orts to ensure a $"# minimum wage to  
“tip-based” workers, especially those in hospitality related 
industries, who are not included in recent statewide  
minimum wage increases.
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Housing 
The rate of home ownership in Queens is higher than the city 
average, but this is not the case in Elmhurst/Corona. More than 
three quarters of the district is renting, even among long-term 
residents who have lived in the neighborhood for #" or more years. 
While no public housing is available, more than a third of rental 
units are rent regulated, though services providers are concerned 
about the shrinking number of these units. Still, compared to the 
rest of New York City, residents in Elmhurst/Corona are more likely 
to report that their apartment is una%ordable to them. As rents 
rise and take up a growing share of household income—.-% 
in !"#,—many homes are overcrowded and ’doubled up.’ One 
quarter of rental units in the community district host more than 
one person to a room. Among the nearly +,""" students who lack 
stable housing in the school district, -&% are temporarily living 
with relatives or neighbors due to economic hardship.

Considering the degree of housing insecurity in Elmhurst/Corona, 
it is surprising to find relatively few housing support services in 
the area. The western portion of the district, ZIP Code ##.,., was 
included in the initial phase of New York City’s Universal Access 
to Counsel Program that guarantees access to an attorney for any 
tenant facing eviction whose household income is below !""% 
of the Federal Poverty Level. However, there is one DYCD Housing 
Assistance program location in Jackson Heights. 

Community members and service providers consistently cited 
challenges that families face due to living in too little space along-
side multiple families in apartments—including the challenges to 
privacy and mental health that overcrowded conditions pose. They 
argued that una%ordable rents meant families have fewer housing 
choices, and the least costly housing was often poorly maintained. 
Several community members we spoke with also described families 
facing discrimination because landlords were unwilling to rent to 
households with children, especially young children.

Community-Driven Solutions 
• Build new a!ordable housing units to address the 

extremely high rates of overcrowding and housing 
insecurity. 

• Safeguard protections for rent-stabilized tenants and 
increase funding for rental subsidies for low-income 
households.

• Increase investments in prevention services for families 
at risk of housing insecurity, as well as families currently 
experiencing housing insecurity related to domestic  
violence, and ensure o!erings are multilingual and  
culturally sensitive outreach.

• Further develop public awareness campaigns, involving 
multilingual and culturally sensitive informational  
materials, to inform tenants of their rights when searching 
for housing and/or facing landlord harassment or  
potential eviction.

Health 
Health insurance coverage is reaching near universal levels 
among the district’s young children. For adults in the district, 
the uninsured rate dropped from ."% to #+% in the last five years. 
However, among this uninsured population of adults, individu-
als are mostly immigrants (--%), Latinx (,&%), and currently 
employed (,!%). Even though adults in Elmhurst/Corona lack 
insurance coverage at higher rates than New Yorkers at large, adult 
residents in the district experience better than average health. 
Adults’ self-rated health scores are below the borough and city 
averages, but life expectancy is near the highest in the city, at -* 
years. Children in Elmhurst/Corona also have much lower rates of 
avoidable child hospitalizations, infant mortality, preterm births,  
and low birthweight babies. 

In addition to these favorable outcomes, several community 
health assets are present in or near Elmhurst/Corona. NYC Health 
+ Hospitals/Elmhurst, one of the ## hospitals in the public inte-
grated health care system, is located near Broadway and Roosevelt 
Avenue, a major public transportation junction in Queens. New York 
Presbyterian Hospital, Queens, is located nearby in neighboring 
Flushing. There are two school-based health clinics in Elmhurst, 
and several key community health centers, such as Plaza del Sol 
and Grameen VidaSana, provide free or low-cost medical and 
preventative health care services. Another service provider, Public 
Health Solutions, o%ers a variety of health programs for families 
with young children, including a neighborhood WIC center.
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Caregivers, young people, and services providers all spoke of the 
need for more behavioral health supports, especially for working 
families experiencing economic insecurity and adolescents expe-
riencing social pressures and depression. A%ordability of health 
care services, even for those with health insurance, was another 
topic that was top of mind for community members. We heard 
from caregivers and service providers that some families may 
not be accessing needed health services due to concerns about 
a%ording services even if they have health insurance, as well as 
reluctance to share personal information with sta% at health clinics 
or other services. This reluctance related to fears that sharing this 
information might make them or a family member vulnerable to 
deportation. Similar concerns are present when accessing other 
health and nutrition programs, such as SNAP, which the federal 
administration recently included as part of proposed changes to 
the federal “public charge” rule. These changes, if implemented, 
would make it more di'cult for people with low or moderate 
incomes to obtain lawful permanent resident status if they utilize 
health, nutrition, and housing programs previously excluded from 

“public charge” determinations.

Community-Driven Solutions 
• Promote e!orts that ensure access to a!ordable health 

care, including through public choice health insurance 
plans or public programs that guarantee low-cost or 
no-cost services at public health care providers and 
regardless of immigration status. 

• Boost public awareness of existing health and behavioral 
health care programs and services through local multi-
lingual and multicultural media campaign advertising 
in schools, laundromats, doctor’s o$ces, libraries, and 
public transit.

• Invest more in farmers’ markets and local stores to provide 
healthy, a!ordable produce.

• Ensure that families experiencing food insecurity have 
access to nutrition assistance or emergency food programs 
regardless of federal policy proposals that seek to make it 
more di$cult for families to receive support.

Education
Adults in Elmhurst/Corona have lower levels of educational attain-
ment compared to the citywide average. More than a quarter of 
those aged !+ and over in the district lack a high school diploma, 
and this is more common among those who are immigrants, not 
proficient in English, and aged &+ and older. In the current gen-
eration, high school graduation rates have been rising in the last 
five years, but progress has been slower in the district than what 
has been observed citywide. School composition and student 
performance varies immensely within the district, with a few 
under-resourced schools hosting a large share of the area’s students 
who are English Language Learners, housing insecure, and from 
low-income families. The variation in student performance applies 
to earlier stages as well, where pass rates for the Reading and Math 
exams are as low as !"% at P.S. #&. but exceed *"% at P.S. #"!. 

Public Pre-K enrollment is among the highest in the city, however, 
community members described a need for more early care and 
education programming. Sixty percent of the enrollment is in 
community-based organizations and the remainder are in DOE 
stand-alone Pre-K Centers or schools. North Corona, followed 
by Elmhurst and Elmhurst-Maspeth, have the most afterschool 
and summer program locations, but Elmhurst-Maspeth has the 
largest number of sites per school-age children. Similar to its early 
education capacity, the more favorable number of after-school 
and summer programs in Elmhurst-Maspeth is in part due to the 
smaller number of children living in the neighborhood relative to 
other neighborhoods in the district.

Even with the afterschool and summer programs throughout the 
district, the demand for free or a%ordable enrichment programs 
is great. Caregivers regularly raised the need for homework help 
and college preparation, team sports and classes, as well as 
dance, music, and arts programming. Both young people and 
caregivers voiced concerns that the quality and availability of 
educational resources in schools in Elmhurst/Corona were lower 
than schools in other areas of the city. Some we spoke with cited 
how immigration status is a barrier for families advocating for 
more resources, especially in the context of anti-immigrant sen-
timents in the current national political landscape. At the local 
level, community members said the lack of translated materials 
and interpretation services deter caregivers from being more 
involved in their children’s education with local e%orts to create 
a more inclusive climate for immigrant families.
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Community-Driven Solutions 
• Create more afterschool opportunities for students, 

 including programs with hours extending later into the 
evening to accommodate caregivers with non-traditional 
working hours.

• Translate all communications from schools into Spanish, 
Chinese, and other common languages in the community.

• Expand the availability of early childhood education pro-
grams and help new parents and caregivers apply to the 
program and location that best fits their family’s needs.

• Make greater e!ort to involve fathers in early childhood 
programs, including in school based, center-based and 
family day care settings.

• Integrate multigenerational programming at early child-
hood education sites that promote healthy child develop-
ment and family well-being, such as English language and 
literacy classes for parents and caregivers, and integrated 
Early Intervention and behavioral health supports.

Youth
Since the Great Recession, measures of youth well-being have 
begun to show improvement in the district. Youth unemployment 
and teen idleness are on the decline and the percentage of youth 
(ages #* to !&) either in school or in work has climbed to over $"%. 
However, teen idleness remains high for young people in North 
Corona where one in seven youth aged #*-#$ was out of school 
and work in !"#,. Teen births are less frequent and falling to a 
rate of ." per #,""" girls between #+ and #$ years of age in !"#*. 
This is down from a rate of +" per #,""" in !"#!. 

When we spoke with young people about community strengths 
and needs, they focused on the educational and career opportu-
nities available to them, as well as the stressors that immigrant 
families face. For example, some youth described how the con-
strained educational and career opportunities parents experience 
related to their children’s opportunities. They argued that many 
parents do not have the time or capacity to advocate for better 
educational opportunities on behalf of their children because 
parents are busy working to meet their family’s basic needs. 
They believed this to be the case for most families in the area 
who experience economic insecurity, and especially immigrant 
families. Young people were also concerned about community 
safety and violence, including drug tra'cking and substance use 
in public space. Similar to the caregivers we spoke with, young 
people believed that even acknowledging the youth programs 
that do exist in the neighborhood, the number of programs was 
insu'cient and many extracurricular enrichment opportunities 
were simply too expensive for most families to a%ord. 

Community-Driven Solutions 
• Promote multi-generational and peer-to-peer intervention 

to address youth depression and reduce bullying and  
substance use.

• Build on existing afterschool programs and o!er more 
options in the arts like dance, music, and visual art classes 
for teenagers.

• Expand community-based behavioral health service  
and increase awareness of behavioral health resources 
available for teenagers and youth.

• Conduct a detailed, youth-led assessment of youth  
programs in the area to supplement publicly available 
data that may be out of date and incomplete.
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Family & Community 
More than a third of households in Elmhurst/Corona are families 
with children. Most of these households are headed by married 
couples, with about a quarter headed by single mothers. In North 
Corona and East Elmhurst, more than +"% of households are 
headed by single parents, grandparents, or other guardians. 

There were numerous issues related to community safety raised 
through administrative data analysis and conversations with 
community members. In terms of environmental concerns, recent 
data underscore the need to improve the environmental quality 
of the community—the area’s tra'c density, disruptive noise, 
and street cleanliness scores are among the worst in Queens. 
Furthermore, while the violent felony rate has declined after spik-
ing in the aftermath of the Great Recession, community members 
regularly cited community violence, including gang activity and 
drug tra'cking as a concern. Exposure to violence and drug use 
were reasons cited for feeling unsafe in public spaces, such as 
parks, even as community members viewed parks as important 
community assets. Preventing violence in the home was also a 
common concern shared in focus groups with caregivers. Data on 
domestic violence related incidents, felony assaults, and rapes 
back up this concern, and these incidents are likely underreported. 

A related topic to community safety is community trust. Survey 
data suggest trust among neighbors is among the lowest in the city, 
with *+% of residents reporting that their neighbors are willing 
to help one another compared to ,.% and ,!% in Queens and 
citywide, respectively. This data point is but a piece of a larger 
story, as we heard from many community residents a contrasting 
view of community unity and strength thanks to several institu-
tions in the area. Over and over, we heard that local libraries were 
essential to family life and seen as reliable places to access pro-
grams and services. We also heard recommendations to expand 
the library space, the Corona branch on #"&th Street specifically, 
considering the number of families who make use of the space. 
Focus group participants often discussed the importance and need 
for information about existing community resources, especially 
free and low-cost programs for children and families. At the end 
of several focus groups, participants said they learned about 
community resources from one another, and some participants 
recommended more families be involved in similar discussion to 
learn about opportunities and contribute ideas for addressing 
community-level needs. 

Community-Driven Solutions 
• Encourage collaboration across organizations in the  

area, including city agencies, community boards, service 
providers, libraries, schools, churches, and residents 
about immigrant services to build community trust and 
combat misinformation.

• Support libraries, which are deeply trusted institutions  
in Elmhurst/Corona, to o!er extended hours and expand 
language classes, computer classes, adult literacy, and 
other educational opportunities.

• Increase preventive services aimed at reducing domestic 
violence and conduct outreach to victims of domestic 
violence that prioritize safety and anonymity.

• Strengthen e!orts to enhance safety in parks and public 
spaces, including investing in more signage, trash bins 
and cleaning operations, and developing other measures 
to prevent smoking and substance use.

• Add pedestrian safety features, such as tra$c lights,  
especially close to schools where street safety is needed.

• Ensure services provided at city o$ces, such as the Human 
Resources Administration, appropriately meet the range 
of linguistic and cultural needs of families from diverse 
backgrounds.

• Utilize community-based organizations in outreach to 
ensure a complete and accurate count of residents,  
especially young children, in the %&%& Census.
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Introduction
Elmhurst/Corona is a culturally diverse community and has the largest share of immigrant households 
of any community district in the city—a meaningful designation for a community located in the borough 
of Queens, the most diverse county in the United States. Many residents in the area face economic hard-
ship, overcrowded housing conditions, and fewer educational opportunities compared to other parts of  
New York City. But residents also experience better health outcomes than the average New Yorker.

Our annual Community Risk Ranking analyzes data across six 
domains of child and family well-being and ranks outcomes for 
all +$ community districts in New York City. Elmhurst/Corona 
(Community District &"&) most recently ranked in the middle of 
the pack for several domains and ranked !!nd out of the +$ in 
overall risk. Our most recent analysis placed Elmhurst/Corona in 
the moderate risk category in terms of economic security, housing, 
youth, and family and community outcomes, and moderate-high 
risk in terms of outcomes for education. However, relative to 
the other +- community districts, residents in Elmhurst/Corona 
fared better than most community districts on health outcomes. 

Risk Ranking of Elmhurst/Corona  
(Queens Community District !)
  !"#"  !"#$

Overall  !"  !!
Economic Security  !.  !-
Housing  -  #!
Health  .*  &#
Education  +  $
Youth  !&  .,
Family and Community  !+  !.

The Community Risk Ranking measures risks to child and family 
well-being across six domains and overall and ranks the city’s +$ 
community districts from highest risk (##) to lowest risk (#+$). 
These rankings are grouped into five categories of risk: highest risk, 
moderate high risk, moderate risk, moderate low risk, low risk.

The Community Risk Ranking o%ers a broad stroke understanding 
of where risks to child and family well-being concentrate across 
the city, and which domains of child and family well-being may 
require greater attention in a community. Identifying where risks 
concentrate is important, as research tells us that the presence 
of multiple risk factors can have cumulative negative e%ects on 
children’s development.# Knowing where disparities are declining 
or increasing helps community members, policymakers, service 
1 Please see, for example, Evans, G. W. (2004). The environment of childhood poverty. 
American Psychologist, 59(2), 77.

providers, and philanthropic organizations prioritize investments, 
expand existing e%orts, and develop new initiatives to achieve 
better outcomes for children and families in the city. The mix of 
outcomes in Elmhurst/Corona is part of what sparked our e%ort to 
further investigate community-level risks and resources to provide 
community stakeholders more details on the challenges families 
face, as well as the assets in the area that help families thrive.

Our Approach to Community-based 
Assessments
This report is a comprehensive summary of a year-long project 
documenting both welcomed and worrisome trends across a 
variety of issues children and families in Elmhurst/Corona face. 
We combined multiple data gathering techniques to examine the 
most pressing issues facing children and families in the community 
and the community assets that support children and families. 

We relied on publicly available data, much of which is available 
in our online database, data.cccnewyork.org. These data come 
from a variety of sources including, but not limited to, the United 
States Census Bureau’s American Community Survey and the 
New York City agencies, such as the Department of Education, 
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, Administration for 
Children’s Services, and others. 

Elmhurst/Corona is a community that is likely underrepresented 
in survey data, mostly due to the high share of immigrant and 
non-English speaking households. This means that while propor-
tional estimates, such as the share of households in poverty, may 
be considered representative of the broader area, population 
totals may underestimate the actual number of individuals and 
should be interpreted with caution. This is a caveat that does not 
invalidate the data or findings but underscores the importance 
of accounting for households and individuals which are often 
overlooked in sampling methods for all surveys and census counts.
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Data on community resources in this report—such as banks, 
supermarkets, health clinics, and afterschool and summer 
programs—come from a variety of sources and are also avail-
able on our online database as a community asset mapping 
tool. A full list of data sources is available in Appendix IV. 
Identifying community resources provides a more complete pic-
ture of how children and families are faring than data on risks 
would alone and acknowledges the presence of institutions that 
serve children and families daily through a variety of programs  
and community amenities. 

In addition to using publicly available data on multiple community 
resources, we spoke with more than !+" community members 
who o%ered insights into the community assets residents valued, 
such as the public libraries and parks. These conversations also 
highlighted e%orts underway to improve community conditions, 
and we also reviewed a variety of online and print materials about 
new and existing local and citywide initiatives relevant to each 
domain of child and family well-being.

Our conversations with community members were critical to the 
design of this project and our understanding of community-level 
risks and resources. These conversations included young people 
and caregivers of young children who live in the community, as 
well as service providers who work in the area and may live there. 
Our participatory process took place in multiple formats: one-
on-one in-person or phone meetings, detailed presentations on 
our preliminary analysis of public administrative data, a dozen 
focus groups, and a community forum where we summarized 
findings from both our quantitative and qualitative data analysis 
and invited further feedback. These conversations elucidated the 
various opportunities and challenges families face that may not be 
captured in the publicly available data. More information about 
these community conversations is available in Appendix II.

During this project, we piloted an SMS-based survey to ask a series 
of questions on life in Elmhurst/Corona to an additional pool of 
young people and caregivers of young children. The goal of the 
pilot was to determine whether this technology could be a useful 
complement to our face-to-face conversations, and whether the 
technology can be an e%ective means for disseminating findings 
from the survey and the project broadly. During this #"-week pilot, 
more than !"" community members responded to and received 
findings from the survey. We will release a detailed report on these 
findings and the e'cacy of the pilot as a separate publication in 
the near future. In the meantime, more information about the 
pilot is available in Appendix III. 

A Note on Geography
Elmhurst/Corona—Queens Community District &—is made up 
of several neighborhoods: Corona, Elmhurst, North Corona and 
Elmhurst-Maspeth. We also include information about the neigh-
borhood of East Elmhurst, which is part of Queens Community 
District ., based on feedback from several service providers 
who shared an interest in knowing how families are faring in this 
neighborhood. These neighborhoods correspond to Neighborhood 
Tabulation Areas (NTAs), and we refer to these areas as “neigh-
borhoods” in this report. We examine the publicly available data 
whenever possible at this smaller geography to provide a more 
granular understanding of community conditions. In some cases, 
neighborhood level estimates should be interpreted with caution 
since the smaller sample size used to produce these estimates 
make the data less reliable than estimates for larger geographic 
areas, such as at the community district, borough, or citywide 
estimates. In these cases, understanding the general distribu-
tion or trend across these smaller geographies is preferred over 
the specific population count or rate. When assessing assets, 
the area is inclusive of all neighborhoods within both Queens 
Community District . and &, which includes the neighborhood 
of Jackson Heights. More information on these geographies is 
available in Appendix I.

How We Define Community Assets
When we refer to assets or resources in a community, 
we mean the institutions, programs, and infrastructure 
that support children and families. The community 
assets that we map and e%orts underway that we men-
tion in this report are not an exhaustive list. We rely on 
publicly available data to map most of these and fill in 
gaps with additional information from our discussions 
with community residents. In most cases, these assets 
have some connection to the public-sector, through 
either a contract with a local or state public agency or 
government regulation. In some instances, we iden-
tify community assets that may not be adequately 
serving their intended purpose. Parks, for example, 
were often mentioned as a community asset and yet 
were also places where community members said 
they sometimes do not feel safe.
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How This Report is Organized
Findings from this community-based assessment are organized in 
seven sections in this report, starting with a community overview 
analyzing the demographic characteristics of Elmhurst/Corona 
residents. The six sections that follow review findings from our 
analysis of public data—both neighborhood level outcomes and 

community assets— and our conversations with community 
members—both the e%orts underway and common perspectives 
we heard during focus groups. These six sections correspond to 
the six domains of child and family well-being we monitor in our 
Community Risk Ranking—economic security, housing, health, 
education, youth, and family and community. 

Assessment Area

�Community District Boundary) �NTA Boundary)Q�Elmhurst/Corona Assessment Area)Q�Street)Q�Park)Q�Water)Q LaGuardia Airport
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Population and Demographics
Elmhurst/Corona has a population of roughly &#$,$$$ residents. Out of all New York City’s #' com-
munity districts, Elmhurst/Corona has the highest share of foreign-born residents. As a majority- 
immigrant district, it is home to many languages and cultures—above all, Spanish-speaking families 
from South America. 

Population
Situated in the middle of Queens, Elmhurst/Corona is a medi-
um-sized district that was home to an estimated #&*,""" people 
in !"#,. There are more than .",""" children in Elmhurst/Corona, 
making up one in every five residents. It should be noted up front, 
and kept in mind throughout the report, that any population 
figures may underestimate the total number of residents in the 
area given the tendency to undercount the population in areas 
where many households have limited English proficiency, lack 
of access to broadband internet, or other factors.! This does not 
invalidate the data, which are drawn from a reliably representative 
sample, but is an important caveat that underscores the need 
to account for households which are sometimes overlooked in 
sampling methods, particularly in surveys and census counts. 

Among children and youth under age !+, almost half are between 
+ and #& years old. In !"#,, those aged *+ and older made up 
about ##% of the population—a relatively smaller share than the 
proportions for Queens and New York City as a whole. 

Table ".": Total and Child Population
  CD %"%— 
!"#$ Population Elmhurst/Corona Queens NYC

Under + *,!-* (&%) #&&,"*# (*%) +&$,.-+ (*%)
Children under #- .",,.! (!"%) &,.,+*, (!"%) #,,-,,&#+ (!#%)
Youth (#--!&) ##,&-# (-%) #$#,*&! (-%) ,*.,**- ($%)
Working age (!+-*&) -*,$*, (+,%) #,..$,,&+ (+,%) &,-.+,#+, (+*%)
Over *+ #*,$"& (##%) .+.,+.* (#+%) #,!.*,+** (#&%)
Total population #+!,.,"  !,.+-,&$" -,*!!,-"*

2 Please see, for example, Tourangeau, R., Edwards, B., & Johnson, T. P. (Eds.). (2014). 
Hard-to-survey populations. Cambridge University Press.

Table ".#: Population by Neighborhood
Neighborhood Total population Children under & Children under #'

Elmhurst -.,&&" +,",# (*%) #*,#+$ (#$%)
Corona +$,#$# &,-&! (-%) #+,*,$ (!*%)
North Corona ++,#$# +,+#+ (#"%) #+,"*& (!,%)
Elmhurst-Maspeth !+,++, #,##* (&%) &,++- (#-%)
East Elmhurst !#,+-! #,+.! (,%) &,-., (!!%)

Across the neighborhoods surrounding the district, Elmhurst-
Maspeth contains the highest share of senior residents, whereas in 
Corona and North Corona more than one in four residents is a child.

While the total population of the district has remained stable, 
the age distribution of the districts’ residents has seen marginal 
changes. In the last decade, the working age population—those 
between the ages of !+ to *&—has stayed the same. At the same 
time, the share of children and youth diminished while the senior 
population grew in proportion. 

Figure ".": Population by Age Group
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Across the five neighborhoods in the area, there are slightly more 
men than women.. At the same time, women make up a greater 

3 The American Community Survey collects data on respondents’ self-identified 
sex, either male or female. This is a limitation that prevents CCC from collecting and 
analyzing data on children, youth, and caregivers whose gender identities do not fit into 
this binary and underscores the need for better practices in survey design.

share of the senior population, with almost one out of every seven 
women aged *+ and over.
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Although the share of the population in Elmhurst/Corona under 
the age of #- is on par with the borough and city, the sheer 

concentration of children in specific census tracts stands out 
when looking at a wider geographic area in the borough. 

Figure ".%: Child Population by Census Tract
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Race and Ethnicity
Elmhurst/Corona is home to one of the largest Latinx populations 
in New York City. This is not new—the district has been majority 
Latinx for more than a decade. In !"#,, +*% of the population 
identified as Hispanic/Latinx, almost double the city average. 
Additionally, almost a third of the district is Asian; this has been 
the case for some time as well.

Over the last decade, the percentage of children who are Latinx 
has increased from ++% to *#%.

Throughout this report, we use Latinx as a gender-neutral term 
alongside Latino/a and Hispanic, which are the terms used in all 
sources of public data. 

Figure ".!: Race/Ethnicity of Elmhurst/Corona Population

Q White, non-Hispanic)Q Black, non-Hispanic)Q Asian)Q Latinx)Q Other

 

Figure ".$: Race/Ethnicity of Elmhurst/Corona Children
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Elmhurst/Corona:  
A brief history
Situated in the center of Queens—the most diverse large 
county in the nation—the Elmhurst/Corona community has 
a long history of being at the forefront of migration, diversity, 
and multiracial democracy. In fact, even the name Corona 
is even suspected to be a loan word, meaning “Crown,” 
from local Italian- and Spanish-speaking residents of the 
late #$th century.

Years ago, one of the area’s first eminent figures was Louis 
Armstrong, an icon of the Great Migration, who put down 
roots in Corona in #$&. and lived on #",th Street until his 
death in #$,#. Armstrong was a humble champion of mid-cen-
tury Queens and its mix of cultures, as quoted in Ebony 
Magazine in #$*&: “We’re right out here with the rest of 
the colored folk and the Puerto Ricans and Italians and the 
Hebrew cats. We don’t need to move out to the suburbs.” 
Armstrong’s words provide valuable historical context and 
prophesized significant changes to come: from the #$*"s 
onward, the suburban flight of white residents resulted in 
a sweeping demographic shift in Elmhurst/Corona.

The #$,"s were the onset of a “majority-minority” transition, 
as Elmhurst/Corona went from being a community that was 
more than $"% White to one that, by #$$", was &+% Latin 
American, !*% Asian, and #"% Black. This transformation 
was partly the product of fair housing laws and the inte-
gration of the African American community: following the 
end of discriminatory rental practices, the share of Black 
tenants in the Lefrak City apartment complex rose from 
under #"% in #$," to more than two-thirds in #$,+. Changes 
were also brought about by the Immigration and Nationality 
Act of #$*+, which removed restrictions on immigration 
from countries outside of Western Europe. In a matter of 
years, immigrants from Latin America (predominantly the 
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Colombia, and Mexico) and 
Asia (from China, Korea, India, and the Philippines) settled 
into enclaves and brought with them the cultural practices 
and customs that define much of Elmhurst/Corona today. 

This demographic evolution is most evident through the 
commercial profile and street life of the neighborhood. While 
some of the area’s first Italian establishments remain along 
#"-th Street, much of the industry along Roosevelt Avenue 
and Junction Boulevard has been characterized by recent 
waves of migration—with one report finding that $*% of 
Corona’s street vendors now hail from foreign countries. 

Furthermore, the changing population in Elmhurst/Corona 
has translated into significant political representation for 
minorities. Assemblyman Je%rion Aubry is the first Black 
Speaker Pro Temp in the State Assembly and continues 
to represent East Elmhurst and Corona after first being 
elected in #$$!. In !"#., Rep. Grace Meng became the first 
Asian American member of Congress from New York State, 
representing her home neighborhood of Elmhurst. The late 
State Senator José Peralta became the first Dominican-
American elected to the New York State Senate and served 
Corona in public o'ce for more than a decade. Most recently, 
state elections in !"#- saw ’Little Colombia’ gain repre-
sentation through State Senator Jessica Ramos and State 
Assemblywoman Catalina Cruz. These milestones illus-
trate the promise of intergenerational mobility and call 
attention to Elmhurst/Corona as a role model for building a  
representative democracy.

!"#+-!"#,
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Today, most of the district’s Latinx population claims South 
American ancestry—specifically from Colombia, Ecuador, and 
Peru. Across neighborhoods, as many as +"% of the population is 
South American in Elmhurst, while this share is smaller in Corona 
and North Corona, where there are higher numbers of Mexicans 
and Dominicans.

Figure ".&: Latinx Origin by Neighborhood
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Q Puerto Rican)Q Cuban)Q Other
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The area’s large Asian population is mostly composed of individuals 
of Chinese descent. Additionally, there is sizable representation from 
South Asia (Indian, Bangladeshi, and Nepalese) and the Philippines. 

Figure ".': Asian Origin by Neighborhood
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Citizenship, Language  
and Immigration
Much of the diversity in Elmhurst/Corona today is the prod-
uct of immigration. Out of all +$ community districts in New 
York City, Elmhurst/Corona sees the highest percentage of for-
eign-born residents. Immigrants make up almost two-thirds of the  
district’s population. 

Figure ".(: Population by Citizenship Status

Q US-born)Q Naturalized citizen)Q Non-citizen

Elmhurst/Corona  
 

Queens 
 

NYC

Many of these immigrants have become citizens since arriving, but 
more than half are non-citizens—’non-citizen’ includes green card 
holders, refugees and asylum seekers, recipients of Temporary 
Protected Status (TPS) and Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals 
(DACA), and undocumented immigrants. Roughly a third of the 
district’s residents are non-citizens; as many as &*% of the  
residents in North Corona are non-citizens. 

Compared to Queens and New York City, Elmhurst/Corona has 
a much higher proportion of individuals and households with 
limited English proficiency. Limited English proficiency is defined 
as individuals who speak English less than very well on a four-
point scale: “very well” being the highest, “not well at all” being 
the lowest. Approximately half of the district’s residents over the 
age of five speak English less than very well, a significantly higher 
share than the borough and citywide. 

Table ".%: Citizenship, English Language Proficiency,  
and Linguistic Isolation
  Elmhurst/ 
  Corona  Queens  NYC

English Language Proficiency:  
Individuals who speak English  
less than “very well” &$.#% !$.-% !!.$%
Linguistic Isolation:  
Households in which no one  
over #& years speaks English only  
or speaks English “very well” ...#% #$.*% #&.-%
 

Relatedly, linguistically isolated households are homes in which 
no one over the age of #& speaks English very well. In Elmhurst/
Corona, this applies to a third of households—and is closer to 
&"% for households in North Corona and Elmhurst. 

Table ".!: Linguistically Isolated Households and  
Non-Citizen Population by Neighborhood
   Linguistically Non- 
   isolated citizen 
   households population

Corona  .".*% ...,%
Elmhurst  .$.*% .&.&%
Elmhurst-Maspeth  .#.+% .+.!%
North Corona  &#.$% &*.#%
East Elmhurst  !#.&% !,.&%

Beyond levels of proficiency, English is not widely spoken in 
Elmhurst/Corona. In less than #!% of households, English is 
the only language spoken at home. Given that this is a majority 
Latinx district, a much larger share (+"%) speak Spanish as the 
default language at home. Further, more than #",""" households, 
almost a quarter of the district, speak Asian or Pacific Islands’ lan-
guages. This is mostly dominated by Chinese-speaking households,  
but also homes that speak Bengali and Tagalog/Filipino.

Table ".$: Household Language
  Households Percentage

English only &,$-$ ##.-%
Spanish !#,&*& +".,%
Other Indo-European languages +,*+# #..&%
Asian and Pacific Island languages #","!+ !..,%
 Chinese (Mandarin or Cantonese) +,&-& #.%
 Bengali #,$$+ +%
 Tagalog/Filipino #,$$& +%
 Hindi -+! !%
 Tibetan +&# #%

 +.,"## /.*%0  &#,,"# /!$%0  +#,.,! /.+%0 

 &*-,!." /!"%0  *.",*** /!,%0  #,!+$,+$& /+.%0 

 #,.$*,$+$ /#*%0  #,,,,,.+& /!#%0  +,&&-,&$. /*.%0 
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Much of these findings are a testament to the district’s status as 
a home to immigrants from around the world. Indeed, we know 
that the average resident in Elmhurst/Corona is a relatively more 
recent arrival to New York City than the average city resident. 
Data from the !"#, Housing Vacancy Survey (HVS) illustrate that 
the median year of arrival was the year !""", compared to #$$+ 
for New York City in general. This is also true among immigrants, 
suggesting that Elmhurst/Corona’s residents represent one of the 
newer ’waves’ of immigration to the city.

Over the last decade, most of the recent arrivals to the area have 
been motivated by reasons related to housing. This includes want-
ing more space, better housing quality, or greater a%ordability. 
More recently, though, the !"#, HVS estimated a greater share of 
people (about ."%) moved to the neighborhood for work-related 
reasons, especially for commuting reasons. Still, it should be noted 
that this is among a smaller sample size, as the survey only poses 
the question to respondents who arrived in the neighborhood in 
the last four years; the number of recent arrivals motivated by 
housing in !"#, was estimated at *,$##.

Figure ".): Reasons for Moving to Elmhurst/Corona

Q Work)Q School)Q Family)Q Neighborhood)Q Housing/Residence)Q Eviction/Displacement/Harassment)Q Other
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Economic Security
Elmhurst/Corona is working-class community facing economic precarity. More than half of all chil-
dren in the district are living in households that are in or near poverty. Employment rates are high, 
but the types of jobs held by residents may not be enough to support themselves financially. Workers 
are over-represented in hospitality, retail, restaurants and construction positions and under-repre-
sented in high-paying and social service professions.

Income and Poverty
The bulk of households in Elmhurst/Corona earn between $!+,"""-
$#"",""", meaning that compared to NYC, fewer households 
are taking in over $#"",""" a year but also there is a smaller 
percentage of households earning under $#",""". 

Among families with children in the district, the median income 
is marginally lower. Median income refers to the annual earnings 
of a household (including money from wages, self-employment, 
capital gains, social security, or other public assistance) at the 
+"th percentile—meaning half of households earn more, and 
half earn less than this figure on an annual basis. However, there 
are significant di%erences across the neighborhoods in the area. 
Incomes are higher in the neighborhood of Elmhurst-Maspeth—
where the average family takes home $*#,""" a year—while in 
Corona and North Corona, family household income is $&*,""". 

This distribution suggests that a broader share of households 
concentrate in a limited income range. Within this range, the 
median income is approximately $+!,"""—this is lower than the 
city and borough averages and has fallen short of the city average 
over the last decade.

Figure #.": Income Distribution

Q Under $#",""")Q $#"-!+,""")Q $!+-+",""")Q $+"-#"",""" 
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Figure #.#: Median Income

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC—All families

Q Elmhurst/Corona—Families with children

  

 

Figure #.%: Median Family Income by Neighborhood
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In !"#,, approximately #*% of Elmhurst/Corona residents lived in 
poverty—higher than the Queens poverty rate but slightly lower 
than the city average. Poverty, as defined by the !"#, Federal 
Poverty Level, is living below $!",&!" for a household of three. 
However, this threshold can sometimes obscure the depth and 
nature of living in or around poverty. In Elmhurst/Corona, this is 
particularly important to keep in mind.

Figure. #.!: Poverty Status (< "**% FPL)

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

Table #.": Poverty Thresholds
  Income threshold  
Families with Children, for a (-person Elmhurst/ 
!"#$ FPL household Corona Queens NYC

Poor ( < #""% FPL) Less than $!",&!" #-.$% #..!% #$.&%
Near poor  
(#"" to !""% FPL) $!",&!" to $&",-&" ...&% !&."% !!.+%
Moderate income  
(!"" to &""% FPL) $&",-&# to $-#,*-" .$.,% .!.&% !-.$%
Higher income  
(> &""% FPL) Above $-#,*-" -."% ."..% !$.!%

One figure worth noting is the share of families with children 
near poverty—that is, households with incomes between #"" to 
!""% of the FPL threshold. The number of households with chil-
dren near poverty jumps to ..% for Elmhurst/Corona and could 
explain why the poverty rate increased more aggressively in the 
wake and aftermath of the !""- recession. A greater proportion 
of households fell into poverty from !""$-!"#& and were subse-
quently able to move above the income threshold in recent years. 

Furthermore, poverty is not experienced equally in the area. 
Among white and Asian residents, the poverty rate is #+% and 
#,%, respectively—roughly the same as the district average. This 
is slightly higher among Latinx residents, among whom !!% are 
in poverty. Among Black residents, this rate jumps to .+%.

Meanwhile, poverty rates are also disproportionately high among 
youth aged #- to !& and the elderly aged *+ and over, at !,% and 
!"%, respectively. Perhaps most alarmingly, more than *"% of 
all children under #- are living in or near poverty.

Figure #.$: Poverty by Age Group

Q Poor ( < #""% FPL))Q Near poor (#"" to !""% FPL)

 

 

The higher rate of children near poverty sheds light on the under-
lying precarity that many families experience. While the poverty 
rate in Elmhurst/Corona is relatively lower than other parts of 
the city, a much greater percentage of families are living close to 
poverty. Income insecurity is real and means that the e%ects of 
an economic downturn in the future would be widely and harshly 
felt in the community.
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Employment
Compared to Queens and New York City, Elmhurst/Corona has a 
more active workforce. A higher share of the working age pop-
ulation (aged #* to *&) is employed and in the labor force, and 
fewer people aged #* and above are failing to find jobs. This trans-
lates to a higher employment-population ratio and labor force  
participation rate, and a lower unemployment rate. 

Table #.#: Labor Force Statistics
  Elmhurst/  
  Corona  Queens NYC

Employment population ratio ,+.+% ,#.!% *-.-%
Labor force participation ,$.&% ,+."% ,..*%
Unemployment rate +.!% +.#% *.+%

This is consistent with findings from the National Research Center 
on Hispanic Families and Children—specifically, that compared 
to White and Black families, Hispanic parents have much higher 
rates of employment but still see higher rates of children in low-in-
come households.&

In Corona, Elmhurst, Elmhurst-Maspeth, North Corona, and East 
Elmhurst, labor force participation is fairly strong and unemploy-
ment is low. However, in each neighborhood there is a higher rate 
of unemployment among women than men—rising as high as  
-.*% for women in East Elmhurst.

Table #.%: Labor Force Statistics by Neighborhood
 Employment  Labor force  Unemployment 
 population ratio participation rate

Corona *-.&% ,!..% +.&%
Elmhurst ,..!% ,,.*% +.,%
Elmhurst-Maspeth ,+..% ,$.#% &.-%
North Corona ,#.$% ,*.&% +.$%
East Elmhurst *,.!% ,!.#% *.$%
 

Figure #.&: Unemployment Rate by Neighborhood  
and Gender
O Female)O Male

4 Gennetian, L., Guzman, L., Ramos-Olazagasti, M., and Wildsmith, E. (2019) An 
Economic Portrait of Low-Income Hispanic Families, National Research Center on 
Hispanic Families & Children. Retrieved from https://www.hispanicresearchcenter.
org/research-resources/an-economic-portrait-of-low-income-hispanic-families-key-
findings-from-the-first-five-years-of-studies-from-the-national-research-center-on-
hispanic-children-families/.

Another nuance to this data is that while the retirement age is set 
at *+, many individuals are forced to continue working beyond 
this age to sustain themselves financially. In New York City more 
than a quarter of the population aged *+ to ,& is in the labor 
force—that is, either employed or looking for work. In Elmhurst/
Corona, labor force participation is roughly the same, but varies 
slightly by neighborhood. In the neighborhood of Corona, more 
than a quarter of *+ to ,&-year-olds are employed; notably, Corona 
is also the neighborhood with the highest rate of poverty among 
the elderly. This correlation could speak to circumstances in 
which older residents in Corona are more likely to continue work 
beyond age *+ as a matter of economic security. 

Table #.!: Labor Force Statistics  
Among Elderly Population by Neighborhood
 Employment  Labor force  Unemployment 
Ages )& to $%* population ratio participation rate

Corona !*.-% !*.+% #.#%
Elmhurst !&.,% !!.-% ,.*%
Elmhurst-Maspeth !".&% #$.#% *.&%
North Corona !+.$% !..$% ,.-%
East Elmhurst !!."% #$.*% ##."%

*Note: Estimates for each neighborhood should be interpreted with caution  
due to a smaller sample size 

Figure #.': Poverty Rate Among the Elderly Population  
(&$ years and over) by Neighborhood
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Within the working age population, there are also employment 
di%erences by gender. For working men and women in New York 
City, weekly working hours tend to follow a pattern in which a 
marginally higher share of women work part-time (or fewer than 
.+ hours a week) and a fractionally higher share of men work 
over-time (or more than *" hours a week). In Elmhurst/Corona, 
there is a much greater share of people working fewer than .+ 
hours a week—including more than a third of working women.

Figure #.(: Weekly Working Hours by Gender

O Male)O Female

 

Jobs
Where residents are working and what types of jobs they hold 
can be a critical factor in shaping the well-being of families and 
individuals in the community. Data demonstrate that Elmhurst/
Corona has plenty of workers, but are their jobs o%ering stable 
employment, a living wage, and adequate benefits? It is worth 
keeping this in mind as we examine the job profile of the district.

At the sector level, Elmhurst/Corona sees a greater proportion 
of its residents working in the private sector. About three-quar-
ters of workers are in the private sector and another #!% are 
self-employed. This means that, relative to Queens and New 
York City, a much smaller share of workers are in the public and 
non-profit sectors.

Table #.$: Job Sector
  Elmhurst/ 
  Corona Queens NYC

Private sector ,&.+% *-.-% **.#%
Public sector ,.&% #..&% #.."%
NGO/Non-profit *.!% ,.+% $.$%
Self-employed ##.-% #".!% #".-%
Working without pay  
for family business/farm ".#% ".#% ".!%

At the industry level, more than half of Elmhurst/Corona’s workers 
can be found working either blue-collar jobs or jobs in retail and 
hospitality. Again, comparing to the borough and city, a smaller 
share work in education, health, and social services or jobs in 
high-paying services, such as information/technology, real estate, 
and finance. At a more detailed level, the top five industries (by 
the total number of employees) for Elmhurst/Corona workers 
can be found in Table !.*.

Table #.&: Top $ Industries in Elmhurst/Corona
    Total  
Top & industries in Elmhurst/Corona Male Female employed

Hospitality, accommodation,  
and restaurants **."% .&."% #*,$..
Construction and manufacturing ,+.&% !&.*% #&,.#*
High-paying professionals  
(IT, real estate, finance, sciences) +".+% &$.+% #&,!&"
Education, health care,  
and social services !$.$% ,".#% #&,!.,
Wholesale and retail +.."% &,."% #!,!.+

In sum, workers from Elmhurst/Corona are over-represented in 
hospitality and construction jobs, while under-represented in 
high-paying and social service jobs. These discrepancies can be 
identified within the district at the neighborhood level as well: 
Elmhurst-Maspeth has a quarter of its workers in high-paying 
professions; one-fifth of workers in East Elmhurst are employed 
in educational, health, and social services; while almost half of 
North Corona are in hospitality, accommodation and restaurants 
or construction and manufacturing. 

Figure #.): Industry of Workers

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC
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Considering the prevalence of workers in hospitality, accommoda-
tion, and restaurant jobs in Elmhurst/Corona, it will be important 
to monitor whether and how the minimum wage increase in New 
York State to $#+ an hour reaches workers in these industries. For 
example, recent reports have highlighted the e%ects of a two-
tiered system in both full-service and limited-service restaurants 
where tipped workers are exempt from receiving a $#+ minimum 
wage.+ The findings from these reports suggest abolishing the 
two-tiered system would lift many more families out of poverty 
and make the workplace safer and more equitable for this majority 
female workforce.

Commuting
Most workers in Elmhurst/Corona take public transit and have 
commute times that average between &"-&+ minutes. This indi-
cates that most residents go outside of the district for work. 
However, one exception could be among wholesale and retail 
workers. Residents employed in this industry are most likely to 
walk, or commute via taxi or bicycle, and experience an average 
commute time of ." minutes. 

5 Moe, L., Parrott, J. and Lathrop, Y. (2019) New York City’s $15 Minimum Wage and 
Restaurant Employment and Earnings. Center for New York City A%airs and National 
Employment Law Project. Allegretto, S. (2018) Should New York State Eliminate its 
Subminimum Wage? Center on Wage and Employment Dynamics.

Figure #."": Means of Commute and  
Median Commute Time by Industry

Q Drive alone)Q Carpool)Q Public transit)Q Taxi, cycle, other 
Q Walk)Q Work at home)O�Median travel time (min)

 

In terms of this measure, wholesale and retail appears to be the 
closest and most accessible source of employment for many 
residents in Elmhurst/Corona.

Figure #."*: Industry of Workers by Neighborhood
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Economic Security Assets
Banks
There are &" banks operating in the area and the ratio of banks 
to the adult population is nearly half of the city average. Citywide 
there is one bank per .,$"" adult population and in our assessment 
area that ratio increases to one bank per *,."" adults. Compared 
to other parts of the city, this community is among the most 
underserved, both in Queens, and citywide along with several 
Bronx, central Brooklyn and northern Manhattan communities. 

Variations among neighborhoods are notable, and in Corona, North 
Corona and East Elmhurst residents have access to fewer banks 
compared to other parts of the area. When taking into consider-
ation the number of adult residents living in these neighborhoods, 
around !!,""" adult residents in Corona have access to one bank, 
followed by East Elmhurst at #,,""" and North Corona where there 
are #.,""" adults per one bank. Other neighborhoods follow the 
pattern of the community as a whole with around *,""" adults 
per one bank, with Jackson Heights which is more saturated 
with banks and in line with citywide trends. Notably, Corona and 
North Corona are one of almost fifty New York State Department 
of Finance Banking Development Districts (BDD) in the city, which 
are designed to encourage the establishment of bank branches 
in areas across New York State where there is a demonstrated 
need for banking services.*

6 Banking Development District https://www.dfs.ny.gov/apps_and_licensing/banks_
and_trusts/bdd_about

Table #.': Banks and Population Ratios by Neighborhood
  Number of 
 Number of  adults per  
Neighborhood banks bank

Corona ! !!,"++ 
East Elmhurst # #*,,&+ 
Elmhurst ## *,##* 
Elmhurst-Maspeth* ! +,+*+ 
Jackson Heights !# .,$,. 
North Corona . #.,.,* 
Asset Assessment Area &" *,+,# 
New York City #,,+, .,--$

*Note: This estimate reflects only the portion of the Elmhurst-Maspeth 
neighborhood that overlaps with Queens Community District %.
 
Banks are more densely concentrated along Broadway in Elmhurst, 
Roosevelt Avenue and .,th Avenue in Jackson Heights and around 
Junction Boulevard, the street bordering North Corona and Jackson 
Heights. As the map shows, parts of East Elmhurst and North 
Corona are not within half a mile walking distance to a bank and 
banks are absent in many parts of the district. This prompted us 
to investigate ATM locations to see if they are potentially covering 
areas where banks are not present and since these are exclusively 
bank-related ATMs, in most cases they are adjacent to a bank 
with a few exceptions. In addition to ATM locations, we mapped 
check cashing locations not as a community asset, per se, but 
to understand their prevalence relative to banks. There are .-& 
New York State licensed check cashing locations in the city, with 
#& in the area, which provides a partial picture of all alternative 
financial ser vices (ASF) that residents might utilize, including 
nonbank money orders or money transfers, payday loans, pawn-
shops, and other services. 
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Figure #."#: Banks and Check Cashing Locations 

O�Bank) �ATM Location)O�Check Cashing Location)Q�Within #/! Mile Walk to Bank)Q�Further Than #/! Mile Walk to Bank
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Workforce Development
The community lacks an HRA Job Center or Workforce# Center, and 
since there is no NYCHA development in the area, no JobPlus site 
exists. The community district is home to one of the #& Financial 
Empowerment Centers citywide, providing services in English 
and Spanish and located at Make the Road New York, a communi-
ty-based provider on Roosevelt Avenue. Financial Empowerment 
Centers are operated by the New York City Department of 
Consumer A%airs and provide free professional, financial coun-
seling and coaching related to debt, savings, opening a bank 
account, improving credit, and more.

Another program by the Department of Consumer A%airs is NYC 
Free Tax Prep, with #-& locations citywide and six in this commu-
nity with each o%ering services in English and Spanish, and some 
in other languages such as Mandarin, Cantonese, Urdu, Hindi, 
among others. Free Tax Preparation campaign alerts eligible New 
Yorkers about free tax filing options and raises awareness about 
refund-boosting tax credits like the Earned Income Tax Credit 
and the NYC Child Care Tax Credit. 

There are eight adult education programs in the community 
including High School Equivalency, Adult Basic Education,  
GED, technology classes, and English as a Second Language (ESL 
is covered in the Family and Community section of the report). 
These programs are provided either through Queens Library Adult 
Learning Centers, New York City Department of Education O'ce 
of Continuing Education or GED Plus Location program.

There are seven Queens Library Adult Centers boroughwide, with 
two in the area, located in Elmhurst and Jackson Heights Library. 
The New York City Department of Education o%ers four High 
School Equivalency programs (HSE), two in Corona and North 
Corona, one in East Elmhurst and one in Jackson Heights. HSE 
programs are primarily provided in schools, with two o%ering 
services in English and Spanish. Of the *. GED Plus locations in 
the city, one is in North Corona, and another in East Elmhurst. 
GED plus helps students earn their GED and prepares them for 
college and career options.

Table #.(: Workforce Development Programs
Map     Neighbor- 
label Provider name Site name Language hood

Financial Empowerment Center
# The Financial Clinic Make the Road English  Elmhurst 
   and Spanish 
Free Tax Preparation
! Urban Upbound Moya English, Corona  
   Spanish 
. Food Bank For  Together We Can English, Elmhurst 
 New York City  Spanish,  
   Urdu
& Food Bank For  St. Mark AME English,  North 
 New York City Church Spanish,  Corona 
   Cantonese,  
   Mandarin 
+ Urban Upbound Elmhurst Library English,  Elmhurst 
   Spanish 
* Urban Upbound HHC Elmhurst  English,  Elmhurst 
  Hospital Spanish 
, Chhaya CDC Chhaya CDC- English,  Jackson 
  Jackson Heights Spanish,  Heights 
   Bengali, Hindi,  
   Nepali, Tibetan,  
   Urdu, Punjabi
GED Plus
- Elmcor Youth &  Elmcor Youth   North 
 Adult Activities, Inc.  & Adult   Corona 
  Activities, Inc.  
$ The LaGuardia Marriott  The LaGuardia Marriott  East  
    Elmhurst
High School Equivalency Program
#" DOE O'ce of Adult  I.S. "*# Leonardo English, Corona 
 and Continuing  Da Vinci Inter- Spanish 
 Education mediate School  
## DOE O'ce of Adult  I.S. #&+ Joseph English, Jackson 
 and Continuing  Pulitzer Spanish Heights 
 Education   
#! DOE O'ce of Adult  I.S. !!,Q Louis Spanish East 
 and Continuing  Armstrong  Elmhurst 
 Education
#. DOE O'ce of Adult P.S. .." Spanish North 
  and Continuing    Corona 
 Education
Adult Learner Program
#& Queens Library  Elmhurst Library   Elmhurst 
 Adult Learning Center
#+ Queens Library  Jackson Heights  Jackson 
 Adult Learning Center Library  Heights
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Figure #."%: Workforce Development

O Financial Empowerment Center)O Free Tax Preparation)O High School Equivalency)O GED Plus)O Adult Learner Program
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Public Transportation
Elmhurst/Corona is serviced by multiple forms of public trans-
portation. Subway lines runs along Roosevelt Ave (, train), the 
northern border of the district, and cut through the district  

 
(E, F, M, and R trains). Local and Express Bus lines form a network 
throughout the district. The Long Island Railroad runs through, 
but does not stop in the district.

Figure #."!: Public Transportation 
O Bus Stop)Q Bus Line)  Subway Stop)Q�Subway Route)Q Express Bus Line)Q Long Island Rail Road
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Economic Security:  
E!orts Underway
The Northwest Queens Financial Education Network 
(NQFEN) 
A network of community organizations that has taken promising 
steps to generate solutions that improve residents’ access and 
comfort in dealing with financial institutions. Among the issues 
the NQFEN has singled out are: language barriers—especially 
those facing Bangla and Nepali/Tibetan speakers; the restrictions 
of digital banking in a community that is more likely to depend on 
cash flow; and the deterring e%ect of fees and penalties, which 
are sometimes excessive and/or hidden. 

!"nd Street Partnership
A non-profit, neighborhood development organization that seeks 
to improve quality of life and support business growth in Jackson 
Heights, Elmhurst, and Corona through economic development 
programming, marketing and events, advocacy and planning, 
local partnerships, streetscape beautification, and sanitation 
and gra'ti removal.

Chhaya CDC
An anti-poverty non-profit located in Jackson Heights that supports 
the housing and economic development needs of South Asian 
Americans. Chhaya carries out this work in several ways, including 
free direct services, education and outreach, community organiz-
ing, and research and policy, as well as both local and citywide 
coalition-building. Their programming features free workshops, 
counseling, and case management for tenants, first time home-
buyers, and homeowners; job readiness training, vocational English 
classes, resume building, interview preparation, customer service 
training, job fair recruitment, NYC Free Tax Prep, and financial 
literacy courses to provide their community with the tools and 
information needed to achieve long-term economic independence.

Make the Road New York
An organization that is focused on building the power of immigrant 
and working-class communities to achieve dignity and justice 
through legal and survival services, transformative education, 
community organizing, and policy innovation. They have multiple 
locations around New York, with their Jackson Heights location 
currently serving the Elmhurst/Corona area through a variety of 
programming such as citizenship classes and preparation, English 
classes, and Occupational Health and Safety Trainings (OSHA), 
in addition to housing and public benefit services. Make the 
Road is also home to one of the city’s #& Financial Empowerment  
 

Centers which provides one-on-one financial counseling to help 
community members manage their debt, credit score, student 
loans, establish a budget, and other financial services.

Neighborhood Advisory Board (NABs)
An NYC Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD) 
program that seeks to include residents of low-income neighbor-
hoods in programs which a%ect their lives, by designating a group 
of #! community members as representatives with authority and 
responsibility to identify program priorities and make recommen-
dations to the commissioner of DYCD about the programs most 
needed by community residents. There are currently &! NABs, 
including one for Elmhurst/Corona and one for Jackson Heights. 

Queens Business Outreach Center (BOC)
A small business development organization located in Corona, 
that delivers free business services to underserved entrepre-
neurs in NYC, including business plan development, access to 
financing, credit counseling, financial management, technical 
and technology assistance, mentoring and networking, grants, 
and other business services and information.

Elmcor Youth & Adult Activities, Inc
A non-profit community-based organization located in Corona 
and East Elmhurst that serves youth, young adults, and seniors. 
Elmcor has partnered with the Council for Airport Opportunities 
and Neighborhood Services of Queens to provide job placement 
assistance, skills training, and career counseling to address 
employability throughout the redevelopment of LaGuardia Airport 
to see that community members seize newly created job opportu-
nities. Elmcor also has a computer lab that provides participants 
with a wide selection of computer-based, self-paced trainings/
courses leading to certification, vocational courses for o'ce 
skills, security o'cer, building maintenance, and other workforce 
development courses, to provide community members with 
career growth opportunities. Elmcor is also host to an array of 
programming and are also listed in our health and youth sections. 

In progress: New Community Center in Corona
Make the Road New York is in the process of constructing a new, 
three-story community center to be located at #"&-#$ Roosevelt Ave 
in Corona. The facility is expected to be complete in !"!" and will 
serve as a welcoming space for all immigrants and working-class 
people of color, consisting of multiple classrooms and flexible 
education space, a community gathering area, a number of private 
o'ce spaces, a commercial kitchen, and a shared dining area.
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In progress: Bike Network Installation
A project being implemented by the NYC Department of 
Transportation as part of Mayor DeBlasio’s Vision Zero program 
to improve bike safety and accessibility, in response to Jackson 
Heights and Elmhurst/Corona’s disproportionate number of cyclist 
injuries and deaths. Beginning in August !"#$, this project will 
include the installation of standard bike lanes and shared lane 
markings on multiple streets in Queens community districts . and 
&. DOT has partnered with elected o'cials, community groups, 
and residents throughout this process for advice and to create 
and implement programming supportive of safe cycling.

Community Perspectives  
on Economic Security
Elmhurst/Corona is among the community districts in the city 
with the lowest median incomes for families with children. Our 
conversations with community residents and service providers 
delve further into how economic security challenged families’ 
ability to spend time together, and how lack of English language 
proficiency, adult literacy, and a%ordable childcare opportunities 
prevented families’ upward economic mobility. 

Long Working Hours Preventing Families 
from Spending Time with One Another
The lack of time available to spend as a family was one of the 
most common topics raised during focus groups, and one we did 
not anticipate at the start of the community-based assessment. 
Service providers, caregivers, and young people described how 
family members struggle to find leisure time together. This was 
not seen as a scheduling issue but rather a problem of economic 
security. They described how parents work long hours, and often 
seven days per week, sometimes across more than one job. This 
prevented caregivers from spending time with their children after 
school, on the weekends, and during academic breaks. Here, the 
psychological stress of economic insecurity is exacerbated by lack 
of leisure time as a family. Some caregivers described how their 
long working hours were incorrectly perceived by neighbors as 
neglect for their family’s needs, but we heard how deeply care-
givers wanted to spend more time but could not because they 
were trying to make ends meet. 

English Language Proficiency  
and Adult Literacy
The majority of focus groups discussed the economic challenges 
families face when parents do not speak English or lack literacy 
in any language. We expected this concern considering one third 
of households are limited English speaking households. English 
as a Second Language courses are readily available in the area, 
but many caregivers we spoke with said they did not know where 
to find these programs and were surprised to learn about them 
from other caregivers during focus groups. 

Service providers we spoke with took the conversation beyond 
English language proficiency to the more basic issue of adult 
literacy. Even with the availability of ESL courses, the lack of lit-
eracy in any language, including their native language, presented 
challenges. For service providers in the role of referring families 
to employment services, they described how such workforce 
development programs can only be useful if they recognize that 
people struggle to utilize these programs if they don’t tackle basic 
literacy first. Paraphrasing one service provider, “Literacy is a 
huge issue. If parents can’t read, they can’t help their family. And 
it puts more pressure on children when their parents ask them 
for help to fill out paperwork to sign up for services.”
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Housing
As a district of immigrants, one facet of the American Dream that still eludes Elmhurst/Corona is 
home ownership. Three in four residents are renters, and a sizable share are dependent on rent-sta-
bilization controls. Even still, most residents do not consider their housing to be a%ordable and the 
consequences of rising rents mean that more families are living in overcrowded housing and ’dou-
bling up’ with friends and relatives. 

Ownership and A!ordability
After the borough of Staten Island, homeownership is most com-
mon in the borough of Queens with nearly half of borough residents 
being homeowners. However, estimates from the latest American 
Community Survey reveal that this is the case for just !..!% of 
residents in Elmhurst/Corona; the vast majority of households 
are renting and at a higher rate than is recorded citywide.

Table %.": Housing Tenure
  Elmhurst/ 
  Corona Queens NYC

Owner !..!% &-.!% .*.!%
Renter ,*.-% +#.-% *..-%

Within the area, East Elmhurst and Elmhurst-Maspeth see a rela-
tively higher rate of home ownership at &&% and &#%, respectively. 
Yet, the rest of the neighboring areas do not exceed a !,% rate 
of home ownership. Moreover, even when accounting for the 
length of residence, home ownership rates still lag far behind 
the borough and city. Figure ..# reveals that among residents of 
Elmhurst/Corona who have lived there for #" or more years, home 
ownership is just about equal to a Queens or NYC resident who 
moved in fewer than five years ago.

Figure %.": Home Ownership by Length of Residence

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

 

One barrier to home ownership is the rise of speculative purchases 
from outside investors. The financialization of housing has taken on 
a re-birth following the bubble crash of !"",-"-, with predatory 
practices re-emerging in Elmhurst/Corona. Recent findings from 
the local community development corporation Chhaya CDC point 
to a staggering trend in the area: today, approximately ."% of 
homes that go on the market in Elmhurst/Corona are purchased 
by investors—an increase from below #"% just ten years ago., 
These purchases specifically target low-density housing and 
one- or two-family homes with the aim of ’flipping’ the property 
to make a profit or accrue a bigger corporate portfolio.

Given the infrequency of home ownership and a lack public hous-
ing in the district, many residents are dependent on other public 
controls on housing and rental assistance—most significantly, 
rent-stabilization measures. Data from the !"#, NYC Housing and 
Vacancy Survey (HVS) find that more than &"% of households benefit 
from rent-stabilization, most of which were stabilized after #$&,.

Figure %.#: Housing Status

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rent regulated status in Elmhurst/Corona Share of units

Stabilized post-#$&, ..%
Stabilized pre-#$&, ,%

7 Chhaya CDC (2019) Investor Invasion: The Changing Landscape of Small Home 
Ownership in the Queens Housing Market. Retrieved from: http://chhayacdc.
org/2019/07/investor-invasion-the-changing-landscape-of-small-home-ownership-in-
the-queens-housing-market/
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Whether they are homeowners or tenants, residents in Elmhurst/ 
Corona feel strongly that housing affordability is an issue. 
Responses from the !"#, Housing and Vacancy Survey found resi-
dents in Elmhurst/Corona were less likely to agree than borough or 
citywide that their housing is a%ordable and more likely to agree 
that housing is too expensive given its condition and location.

Figure %.%: Housing A+ordability
  Elmhurst/ 
  Corona Queens NYC 

My apartment/  
house is too   
expensive given   
its location 
 

My apartment/ 
house is too 
expensive given 
its condition 
 
 
My apartment/ 
house is a%ordable 
to me 
 
 

Rent
Residents’ concerns about a%ordability are well-grounded based 
on the data. Median monthly rent, much like elsewhere in New 
York City, has continued to climb and is highest in Elmhurst-
Maspeth at $#,+&* a month. Much like incomes, the district sees 
a narrower distribution of rental prices compared to Queens and 
New York City—meaning that fewer renters are paying extremely 
high or low rents. Still, the median rent was found to be higher 
in Elmhurst/Corona than for NYC in general.

Figure %.!: Distribution of Monthly Contract Rent

 Median rent)  Mean rent 
 Interquartile range (!+th to ,+th percentile)
 Range (+th to $+th percentile)

Elmhurst/Corona  
 

Queens 
 

NYC

 

The implication of this rental market is that a high share of homes 
in the district are rent burdened. The median rent burden for 
Elmhurst/Corona is .-%, meaning that the average household 
is spending more than a third of income to rent every month. In 
many homes, more than half of household income is spent on 
rent: this severe rent burden applies to more than a third of the 
residents in Corona, Elmhurst, North Corona, and East Elmhurst.

Figure %.$: Severe Rent Burden by Neighborhood

 

Housing Conditions
Given that rents in the district continue to rise, is the quality of 
housing actually improving? According to longitudinal data from 
the Housing Vacancy Survey, adults’ rating of residential structures 
has improved—for Elmhurst/Corona, Queens, and New York City. 
Based on a rating scale from “Excellent” to “Poor”, less than one 
in five district residents now say that physical conditions are only 

“Fair” or “Poor,” down significantly since !""+. 

Figure %.&: Housing Conditions— 
Rated Housing as “Fair” or “Poor”

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC
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Nevertheless, there are dimensions to housing quality beyond 
the external conditions of buildings. Inside rented apartments, 
Elmhurst/Corona has the highest share of overcrowded house-
holds across all NYC: !+% of renters are squeezing more than 
one person per room in their homes—more than twice the city 
and borough averages.

Figure %.': Rental Overcrowding and  
Living with Subfamilies or Non-relatives

Q Overcrowding)Q Living with subfamily/non-relatives

The above figure also illustrates how a higher share of these units 
are housing subfamilies and non-relatives in addition to the main 
tenants. In North Corona as many as #,% of rented units contain 
subfamilies and non-relatives, which is also the neighborhood 
with the highest rate of overcrowded units.

Table %.#: Rental Overcrowding and Living with 
Subfamilies or Non-relatives by Neighborhood
 Overcrowding Living with subfamily/ 
  nonrelatives

Corona !-% #"%
Elmhurst !&% -%
Elmhurst-Maspeth #-% ,%
North Corona &"% #,%
East Elmhurst !!% #"%
Total !+% $%

Homelessness
One grave consequence of the housing a%ordability crisis is home-
lessness. More than half of the homeless population in the district 
are families with children. As of last September, data from the 
NYC Department of Social Services indicates that most of these 
families were situated in shelters, but &, families were housed in 
commercial hotels, which notably unlike shelters do not provide 
services to families or children on-site.- 

Figure %.(: Homeless Case Population,  
as of September #*"(

Q Adults in commercial hotels
Q Families with children in commercial hotels
Q Families with chidren in shelters

 

Perhaps more troubling is the spillover e%ect that this crisis has on 
the school system. In School District !&, the number of students 
without stable housing has almost tripled in the last decade. In 
the !"#--#$ school year, more than +,""" students were in tem-
porary housing, a%ecting almost one in ten students in the district. 

Figure %.): Students in Temporary Housing,  
Total for School District #!

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

While #.% of these students are in homeless shelters, a large 
majority (-&%) are considered ’doubled up.’ This means that they 
are living temporarily with neighbors or relatives as a consequence 
of economic hardship.

8 Tier II shelters are apartment or single-room shelters run by non-profit organizations 
and the Department of Homeless Services and provide social services on site.
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Housing Assets
Housing Support Services
There are very few housing support services in the area. One DYCD 
Housing Assistance program provided by Asian Americans for 
Equality is located in Jackson Heights. Several housing support 
programs available in other areas in the city are not present in this 
community, such as Homebase, the city’s primary homelessness 
prevention program which has only two locations in Queens, one 
in Jamaica and the other in The Rockaways. Similarly, for Single 
Room Occupancy supportive housing (SRO), the only Queens 
location is in Jamaica. The nearest Home Energy Assistance  
 

 
 
Program is in Flushing, which helps low-income people pay the 
cost of heating their homes. 

The most recent publicly available data on locations of DHS home-
less shelters are a few years old, and according to these data, of 
!&- DHS shelters citywide four are in the district. These are all 
family shelters, with two in the northern parts of East Elmhurst 
and Jackson Heights, one in Elmhurst-Maspeth and one in Corona. 

The only NYCHA property existing in the area is located just south 
of the assessment area, in Forest Hills, and was sold to Phipps 
Houses to develop &!- rent-stabilized units last year.

Figure %."*: Housing Support Services and Homeless Shelters

O DYCD Housing Assistance Program)O Homeless Shelter 
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Housing: E!orts Underway
HANAC Corona Senior Residence 
A new, *,-unit a%ordable housing unit for senior citizens who 
have a maximum annual income of $+",""". This development 
is Corona’s first a%ordable housing development in more than ." 
years. The building is also host to the Mosaic Pre-K Center (UPK 
Q.*-), that will welcome up to *" students starting September 
!"#$. The back of the building will include a yard with a vegetable 
garden, seating and tables for residents, and a children’s natural 
play area. The development complies with environmentally for-
ward standards, including a ,+% energy savings in comparison 
to typical properties.

New York City’s Universal Access to Counsel Program
An unprecedented e%ort to provide legal representation to all 
low-income tenants facing eviction. The Right to Counsel, or RTC, 
guarantees access to an attorney for any tenant facing eviction 
whose household income is below !""% of the Federal Poverty 
Level—approximately $+",""" for a family of four. RTC became 
law in !"#, and initiated a phase-in process in four ZIP Codes for 
each of the five boroughs, with the aim of covering the entire city 
by !"!!. ZIP Code ##.,. in Elmhurst was among those selected for 
this first phase and has seen the number of residential evictions 
decline since !"#,, in line with the trend for the other RTC ZIP 
Codes thus far. As the Universal Access to Counsel program scales 
to the rest of Queens and NYC, it is projected to help as many 
as ,",""" low-income tenants facing eviction in housing court.

Housing Ambassadors 
Community-based organizations that partner with NYC’s 
Department of Housing Preservation and Development to help 
people prepare and apply for Hosing Connect a%ordable hous-
ing lotteries. Several Queens groups are designated as Housing 
Ambassadors, including Chhaya CDC, Neighborhood Housing 
Services of Queens CDC, and the United Sherpa Association.

Catholic Migration Services
A non-profit legal services provider located in Sunnyside, that 
provides immigrants with immigration legal services, tenants 
in Queens with housing legal services, and low-wage workers 
with employment legal services; alongside pastoral services for 
immigrants. Catholic Migration Services represents New Yorkers 
free of charge, and o%ers both legal services for tenants, immi-
grants, and workers.

In progress: Willets Point Development 
A construction project for #,#"" a%ordable apartments, public 
open space, and a &+"-seat public elementary school to begin 
at Willets Point in !"!". The development will include three, 
#""% a%ordable buildings with !!" apartments for low-income 
seniors, nearly #"" apartments for formerly homeless families, 
and another ,-# homes for low-income families. A task force 
consisting of local government o'cials, community boards, eco-
nomic development groups, community-based organizations and 
local civic associations has been formed to determine commu-
nity priorities and produce recommendations for the remaining  
#,-acres of the city owned land.

Community Perspectives  
on Housing
Similar to the concerns of New Yorkers throughout the city, res-
idents in Elmhurst/Corona we spoke with regularly raised the 
challenge of una%ordable rents as a pressing issue facing families 
in the area. Invariably, focus group participants described over-
crowded housing conditions in tandem with a%ordability concerns. 
As described above, the rate of overcrowding in Elmhurst/Corona 
is one of the highest in the city. Community members described 
how this influenced health and child development.

Housing A+ordability
The strain of rising rents was one of the most common topics raised 
among caregivers during focus groups, and often in a way that the 
speaker assumed the issue was well understood by everyone else 
in the room. Many community members argued that una%ordable 
rents meant families have fewer housing choices, contributing to 
stress, and the least costly housing was often poorly maintained, 
which made living conditions more hazardous.

Some focus group participants raised the issue of how there 
was no public housing in the district. Further, the pressures on 
families to find a%ordable options mean that even if a%ordable 
housing becomes available many families would face challenges 
applying for these opportunities, given that supply is vastly  
outstripped by demand. 

Overcrowded Housing
Many focus group participants described the overcrowding prob-
lem in Elmhurst/Corona and the reliance on illegally subdivided 
apartments. It was not uncommon, according to those we spoke 
with, for a couple with more than one child, for example, to 
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share a single room in an apartment with another or multiple 
families. In some cases, this included related family members—
aunts and uncles and their children—though not always. We 
also heard that when multiple families live together, it allows 
them to pool income to pay rent. This may be a protective factor 
that reduces chances of a family seeking shelter, but several 
focus groups also described the psychological stress that comes  
with overcrowded conditions.

Service providers and caregivers described the stress this type of 
living arrangement places on everyone, especially how the lack 
of privacy creates social friction which may lead to incidents of 
domestic violence. Other service providers linked the lack of space 
to young people’s academic achievement. Some discussed how 
these factors prevent young people from completing homework 
or generally contribute to psychological stressors that influence 
their success in school. 

The Costs of Securing Housing  
and the Risk of Eviction
Some community members raised the challenging costs of securing 
housing and utilities. As one focus group participant said, “The 
issue is also the amount of money to get a place. One month, plus 
deposit, plus another [to pay the broker fee]. Who can do that? 
And even when you are renting just a room, you have to pay for 
the bathroom, phone, everything.” Some community members we 
spoke with also described how families face discrimination because 
landlords were unwilling to rent to households with children, espe-
cially young children. This challenge was specifically mentioned 
in relation to families wanting to rent a room in an apartment.

Families facing eviction was a pressing challenge mentioned in 
only one focus group, but even this one mention may suggest 
more families face this challenge. At one eviction for every !"$ 
units, the borough of Queens has lower eviction rate than Brooklyn 
(one eviction per #-" units), and the Bronx (one eviction per ,$ 
units), which has the highest number of evictions in New York 
City. While Elmhurst/Corona as a district may not have one of the 
highest eviction rates in the city, ZIP Code ##.,. is part of New 
York City’s Universal Access to Counsel Program, and as the map 
shows, evictions grouped by census block do point to uneven 
eviction rates in the assessment area.

Evictions
The far-reaching extent of housing insecurity noted in administra-
tive data and focus group conversations can also be observed in 
mapping the number and rate of marshal evictions from !"#* to 
!"#$. The circles in Figure ..## illustrate the number of residen-
tial evictions and the colored gradient illustrates the number of 
resi dential units in buildings in census blocks where at least one 
eviction occurred. There were #,"#* residential evictions in the 
area. Most occurred in multi-family residential buildings, and 
a smaller share occurred in single or two-family buildings. The 
Elmhurst neighborhood had the greatest number of evictions at 
.-,, followed by the Corona neighborhood at .&*. 

Table %.%: Marshal Evictions and Residential Units  
by Neighborhood (combined #*"&-#*"))
   Residential units in  
   buildings where  
Neighborhoods Marshal evictions evictions occurred

Corona .&*  +,#-! 
East Elmhurst #&  .+, 
Elmhurst .-,  $,*$& 
Elmhurst-Maspeth #$  &*" 
Jackson Heights #-+  *,,,* 
North Corona *&  *** 
Total #,"#+  !.,#.+ 

The highest number of evictions can be observed in the five census 
blocks encompassing the Lefrak City housing complex. Notably, 
the Lefrak Organization’s director Phillip Wisherth was identified 
as the city’s worst evictor in !"#- based on findings from the data 
collaborative justfix.nyc.$

)

9"The 2018 Worst Evictors across New York City," https://www.worstevictorsnyc.org/
evictors-list/citywide/.
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Figure %."": Marshal Evictions by Census Block (combined #*"&-#*")) 

Number of Residential Units in Buildings with Evictions:)Q #–+-)Q +$–#-.)Q #-&–&*")Q &*#–$&* 
Number of Marshal Evictions:)  #–.)  &–-)  $–!&)  !+–,"
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Health
Health insurance coverage is increasing and reaching near universal levels among young children. 
However, lack of insurance is still an issue for many Elmhurst/Corona residents and disproportion-
ately a%ects immigrants and family households, including many working parents. Rates of infant 
mortality and premature deaths are improving; and despite less access to insurance and lower self-
rated health, life expectancy in the district is near the highest in the city.

Health Insurance Coverage
In !""-, almost one third of all residents in Elmhurst/Corona were 
uninsured. That rate has declined substantially since then and 
was estimated at #+% for !"#,. Among those aged #- and under, 
the uninsured rate is low—just #..%—and is close to zero among 
children under the age of five.

Figure !.": Uninsured Rates, for General Population  
and Children under ")

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

Q Elmhurst/Corona—Children under #$

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table !.": Uninsured by Neighborhood
Neighborhood Total uninsured Uninsured rate

Corona #!,"!" !".!%
Elmhurst #+,,+& #-.$%
Elmhurst-Maspeth &,!!- #*.+%
North Corona #-,.&. ...!%
East Elmhurst .,,&$ #,.,%

Lack of insurance coverage varies widely by neighborhood, rang-
ing from #,% in Elmhurst-Maspeth up to ..% in North Corona. 
The uninsured rates reported at the neighborhood level remain 
higher than those at the community district because they are 
taken from a five-year sample, while the community district is a 
one-year sample. In the context of rapidly declining uninsured 
rates, this simply means that the neighborhood-level data will 
not reflect such declines compared to the one-year estimates 
used for community district-level data.

Figure !.#: Insurance Coverage by Citizenship  
in Elmhurst/Corona

Q Uninsured)Q Employer/union)Q Privately insured 
Q Medicare)Q Medicaid or other low-income/disability plan

US-born citizen  
 

Naturalized citizen 
 

Non-citizen

Access to health insurance—particularly through publicly funded 
programs—can be significantly harder for non-citizens. The unin-
sured rate is much higher among non-citizens, with one in three 
lacking coverage. Nonetheless, lacking health insurance is not 
just a matter of individuals’ neighborhood or citizenship status. 
It impacts overlapping groups across di%erent identities. Among 
the uninsured population in Elmhurst/Corona:

• ''% of the uninsured are immigrants; 
• '(% of the uninsured are part of a family household;
• )(% of the uninsured are Hispanic/Latinx; 
• )%% of the uninsured are employed;
• *&% of the uninsured are between %* and (( years old.
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The barriers to insurance that confront many in Elmhurst/Corona 
very likely ensnare similar populations citywide. Indeed, data 
from the City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene illustrate 
that citywide, Latinx residents are those who report lower rates 
of access to primary care and dental health.#" Corresponding to 
this dynamic, perhaps, is that self-evaluations of general health 
among the Latinx population tend to be significantly lower than 
the city’s non-Latinx population. In other words, when medical 
services are inaccessible because of insurance barriers, individuals’ 
self-perceived health status su%ers.

Those who are insured are most likely to be covered by either 
Medicaid or Medicare: these programs covered almost half of 
all residents in the district, including two-thirds of all children. 
Employer-sponsored insurance accounts for just !,% of adult cov-
erage, while #"% of adults and children are privately insured, likely 
through the A%ordable Care Act’s subsidized insurance marketplace.

Figure !.%: Insurance Coverage and Type  
for Adults and Children in Elmhurst/Corona

Q Uninsured)Q Employer/union)Q Privately insured)Q Medicare 
Q Medicaid or other low-income/disability plan)Q Other

  Children under %# Adults

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table !.#: Medicaid Coverage for Adults and Children  
by Neighborhood
Medicaid coverage % of adults covered % of children covered

Corona !$% !+%
Elmhurst !,% #&%
Elmhurst-Maspeth !.% ##%
North Corona !#% !.%
East Elmhurst !!% #&%
Total !+% #-%

10 Greer S, Naidoo M, Hinterland K, Archer A, Lundy De La Cruz N, Crossa A,  
Gould LH. Health of Latinos in NYC. 2017; 1-32.

Infant and Child Health
Despite some of the barriers to accessing health insurance, most 
children in the district are covered and performing well across a 
variety of infant and child health indicators. Mothers in Elmhurst/
Corona are less often receiving timely prenatal care, but live 
birth outcomes are better than the city and borough averages. 
Additionally, infant mortality rates have been on the decline. 

Figure !.!: Prenatal Care, Preterm Births,  
Low Birthweight 

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

Figure !.$: Infant Mortality Rates

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

 

Avoidable child hospitalizations—that is, those that could be pre-
vented with timely access to outpatient care—and child asthma 
rates are below those observed throughout New York City. One 
area that could cause concern is the child obesity rate, which 
points to a higher proportion of students (K--) who are overweight 
in Elmhurst/Corona.

Table !.%: Avoidable Child Hospitalizations,  
Child Asthma, Child Obesity
  Avoidable child  Child asthma  
  hospitalizations emergency visits Child obesity
  —per #"","""  —per #"",""" —percent of public 
  children ages %  children ages & school children 
  and younger through #$ in grades K-'

Elmhurst/Corona !-* #+- !&%
Queens &*# #.! !"%
New York City *!. !!. !"%

Late or no  
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Preterm births Low birthweight 
babies
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Air Quality
Data measuring air quality illustrate a positive trend both at 
the city, borough and district level. The Department of Health 
and Mental Hygiene’s Community Air Survey reveals that since 
!"#., Elmhurst/Corona has an improved air quality rating—which 
measures the levels of the most harmful air pollutant, fine par-
ticulate matter (PM!.+), in micrograms per cubic meter. This was 
,., micrograms in !"#*, which is fractionally higher than what is 
observed for Queens and NYC, but nonetheless an improvement 
from the last measurement in !"#..

Adult Health and  
Substance Abuse
Another measure on which the district sees improved outcomes 
compared with the city is the premature mortality rate. In !"#- 
there were #"+ premature deaths (before the age of *+) per #"",""" 
people in Elmhurst/Corona, whereas the rate was #.+ and #*$ for 
Queens and NYC, respectively. Cancer and heart disease were 
the leading causes of such deaths; drug-related causes are much 
lower on the list—a significant di%erence when compared to the 
cause of premature deaths in NYC as a whole.

Figure !.&: Cause of Premature Death (Rates of Death 
before age &$, per "**,*** individuals) 

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q NYC

Self-Assessed Health  
and Life Expectancy
Similar to perceptions of housing a%ordability, residents in 
Elmhurst/Corona have lower subjective evaluations of their own 
health than what residents say across the borough and city. The 
Department of Health’s Community Health Survey asks respon-
dents to rate their health on a five-point scale from “Excellent” 
to “Poor.” Among residents in Elmhurst/Corona, just *-% rated 
their health as “Excellent,” “Very Good,” or “Good”, in contrast 
to ,*% and ,-% in Queens and NYC, respectively.

Despite this assessment, life expectancy is higher than the bor-
ough and city average—and in fact is near the top among all 
community districts in the city.

Table !.!: Uninsured Rate, Self-Rated Health,  
Life Expectancy
  Elmhurst/ 
  Corona  Queens  NYC

Uninsured rate (%) !+% #+% #!%
Self-rated health  *-% ,*% ,-% 
(% excellent to good) 
Average life expectancy (years) -* -& -#

Food Security
Another public assistance program which benefits families and 
individuals in the community is the Supplemental Nutrition 
Assistance Program (SNAP), or Food Stamps. SNAP covers more 
than one in five households in the district, including as many as 
."% in North Corona. 

Figure !.': SNAP Coverage by Neighborhood

Q Households with children under #$)Q Households without children
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Elmhurst/Corona has one of the highest rates of SNAP partici-
pation across Queens community districts, and concerns about 
food insecurity were mentioned in our focus groups. On top of 
the struggle to a%ord food for families and children, accessing 
healthy choices is another challenge. Findings from survey data 
from the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene indicate that 
compared to the rest of New Yorkers, Latinos in the city are less 
likely to report eating one or more servings of fruits and vegetables 
per day.## This is even less common among Latinos in high school; 
and among Latino children aged " to #!, the report observed a 
higher rate of sugary drink consumption. These findings underscore 
the importance of sustaining healthy and a%ordable food retail, 
particularly in neighborhoods that are majority-Latinx.

Health Assets
Food Retail
There are #, large supermarkets in the area, equivalent to one store 
per almost !",""" residents. Compared to the citywide average 
of $,."" residents per one large grocery store, the availability 
of these large food retailers is e%ectively half the citywide rate. 
Looking at the neighborhood level, North Corona is the least served 
with ++,""" residents per one grocery store, followed by east 
Elmhurst where !#,""" residents have access to one large grocery 
store. Our methodology includes only grocery stores larger than 
#",""" square feet with the rationale that these retailers are most 
likely to carry fresh produce and dairy, rather than mainly shelf 
stable, processed foods.#! There are smaller grocery stores, not 
mapped here, which often carry culturally appropriate produce, 
and can be a valuable resource for residents. A mapping study 
conducted by Public Health Solutions highlighted a wide variety 
and high presence of this type of food retail establishments in this 
area, as well as a higher prevalence of fast food establishments 
and corner stores compared to supermarkets.#. 

11 Greer S, Naidoo M, Hinterland K, Archer A, Lundy De La Cruz N, Crossa A, Gould LH. 
Health of Latinos in NYC. 2017; 1-32.

12 CCC follows the methodology of the City’s “Going to Market: New York City’s 
Neighborhood Grocery Store and Supermarket Shortage” report and includes only 
stores over 10,000 square feet

13 Public Health Solutions (2018) Health Briefs: Public Health Solutions’ Queens 
Neighborhoods Street Mapping Project Revealing High Prevalence of Food Swamps, 
Vacant Lots, and Beauty Salons in Queens. Retrieved from https://www.healthsolutions.
org/blog/queens-neighborhoods-street-mapping-project/

Since community members we spoke with raised the prevalence 
of alcohol consumption in public spaces and presence of liquor 
stores in the area, we explored this in our analysis, not as a com-
munity asset, but to understand their prevalence in the community. 
There are &- liquor stores in the area and relative to population 
that translates to around *,""" residents per liquor store, which 
is in line with the citywide average. 

Table !.$: Food and Liquor Retail and Population Ratios  
by Neighborhood
     Population 
  Large  Population per
  food Liquor per liquor
Neighborhood retail store food retail store

Corona . * #$,$!$  $,$*+ 
East Elmhurst # . !#,+-!  ,,#$& 
Elmhurst + #" #*,*--  -,.&& 
Elmhurst-Maspeth* # & #.,+#*  .,.,$ 
Jackson Heights * #* #,,!.*  *,&*. 
North Corona # $ ++,#$#  *,#.! 
Asset Assessment Area #, &- #$,-#$  ,,"#$

*Note: This estimate reflects only the portion of the Elmhurst-Maspeth neighborhood 
that overlaps with Queens Community District %.

As the map shows, most of the large food retail locations are near 
Roosevelt Avenue, .,th Avenue, and Junction Boulevard, which 
leaves out many residents of the area further than a quarter-mile 
walk, a common metric used for considering travel distance on 
foot while carrying bags of groceries. 

There are three farmers markets in the community: Corona 
Greenmarket on Roosevelt Avenue by Corona Plaza, Jackson 
Heights Greenmarket on .&th Avenue, and Elmhurst Greenmarket, 
next to Elmhurst Hospital. While Jackson Heights Greenmarket is 
the largest in Queens and open year-round, two smaller markets 
are also open seasonally from June to November.
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Figure !.(: Food and Liquor Retail

O Large Food Retail)O Farmers Market)O Liquor Store 
Q Within #/& Mile Walk to Traditional Food Retail)Q Further Than #/& Mile Walk to Traditional Food Retail 
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Nutrition and Emergency Food Programs
There are #& food pantries and soup kitchens in the area, which 
means that there is one food pantry/soup kitchen per .,!&" res-
idents who live in poverty. Food pantries and soup kitchens are 
mainly provided in religious institutions and community-based 
organizations. While all sites have food pantries that are open once 
or twice a week, four sites also have soup kitchens that are open 
once a week, with the exception of Salvation Army—Templo de 
Queens, where the soup kitchen is open four days a week. More 
than one third of all food pantries and soup kitchens are along 
Northern Boulevard, between North Corona and East Elmhurst. 

The New York City Human Resources Administration operates #& 
SNAP Centers across the city, and while there are three in Queens 
(Astoria, Jamaica and Rockaways), there is no center in Corona/
Elmhurst. There are, however, five SNAP enrollment assistance 
sites located throughout North Corona and Elmhurst. Four are 
in community-based organizations and one in Elmhurst Hospital. 
There are also three WIC program sites in the area, located in 
North Corona, Corona and Elmhurst.

 

Table !.&: Nutrition and Emergency Food Programs
Map  
label Name Neighborhood

Food Pantry
# Our Lady of Fatima Church Jackson Heights
! New Life Food & Clothing Pantry Elmhurst-Maspeth
. Elmcor Youth & Adult Activities Inc. North Corona
& Evangelical Church Christ is the Light Elmhurst
+ Lefrak City Jewish Center Corona
* Northeastern Conference  
 Adventist Community Svcs East Elmhurst
- Corona SDA Church North Corona
$ J#" Community Services, Inc. North Corona
#" Atonement Lutheran Church Jackson Heights
#. Mt. Olivet Gospel Church Food Pantry North Corona
#& The Voices of Hagar North Corona
Food Pantry and Soup Kitchen
, First Baptist Church East Elmhurst
## The Salvation Army—Templo de Queens Jackson Heights
#! Mt. Horeb Baptist Church North Corona
SNAP Enrollment Assistance
#+ Elmhurst Hospital Elmhurst
#* Make the Road Queens Elmhurst
#, Metro Plus Jackson Heights Elmhurst
#- Urban Health Plan Plaza del Sol  
 Family Health Center North Corona
#$ SCO Family of Services Woodside North Corona
WIC Program Site
!" Plaza Del Sol WIC Corona
!# Elmhurst Hospital WIC Elmhurst
!! PHS Corona WIC North Corona
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Figure !.): Nutrition and Emergency Food Programs

O Food Pantry)O Food Pantry and Soup Kitchen)O SNAP Enrollment Assistance)O WIC Program
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Health Care Facilities
Elmhurst Hospital Center is operated by NYC Health + Hospitals, 
which also operates the Women’s Medical Center in Corona, as 
well as Corona Health Center located on Junction Boulevard 
in between North Corona and Jackson Heights. In addition to 
Elmhurst Hospital, there is one diagnostic and treatment center 
in the northern part of Jackson Heights, Lexington Hearing and 
Speech Center. Of the #" clinics in the area, four are in Jackson 
Heights, Elmhurst and North Corona have two, Corona has one 
and there is none in East Elmhurst and Elmhurst Maspeth. Three 
school-based behavioral health centers are located in Elmhurst 
and Jackson Heights schools.

Publicly available data related to health care facilities includes 
hospitals, Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs), diagnos-
tic and treatment centers and their extension clinics. There are 
other (private) health providers and shared group practices in 
the community which are a resource for the residents and not 
captured by this map. 

Table !.': Health Care Sites
Map  
label Facility name Site type Neighborhood

# Corona District Health Center Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) North Corona
! Plaza Del Sol Family Health Center Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) North Corona
. Women’s Medical Center at Corona Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) Corona
& Corona Child Health Clinic Clinic Corona
+ Broadway Dialysis Center Clinic Elmhurst
* Elmhurst Hospital Center Hospital Elmhurst
, Elmhurst Voyages High School School-Based Health Center Elmhurst
- Urban Health Plan Newtown Campus School-Based Health Center Elmhurst
$ FMS-Queens Artifical Kidney Center Clinic Jackson Heights
#" Intermediate School #&+ School-Based Health Center Jackson Heights
## Lexington Hearing & Speech Center Inc Diagnostic and Treatment Center Jackson Heights
#! Main Street Radiology at Bayside LLC Clinic Jackson Heights
#. Mount Sinai Hospital Queens Clinic Jackson Heights
#& NYP/Queens Family Health Center Clinic Jackson Heights 
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Behavioral Health Care Facilities
The majority of behavioral health services are located in Elmhurst 
and Jackson Heights, leaving out eastern parts of the community 
with no services. There are !& behavioral health programs, and of 
those, ## programs are providing outpatient services, five emergency 
services, one program is for inpatient, and seven for support services. 

Elmhurst Hospital is the primary provider supporting $ programs 
across all types of services, followed by Lexington Center for 
Mental Health Services and Child Center of New York, which 
provide outpatient and support services. While seven programs 
exclusively serve adolescents and children, five are for adults 
and the remaining are serving all age groups.

As an additional resource for school-age children, there are six 
schools with school-based behavioral health clinics, of which 
three are on the same campus in the eastern part of Elmhurst 
(Pan American International High School, Voyages Preparatory 
and Civic Leadership Academy) and the remaining three are in 
Elmhurst-Maspeth and Jackson Heights.

There are seven substance abuse treatment programs, mainly pro-
viding outpatient, but also intensive residential services. Elmcor is 
the major provider in North Corona, and Elmhurst Hospital in the 
northern part of Elmhurst, with the remaining providers serving 
other parts of Elmhurst and Jackson Heights. Corona and East 
Elmhurst have no substance abuse treatment programs. 

Map  
Label  Sponsor Name Program Name Populations Served

Program Type 
Description

# Catholic Charities 
Neighborhood Services  
Inc.

CCNS Corona Behavioral Health Clinic Children, Adolescents, Adults Outpatient

CCNS Corona Comprehensive PROS with Clinical Treatmen Adults Outpatient

! Lexington Center  
for Mental Health  
Services Inc.

Health Home Non-Medicaid Care Management Children, Adolescents Support

Clinic Treatment Children, Adolescents, Adults Outpatient

Health Home Care Management Children, Adolescents Support

. Long Island Consultation 
Center Inc.

Long Island Consultation Center Children, Adolescents, Adults Outpatient

& Vibrant Emotional Health Family Resource Center—Queens Zone + Children, Adolescents Support

+ Mental Health Providers  
of Western Queens Inc.

Early Recognition Coordination &  
Screening Services Program

Children, Adolescents Support

* New York City Health and 
Hospitals Corporation 
Elmhurst Hospital Center

Elmhurst Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) Program Adults Outpatient

Child & Adolescent Partial Hospitalization Children, Adolescents Outpatient

CSS Psychosocial Club Queens Support

Elmhurst Hospital Center—CPEP Crisis Intervention Children, Adolescents, Adults Emergency

Elmhurst Hospital Center—Home Based Crisis Intervention Children, Adolescents Emergency

Elmhurst Hospital Center Inpatient Psychiatric Unit Children, Adolescents, Adults Inpatient

Elmhurst Hospital Mental Health Clinic Children, Adolescents, Adults Outpatient

Elmhurst Partial Hospitalization Program Adults Outpatient

Liaison & Consultation Unit Queens Support

, New York Psychotherapy 
and Counseling Center

NYPCC Queens Adult Home Clinic Treatment Adults Outpatient

- Queens County 
Neuropsychiatric  
Institute Inc.

Queens County Neuropsychiatric Institute Inc Children, Adolescents, Adults Outpatient

$ The Child Center of NY Inc. Asian Outreach Program Children, Adolescents, Adults Outpatient/Support

#" Visiting Nurse Service  
of New York

Mobile Crisis Management—Queens Children, Adolescents, Adults Emergency

Queens Children's Mobile Crisis Team Children, Adolescents Emergency

Queens Parachute Crisis Intervention Adults Emergency

Queens Queens Queens

Table !.(: Behavioral Health Sites
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Open Spaces
About three percent of land use in Elmhurst/Corona community 
district is dedicated to open space and recreation.#& This figure 
does not fully account for the nearby large open space adjacent 
to the community district, Flushing Meadows-Corona Park, which 
is the second largest park in New York City. There are several 
smaller parks throughout the district, the largest of these is 
Elmhurst Park in the south-west corner of the district. This park 
opened less than a decade ago on the site of two large gas tanks, 
which were removed as part of the park renovation.#+ The map 
reveals findings from a walkability analysis, in which CCC iden-
tified areas of the district that are within a quarter-mile walking 
distance from smaller parks and a half-mile walking distance to 
large parks (Flushing Meadows–Corona Park and Elmhurst Park). 
The resulting map demonstrates that many residents are living 
outside of a walkable radius to nearby parks.#* 

Of the !- playgrounds in the area, eight are on DOE public school 
grounds and open to the public, while the remaining !" operate 
under Department of Parks and Recreation. Compared to other 
neighborhoods in the city, this area is among the most under-
served, with fewer than five playgrounds per #",""" children under 
the age of ten years old, a metric used in the recent analysis by 
the New York City Comptroller’s o'ce.#, The report states that 
community districts with the largest child population and fastest 
population growth are those that have fewer playgrounds per 
children under ten years old. 

14 NYC Planning, Community District Profiles: Queens Community District 4,  
Built environment map, https://communityprofiles.planning.nyc.gov/queens/4#built-
environment

15 See ”Mayor Bloomberg Opens Elmhurst Park in Queens,” June 6, 2011.  
https://www1.nyc.gov/o'ce-of-the-mayor/news/191-11/mayor-bloomberg-opens-
elmhurst-park-queens

16 Walkability analysis conducted using the methodology from the Department of  
Parks and Recreation ”Walk to Park Initiative”: https://www.nycgovparks.org/
pagefiles/130/Walk-To-A-Park-queens__5b75adf9ca773.pdf. For more details  
see the Methodology section.

17 New York City Comptroller's O'ce. State of Play—A New Model for NYC Playgrounds. 
April 27 2019.

Looking at variations across the neighborhoods, we see that 
North Corona, Corona, and Jackson Heights have the largest pop-
ulation of children under #" and the lowest rate of playgrounds 
for the child population. East Elmhurst and Elmhurst-Maspeth 
have higher rates, but that is in part because of a smaller child 
populations in these neighborhoods.

Table !.): Playgrounds and Rate per Children Under "*  
by Neighborhood
   Number of 
   playgrounds per  
  Children under #",""" children  
 Playgrounds #" years old under #"

Corona + -,$." +.*
East Elmhurst ! !,,-! ,.!
Elmhurst $ $,-,# $.#
Elmhurst-Maspeth* # $-+ #".!
Jackson Heights , #",$$* *.&
North Corona & $,-.- &.#
Total !- &.,&"! *.+

As we discuss in a the Family and Community chapter, community 
members we spoke with were particularly concerned about safety 
in public space and specifically in parks. Even with these concerns, 
parks were often one of the first community assets focus group 
participated raised when asked about the community assets that 
exist in the district.
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Figure !."#: Open Spaces
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Health: E!orts Underway
Plaza del Sol Family Health Center
An Urban Health Plan community health center, Plaza Del Sol 
provides the community with essential and cost-e%ective primary 
health care including internal medicine, pediatrics, family planning, 
nutrition, and radiology among other services. Plaza del Sol’s 
medical facility has flexible hours, sliding scale payment, and 
bilingual sta% who are invested in the well-being of the Elmhurst/
Corona community.

Public Health Solutions
A public health nonprofit with locations across New York City. 
Their locations in the Elmhurst/Corona area include the Corona 
WIC Center and a location in Elmhurst Hospital which provides 
SNAP assistance and Healthcare navigation and enrollment. Their 
home visiting programs—CoMadres, Healthy Families, and Nurse 
Family Partnership—support mothers before, during, and after 
pregnancy and up to the age of five years old and provide sup-
port to mothers and families in Corona, Elmhurst, East Elmhurst, 
Jackson Heights and Woodside. Their Pathways to Success program 
provides support to expecting or parenting youth.

Elmcor Youth & Adult Activities, Inc.
A nonprofit community-based organization servicing youth, young 
adults, and seniors. Elmcor provides a variety of health and rec-
reational services and programming, including a supermarket 
style food pantry, a large gymnasium, and a weight room in their 
Louis Armstrong Recreational Center, available for afterschool 
activities and to the community at large. Elmcor also provides 
the community with behavioral health services, outpatient and 
residential substance use rehabilitation, health education, inter-
ventions, and outreach for substance use disorders and HIV and 
hepatitis. They also run a mobile clinical service unit.

Mental Health Providers of Western Queens (MHPWQ)
An organization that seeks to be a responsive resource for com-
munity mental health services via two clinics in Jackson Heights 
and Sunnyside, and a number of school-based mental health 
services. With a multilingual psychiatric sta% and sliding scale 
fees, MHPWQ provides psychiatric and psychological services, 
care coordination and case management services, home visiting, 
substance abuse and recovery services, and an array of prevention 
services and outreach. 

Grameen VidaSana
A health care center that specializes in women health through 
bilingual (English and Spanish) access to both primary and preven-
tive care services, personal health coaching, health and wellness 
group conversations, and classes and workshops such as yoga, 
Zumba, theater, and stretching. 

Voces Latina
A volunteer-led organization in Jackson Heights that seeks to 
reduce the rate of HIV among women in Queens, by recognizing, 
empowering, and educating Latinas to lead and direct change 
that a%ects their lives in their communities and beyond. Voces 
Latina provides women’s health services to support HIV prevention 
and testing, domestic violence prevention, support groups for 
survivors of violence, self-care workshops, and opportunities to 
socialize and engage. They also provide assistance with insurance 
enrollment and healthcare navigators, mental health services 
such as on-site counseling and seeking safety intervention, and 
skills building such as English and computer classes.

Charles B. Wang Community Health Center
A health center with two locations in nearby Flushing o%ering 
internal medicine, pediatric care, OB/GYN, dental, mental health, 
social work services, and health education to community members 
regardless of their ability to pay. They also o%er a number of health 
resources, an informative newsletter, and regular workshops and 
events for community members including free health screenings 
and support groups.

Collaborative for Children and Families (CCF)
A health home made up of over !+ child-serving community-based 
organizations throughout NYC, Long Island, and Westchester, as 
part of the NYS Department of Health’s Children’s Health Home 
Medicaid program—a care management model designated to 
help children get access to critical health care and other services 
that support their well-being. Member organizations such as Little 
Flower, Forestdale, Sheltering Arms, and St. Mary’s Healthcare 
System for Children work with CCF to help children and families 
lead healthy lives by providing them with a network of high quality 
and competent providers that provide critical health services.

NYC Health + Hospitals Elmhurst
A health facility that is part of an integrated health system of 
hospitals, neighborhood health centers, long-term care, nursing 
homes, and home care. Elmhurst delivers pediatric and adult 
primary care in addition to women’s health services, urgent care, 
behavioral health care, and social work services; and connects 
with local organizations to support access to health services, 
such as a partnership with Make the Road New York to address 
child asthma among other needs. 
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Greenmarket 
Brings farm-fresh produce and family friendly activities to Corona 
Plaza on Fridays, to Elmhurst Hospital on Tuesdays from June 
through November, and to Jackson Heights on Sundays year-
round, including weekly bilingual nutrition education workshops 
and cooking demonstration. 

Jackson Heights Beautification Group
A grassroots community organization dedicated to improving life 
for all in Jackson Heights through inclusivity, diversity, local pride, 
preservation, and greenery. They host a number of community 
and volunteer-based events including Jackson Heights Orchestra, 
gardening, summer concerts, gra'ti removal, a composting center, 
town hall meetings, and holiday events.

New York-Presbyterian Hospital, Queens 
A community hospital located in nearby Flushing, that serves 
Queens residents with a variety of medical services. NYPQ takes a 
data-driven approach to identify the health needs of the commu-
nities it serves, which includes Corona, Jackson Heights, Elmhurst, 
East Elmhurst, and Flushing, and crafts a community service plan 
of actions to improve health outcomes within the community.

Corona Sexual and Reproductive Health Clinic 
Located on Junction Boulevard, the Corona Sexual Health Clinic 
provides low to no cost services for sexually transmitted infections 
including HIV. The clinic is one of the NYC Department of Health 
and Mental Hygiene’s eight clinics across the city, which provides 
services to all individuals #! and older regardless of insurance 
status or immigration status.

Mount Sinai Seliko# Centers for Occupational Health 
An occupational health clinic that specializes in prevention, diag-
nosis and treatment of any work-related injuries and illnesses. 
Although the closest center to Elmhurst/Corona is in Manhattan, 
outreach sta% work in Elmhurst/Corona as part of a boroughwide 
e%ort. Multilingual team supports clinical needs after a work-re-
lated health incident, and the clinic provides comprehensive 
patient-centered services that include but are not limited to 
confidential medical exams, and benefit specialists aid with appli-
cations for NYS Workers Compensation and other public benefits. 

Community Perspectives  
on Health
Rather than raise discussions about chronic health issues, focus 
group participants most often raised the topic of behavioral health 
needs, including the distinct needs of di%erent demographic 
groups, as well as substance use and misuse.

Family-focused Behavioral Health
In nearly all focus groups, participants expressed how families in 
the area face a high degree of stress, and how community condi-
tions, such as the lack of recreational activities for young people 
or alcohol and drug use, exacerbate this key community issue. 
Caregivers and young people described counselors in schools, as 
well as other school sta%, such as teachers, as assets when a stu-
dent or their family needed mental and behavioral health support. 

Caregivers also cited churches and other religious institutions 
as sources of support when facing mental and behavioral health 
challenges, and mainly as places where one might find someone 
or a group of people who could provide informal social-emo-
tional and spiritual support, rather than professional clinical or  
therapeutic services.

Some focus group participants mentioned anxiety, depression, 
and stress in relation to pressing issues families face, most 
notably, economic and housing insecurity. Many focus group 
participants also mentioned the fear and stress in the community 
because of the Federal government’s anti-immigrant rhetoric and 
actions. During this project we heard how some families were 
unable to participate in community events or access needed 
services, such as health care, because of concerns that being 
in public or sharing personal information put themselves or 
others at risk for deportation. 
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Substance Use 
Participants in every focus group—whether with service providers, 
caregivers of young children, or young people—raised the topic 
of alcohol and other drug use. Participants raised this issue in 
relation to community safety, including drug tra'cking and alcohol 
consumption in public spaces, as well as a public health concern. 
Some service providers were concerned about the number of 
liquor stores in the area and whether there were more per capita 
than in other areas of the city. Our analysis of publicly available 
records of liquor store locations suggests that the population per 
liquor store in Elmhurst/Corona is *,$*,, which is slightly above 
the average number of *,!"" residents per one liquor store city-
wide. Relative to other community districts, Elmhurst/Corona and 
nearby Jackson Heights are in the middle of the distribution of all 
+$ community districts. Data from the Community Health Survey 
also show Elmhurst/Corona having a similar binge drinking rate 
among adults (#&%) as the citywide average (#,%).#- 

Occupational Health and Injuries
Queens has the largest number of work-related hospitalizations in 
the city, such as elevated blood lead levels or pneumoconiosis—a 
form of lung disease. In additional to describing the particular 
needs of immigrant workers, who may face language barriers and 
are at higher risk for exploitation, service provider sta% described 
the public education resources they provide to address occupa-
tional hazards a%ecting families, such as information on how dust 
and other contaminants may enter the home if workers do not 
change clothes before arriving home or launder work clothes along 
with the clothes of other family members. Considering residents 
in Elmhurst/Corona are overrepresented in the construction and 
manufacturing sector, as well as the retail and hospitality sector, 
which are prone to injuries, occupational health may be of greater 
concern than conversations with residents may have suggested.

18 Hinterland K, Naidoo M, King L, Lewin V, Myerson G, Noumbissi B, Woodward M, 
Gould LH, Gwynn RC, Barbot O, Bassett MT. Community Health Profiles 2018, Queens 
Community District 4: Elmhurst and Corona; 2018; 46(59):1-20.

Figure !."%: Population per Liquor Store
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Education
Adult literacy and education are two areas in need of greater attention and investment in Elmhurst/
Corona. More than a quarter of adults over age "# lack a High School diploma, including many immi-
grants and individuals over the age of (#. Meanwhile, students are seeing improved rates of high 
school graduation and test performance in )rd to *th grade—although there are disparities across 
schools in the area. Public Pre-K enrollment is among the highest in the city, however, community 
members described a need for more early care and education programming.

Educational Attainment
Educational attainment in Elmhurst/Corona is much lower than 
in Queens and New York City. In the district, more than a quarter 
of all adults over age !+ lack a high school diploma; another ..% 
have a high school degree (or equivalent); and approximately 
!!% have a BA or higher.

Figure $.": Educational Attainment

Q No high school diploma)Q High school only)Q Some college or AA 
Q BA or higher

Elmhurst/Corona  
 

Queens 
 

NYC
 

Table $.": Educational Attainment by Neighborhood
Educational  
attainment of No High 
population !&  high school Some BA or 
and over school only college higher

Corona !-% ..% !#% #-%
Elmhurst !&% .#% #-% !,%
Elmhurst-Maspeth #-% ."% #-% .&%
North Corona &&% .+% #&% -%
East Elmhurst !!% &#% !"% #,%

In recent years, the proportion of adults with a high school degree 
has been growing, but those without remain a large part of the 
picture. Lacking a high school education is even more common in 
North Corona, where less than #"% of adults !+ and over gradu-
ated college. Lack of high school completion is also most common 
among older age groups, workers in construction and manufac-
turing, non-citizens, and those with limited English proficiency.

Figure $.#: Share of Di+erent Groups with  
No High School Degree in Elmhurst/Corona
Age group
!+ to && 
&+ to *&
*+ and over
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Not well at all
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Schools and Student Body
Elmhurst/Corona, much like other parts of the city, sees wide 
gaps in resources and outcomes between schools in the district. 
Among the five high schools in the area, all serve a majority Latinx 
student population, but two are specifically targeted to the English 
language learning community, since most of the student population 
are English Language Learners. These two schools, Pan American 
International High School and International High School for Health 
Sciences, have a higher share of students in temporary housing, 
greater economic risks, and students who are under-credited. 
They are also the smallest in size and have sta%—both principals 
and teachers—with fewer years of experience. 

The student population in public elementary and middle schools in 
Elmhurst/Corona is majority Latinx. Compared to the students in 
elementary and middle schools across Queens and New York City, 
Elmhurst/Corona students are more likely to be English Language 
Learners (.* percent of all students) and have a higher rate of 
economic need—the district’s average Economic Need Index 
(ENI), which accounts for students eligible for public assistance 
and/or living in temporary housing, is ".,+. 

Table $.#: Student Characteristics for Public High Schools in Elmhurst/Corona
    English Students   Students 
  Temporary Language  with Economic “Overage/ chronically
 Enrollment housing Learners disabilities Need Index undercredited” absent

Newtown High School #, $!# $.$% !!..% #!.!% ".-" #!.#% !&.-%
High School for Arts and Business -#! *.-% $.+% #+.-% ".," .."% !&.$%
Civic Leadership Academy +!$ +.#% +.$% #-.,% ".-" ..-% ...!%
Pan American International High School &&$ #*..% -+.,% !.,% ".$" !+.&% !*.,%
International High School for Health Sciences .", !+.&% ,!..% !..% ".$" !!.-% .+..%

Table $.%: Racial/Ethnic Student Characteristics for Public High Schools in Elmhurst/Corona  
School Name Neighborhood   Asian Black Hispanic White

Newtown High School Elmhurst  !*.&% ,.*% +-..% +.*%
High School for Arts and Business Corona  -.+% ,.$% ,*.+% +.&%
Civic Leadership Academy Elmhurst  #!.+% *.*% **.!% *.!%
Pan American International High School Elmhurst  "."% "."% $$.-% "."%
International High School for Health Sciences Elmhurst  !*.#% &.!% *#.*% ,.!%

Table $.!: Racial/Ethnic Student Characteristics for  
Elementary and Middle Schools in Elmhurst/Corona
 Elmhurst/Corona Queens NYC

Asian !".#% !*.$% #..+%
Black !."% !#.*% !,.&%
Hispanic ,+.,% .&.$% &#.-%
White #.*% #..+% #+."%

Table $.$: Student Characteristics for Elementary and  
Middle Schools in Elmhurst/Corona
 Elmhurst/Corona Queens NYC

Students with  
disabilities #-.-% #$.#% !!.+%
English Language  
Learners .*.!% #&."% #..+%
Economic Need Index ".,& ".+, ".*$
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Chronic absenteeism, when students miss #$ or more school days per 
year, is higher at the International High School for Health Sciences, 
but broadly between !+% to ."% in Elmhurst/Corona high schools. 
At the elementary school level, this rate is lower—and among the 
lower end of the spectrum across NYC community districts.

Figure $.%: Elementary School Chronic Absenteeism,  
% of Students Missing ") or More School Days

 

School Performance
School performance is improving across the district’s primary 
and secondary schools as a whole. Still, there are significant gaps 
between schools in the area which underscore the importance of 
targeted policies to support disadvantaged students and schools 
specifically. 

Graduation rates and student test scores are changing for the 
better in the district. The high school on-time graduation rate is 
up to *-%, from below +"% in !""$. 

Figure $.!: Graduation Rates

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

Beyond graduating on-time, college readiness and postsecondary 
enrollment are indicative measures of educational opportunity 
and success. College readiness is measured in NYC high schools 
as the percentage of students in the school’s four-year cohort who, 
by the August after their fourth year in high school, graduated 
with a Local Diploma or higher and met City University of New 
York’s standards for college readiness in English and mathemat-
ics. For the area’s five high schools, this ranges from -!% at the 
Civic Leadership Academy to half that (&#%) at the International 
High School for Health Sciences. Enrollment in college at two key 
thresholds—six months and eighteen months—tells a similar 
story with a generally higher rate of postsecondary enrollment 
at eighteen months compared to six months. This may suggest 
that some students graduating high school delay postsecondary 
enrollment and/or prioritize employment after graduating high 
school. Finally, the college persistence rate signifies the share of 
graduating students who remain in postsecondary enrollment 
for three consecutive semesters. This ranges from two-thirds 
(*,%) of students at the Civic Leadership Academy to a quarter 
of students (!&%) at the Pan American International High School.

Figure $.$: College Readiness and Postsecondary 
Enrollment by Public High School (SY #*"$-"&) 

O On-time graduation rate)O College readiness index
O Postsecondary enrollment rate— * months)O College persistence

Note: College Persistence data is not available for International HS for Health Sciences.
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Across grades three through eight, ELA proficiency is making 
gains—since !"#., the percentage of Reading proficient students 
has surpassed those who are proficient in Math.

Figure $.&: Reading and Math Test Pass Rates

Q !"#.)Q !"#&)Q !"#+)Q !"#*)Q !"#,)Q !"#-
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While test scores are an imperfect metric of success, it is worth 
noting the achievement gaps between students in the district and 
the rest of Queens and New York City. Roughly &"% of students 
in the district were meeting reading and math proficiency stan-
dards in !"#-, compared to +"% in Queens. Further, achievement 
varies widely within the district. Schools like P.S. #"! see *"% of 
students reaching reading and math proficiency, whereas at P.S. 
#&. the pass rates are around !+%. 

Figure $.': Reading and Math Test Pass Rates by School 
(Schools in Elmhurst/Corona) 
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Early Care and Education
At the earliest stages of education, enrollment is marginally below 
the city average in Elmhurst/Corona: &,% of .- and &-year-olds in 
the district are enrolled in early education programs, compared 
to *!% citywide. This rate is lowest in Elmhurst—a neighborhood 
of many young children—and highest in North Corona, which also 
has many young children. 

Figure $.(: Enrollment in Either Private or  
Public Early Education

Q Public)Q Private 

 

This figure includes enrollment in public and private programs. 
One takeaway from this data is that enrollment in public programs 
is largely in line with the borough and city rates, but the share 
of children in private programs is significantly lower. These data 
come from the American Community Survey, based on a house-
hold questionnaire. A more detailed look at the publicly funded 
early education system, using enrollment data from the NYC 
Department of Education and the Administration for Children’s 
Services, is available in the section on Education Assets.

Education Assets
Universal Pre-K Sites
There are ," public Pre-K sites in the community providing .,.$! 
seats for &-year-olds. Compared to other community districts, 
Elmhurst/Corona is among the top five districts in terms of enroll-
ment, and we observe the same trend when looking at the rate of 
enrollment in public Pre-K per #"" children under the age of five. 

Figure $.): Enrollment Rate in Public Pre-K per  
"** Children Under $ by Community District 
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Sixty percent of Pre-K seats in the area are o%ered in community- 
based organizations’ early care and education centers, !.% are 
in the Department of Education stand-alone Pre-K centers and 
the remaining #+% are in school-based settings.

Table $.& Universal Pre-K Enrollment by Setting
Setting  Seats Sites

CBO Center !,"+$  && 
DOE Stand-alone Pre-K Center -"$  #& 
DOE School +!&  #! 
Total .,.$!  ," 

In the community, there are #& children enrolled in full-day Pre-K 
for every #"" children under the age of five, which is slightly 
higher than the city average of #!. Variations are notable on a 
neighborhood level, with enrollment numbers varying from !!+ 
to ,&!, and with the rate varying from #! to &. per #"" children 
under the age of five. 

The neighborhoods of Elmhurst and Jackson Heights have the 
highest enrollment number, followed by Corona and North Corona. 
While Elmhurst-Maspeth has only !.! seats, its rate per #"" 
children under five is &..., almost three times higher than the 
average rate for the community. East Elmhurst follows with notably 
higher rates of !..! children enrolled per #"" children under +, 
while other neighborhoods are around the average for the area.

Table $.': Pre-K Enrollment by Neighborhood
    Pre-K 
    enrollment 
    per #"" 
 Children   children 
 under Pre-K Enrollment under  
Neighborhood age & sites in Pre-K age &

Corona &,-&!  #&  *+"  #..& 
East Elmhurst #,+.!  ,  .++  !..! 
Elmhurst +,",#  #.  ,&!  #&.* 
Elmhurst-Maspeth* +!"  *  !!+  &... 
Jackson Heights *,"",  #*  ,.#  #!.! 
North Corona +,+#+  #&  *-$  #!.+ 
Asset Assessment Area !.,&-,  ,"  .,.$!  #&.& 
New York City ++*,-".  #,-!*  *,,--*  #!.!

*Note: This data reflects only the portion of the Elmhurst-Maspeth neighborhood 
that overlaps with Queens Community District %.

On the map, three types of Pre-K settings are outlined (CBO cen-
ters, Stand-alone Pre-K centers and in schools) with an additional 
layer regarding number of children enrolled in each. 

The .-K for All initiative has not yet expanded in this part of Queens 
and as of now it isn’t listed in the immediate expansion plan, which 
includes only one district in the borough—District !, with Broad 
Channel, Howard Beach, Ozone Park, and Rockaways. 
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Figure $."*: Public Pre-K Sites

Setting: 2 CBO Center)2 Stand-alone DOE Center)2 DOE School  
Enrollment: 2 #"–!-)2 !$–+*)2 +,–-$)2 $"–#&, 
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Subsidized Early Care  
and Education Services
Currently, the New York City Administration for Children’s Services 
(ACS) contracts with early education providers throughout the city 
to o%er subsidized early care and education services to eligible 
low-income families as part of the EarlyLearn program. However, 
the Department of Education will soon administer these contracts. 
Families with children on public assistance may also receive 
vouchers from the New York City Human Resources Administration 
or ACS to purchase early education services from licensed pro-
viders. In both cases, services may take place at either an early 
care education center or in a licensed home-based setting known 
as family child care. Voucher recipients may also use vouchers 
to purchase informal care, which is typically o%ered by friends, 
family, or neighbors. There are #,!"! subsidized seats in the com-
munity, with ,-- o%ered through EarlyLearn and the remaining 
&#& accessed through vouchers. 

EarlyLearn
Of ,-- EarlyLearn seats, more than half are o%ered in licensed 
family child care settings and the remaining in centers. There 
are only three EarlyLearn centers in the area, located in the 
northern part of North Corona and in East Elmhurst, with around 
."" children enrolled, which is in the middle of a distribution 
compared to other community districts citywide. There are *# 
family child care settings which are more evenly spread across 
di%erent neighborhoods with the greatest number of sites and 
children enrolled in Jackson Heights, followed by Corona and East 
Elmhurst. Compared to other community districts, this area is 
in the top #" citywide when it comes to enrollment in EarlyLearn  
family child care settings.

Almost *"% of all children enrolled through the EarlyLearn system 
in this community are . and &-year-olds (&-$), with a majority 
enrolled in centers,#$ while infants and toddlers (!$$) are almost 
exclusively in family child care settings. 

There are +.+ children enrolled in EarlyLearn subsidized care per 
#"" children under five in low-income households, which is less 
than the citywide average of ##.-. East Elmhurst has #$.! children 
enrolled for every #"" low-income children, the highest rate in 
the area, followed by the rate of $." in North Corona, while all 
other neighborhoods are below the average for the area with 
Elmhurst-Maspeth having no subsidized seats. 

19 Since ACS subsidized EarlyLearn centers have Pre-K classrooms, 4-year-olds 
represented here are also captured within Pre-K enrollment numbers in the  
prior section

Table $.(: Enrollment in EarlyLearn Contracted Services and Rate per "** Children Under $ in Low-Income Households
             Seats per #"" 
             children under &  
  Infant and   ( and % year-  All under &    in low-income 
  toddler enrolled  olds enrolled  enrolled   # of Sites households**

Neighborhood Total Center Family Total Center Family Total Center Family Center Family

Corona ** " ** .! " .! $- " $- " #. !.$ 
East Elmhurst +$ " +$ $. +$ .& #+! +$ $. # #. #$.! 
Elmhurst .& " .& !, " !, *# " *# " $ #.$ 
Elmhurst-Maspeth* " " " " " " " " " " " - 
Jackson Heights -# " -# +- " +- #.$ " #.$ " #, &.* 
North Corona +$ . +* !,$ !&& .+ ..- !&, $# ! $ $." 
Asset Assessment Area !$$ . !$* &-$ .". #-* ,-- ."* &-! . *# +.+ 
New York City -,+-" !,##$ *,&*# !.,+$$ !",*+! !,$&, .!,#,$ !!,,,# $,&"- .** #,&*# ##.-
*Note: These administrative data reflect only the portion of the Elmhurst-Maspeth neighborhood that overlaps with Queens Community District %. 
**We used Fact Finder Table B"*""# to calculate the number of children five years of age or younger in low-income households (up to !""% of the Federal Poverty Level)  
based on estimates from Fact Finder Table B#$"!%, which provides the number of children under six in di+erent poverty thresholds.
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Figure $."": Subsidized Early Care and Education Services: EarlyLearn

O Contracted: Center)O Contracted: Family
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Voucher utilization
Compared to other community districts in the city, this area is 
among those with the lowest voucher utilization for children under 
five. There are &+* vouchers in the community used for children 
under the age of five, with almost all (&#&) evenly utilized in licensed 
centers and family child care settings. There are #$ centers where 
!#$ children received care through vouchers, primarily located in 
the southern parts of Corona and Elmhurst and along Northern 
Boulevard in East Elmhurst and Jackson Heights.

There are +* family childcare settings where children use vouch-
ers and they are more evenly distributed across neighborhoods 
with East Elmhurst having the most sites and number of children 
enrolled. Vouchers in this area are evenly utilized by all age groups. 
There is slightly higher enrollment for infants and toddlers in family 
child care settings, while the opposite stands for . and &-year-olds.

Table $."*: Voucher Utilization in Licensed Center/Family Settings by Age Groups and Neighborhood
  Infant and   ( and % year-  All under &     
  toddler enrolled  olds enrolled  enrolled   # of sites  

Neighborhood Total Center Family Total Center Family Total Center Family Center Family 

Corona !& #! #! &+ !$ #* *$ &# !- . $
East Elmhurst *" !* .& +- .. !+ ##- +$ +$ ! #*
Elmhurst !! ## ## +" ., #. ,! &- !& * $
Elmhurst-Maspeth* !" #+ + - * ! !- !# , ! #
Jackson Heights +! !* !* .* !& #! -- +" .- & #.
North Corona !! " !! #, " #, .$ " .$ ! -
Asset Assessment Area !"" $" ##" !#& #!$ -+ &#& !#$ #$+ #$ +*
New York City #!,!+# +,!+. *,$$- #+,-#& -,-!. *,$$# !-,"*+ #&,",* #.,$-$ $$* .,*++
*Note: These administrative data reflect only the portion of the Elmhurst-Maspeth neighborhood that overlaps with Queens Community District %.

Table $.): Voucher Utilization in Licensed Center/Family Settings and Informal Care by Neighborhood
     % of all vouchers  
Neighborhood All vouchers Licensed care (center and family) Informal care used for informal care

Corona -. *$ #& #*.$%
East Elmhurst #!& ##- * &.-%
Elmhurst ,- ,! * ,.,%
Elmhurst-Maspeth* !- !- - "."%
Jackson Heights $, -- $ $..%
North Corona &* .$ , #+.!%
Asset Assessment Area &+* &#& &! $.!%
New York City .!,*.$ !-,"*+ &,+,& #&."%
*Note: These administrative data reflect only the portion of the Elmhurst-Maspeth neighborhood that overlaps with Queens Community District %.
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Figure $."#: Subsidized Early Care and Education Services: Voucher Utilization

O Center)O Family)O Informal
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Schools
Of the &# New York City Department of Education schools in 
the area, ., are traditional public schools and four are charter 
schools. There is one transfer school, Voyages Preparatory, and 
one special education school, John F. Kennedy Jr. School. Both 
are located in Elmhurst. More than half of the schools are ele-
mentary; eight are junior high-intermediate-middle and seven 
high schools. Only two public schools are co-located, Newton 
High School and International High School for Health Sciences, 
which are located in Elmhurst. There are two co-located char-
ter school in East Elmhurst, Central Queens Academy and  
Forte Preparatory Charter School. 

Of the !+$ community schools citywide, four are in this area:  
three in Jackson Heights and one in Elmhurst. 

Table $."": Community Schools
   Lead community-based  
School  Grade Level organization

Pan American  
International  
High School High school Urban Arts Partnership
P.S. #&- Queens Elementary The Child Center of NY, Inc
P.S. #&$ Christa  
McAuli%e Elementary Queens Community House
I.S. !." Middle School The Leadership Program
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Figure $."%: Schools

O Public)O Charter)O Co-located Public School)O Co-located Charter School)  Community School
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After School and Summer Programs
There are a total of !$ after school and summer programs in the 
community, which equals to ".* programs per #,""" school-age 
children. This is below the citywide rate of ".$ summer and after 
school programs per #,""" children. Jackson Heights, followed 
by North Corona, Elmhurst and Elmhurst-Maspeth have the most 
sites, but relative to school-age population, Elmhurst-Maspeth 
has the highest rate, which is due to having only #,-*, school-age 
children, a small fraction relative to other neighborhoods. Among 
neighborhoods with the highest number of school-age children, 
Corona has the least afterschool and summer program locations, 
with only two locations and ".! rate per #,""" school-age children.

Table $."#: After School and Summer Programs 
    Summer or after 
  After school School-aged school per #,""" 
  and summer child school-aged  
Neighborhood programs population children

Corona ! #",-., ".!
East Elmhurst . .,."+ ".$
Elmhurst + ##,"-- ".+
Elmhurst-Maspeth* + #,-*, !.,
Jackson Heights - #.,$,. ".*
North Corona * $,+&$ ".*
Asset Assessment Area !$ +",*#$ ".*
NYC #,#.* #,!.*,&$. ".$

*Note: This estimate reflects only the portion of the Elmhurst-Maspeth neighborhood 
that overlaps with Queens Community District %.

The New York City Department of Youth and Community 
Development (DYCD) o%ers several types of after school and 
summer programming. The Comprehensive After School System 
of New York City (COMPASS) is the largest system with hun-
dreds of programs citywide serving students from kindergar-
ten through high school. There are #$ COMPASS programs in 
the area focused on di%erent age groups. COMPASS Elementary 
focuses on children from kindergarten through +th grade and 
are o%ered five days a week. COMPASS High o%ers project based 
learning opportu nities to $th and #"th grade students, while 
COMPASS Explore is an innovative single-focused project based 
program o%ered to elementary, middle, and high school age 
youth and operate in center-based or school-based settings. 
School’s Out New York City (SONYC) is the COMPASS middle school 
model which is structured as a club five days a week and serves  
*th, ,th, and -th grade students. 

Table $."%: Types of Afterschool Programs
Program Type Count

Beacon &
COMPASS Elementary -
COMPASS Explore !
COMPASS High #
Educational Support: High School Youth +
School’s Out New York City (SONYC) $
Total !$

DYCD also o%ers programs for middle and high school students 
through the Neighborhood Development Area (NDA) program, 
which aims to build educational skills, promote communication, 
public speaking, community outreach, and conflict mediation 
skills. Beacon programs at school-based community centers 
provide year-round programming for children six and above. 
Some of the same sites that o%er COMPASS and Beacon also 
o%er summer camps. 
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Figure $."!: After School and Summer Programs

O�COMPASS Elementary)O�COMPASS High)O�COMPASS Explore)O�Beacon 
�School’s Out New York City (SONYC)) �Educational Support: High School Youth 
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Table $."!: Afterschool and Summer Programs by Neighborhood
Provider Site Name Program Type

Corona  
Sports and Arts In Schools Foundation, Inc. P.S. #& Fairview Beacon
New York Junior Tennis League, Inc I.S. *# Leonardo Da Vinci School’s Out New York City (SONYC) 
East Elmhurst  
Coalition for Hispanic Family Services I.S. !!, Louis Armstrong School’s Out New York City (SONYC) 
New York Junior Tennis League, Inc P.S. #!, Aerospace Science  COMPASS Elementary 
 Magnet School 
Coalition for Hispanic Family Services P.S. #!, Aerospace Science  School’s Out New York City (SONYC)  
 Magnet School 
Elmhurst  
Coalition for Hispanic Family Services Pan American International  Educational Support: High School Youth 
 High School 
Queens Community House, Inc. Newtown High School COMPASS High
Queens Community House, Inc. Newton High School Educational Support: High School Youth
The Greater Ridgewood Youth Council, Inc. Saint Adalbert School School’s Out New York City (SONYC) 
The Child Center of NY Inc P.S. -$ Elmhurst COMPASS Elementary
Elmhurst-Maspeth  
Sunnyside Community Services Inc I.S. +—The Walter Crowley  Beacon 
 Intermediate School 
The Greater Ridgewood Youth Council, Inc. P.S. #"! Bayview School’s Out New York City (SONYC) 
Coalition for Hispanic Family Services +# Avenue Academy  
 (The Path to Academic Excellence) COMPASS Elementary
Coalition for Hispanic Family Services +#st Street Academy Educational Support: High School Youth
NY Tibetan Service Center, Inc. NY Tibetan Service Center COMPASS Elementary
Jackson Heights  
Queens Community House, Inc. I.S. #&+ Joseph Pulitzer School’s Out New York City (SONYC) 
-!nd Street Academics P.S. !-" COMPASS Elementary
HANAC INC P.S. !#! COMPASS Elementary
The Renaissance Charter School Renaissance Charter School COMPASS Explore
-!nd Street Academics Renaissance Charter School School’s Out New York City (SONYC) 
Coalition for Hispanic Family Services I.S. !." School’s Out New York City (SONYC) 
New York Junior Tennis League, Inc P.S. #&- Queens COMPASS Elementary
Queens Community House, Inc. P.S. #&$ Christa McAuli%e Beacon
North Corona  
Research Foundation of CUNY The International High School  Educational Support: High School Youth 
 for Health Sciences 
Maspeth Town Hall, Inc. P.S. ##" COMPASS Explore
HANAC INC P.S. #$ Marino Jeantet Beacon
The Child Center of NY Inc Corona Arts & Sciences Academy School’s Out New York City (SONYC) 
Coalition for Hispanic Family Services P.S. $! Harry T. Stewart, Sr. COMPASS Elementary
Coalition for Hispanic Family Services P.S. $! Harry T. Stewart Sr. Educational Support: High School Youth
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Education: E!orts Underway
Sheltering Arms, Malcom X Children’s Center
An early childhood center that o%ers high quality Early Head Start, 
Head Start, and Pre-K to families in Elmhurst and Corona. Serving 
the community for more than four decades, Malcolm X also o%ers 
workshops to parents, including ESL, vocational training, early 
childhood development classes; and seeks to engage parents in 
education at home.

Chinese-American Planning Council (CPC)
A social service organization that seeks to promote social and 
economic empowerment of Chinese-American, immigrant, and 
low-income communities through providing education, family 
support, and community/economic empowerment services to 
community members at every stage of life across a number of 
programs. Located in Flushing, the CPC Queens Community Center 
was created to respond to the rapidly growing Chinese community 
in Jackson Heights, Elmhurst/Corona, and Flushing, and provides 
comprehensive after school services for children, youth services, 
workforce development, senior services, and family support 
and home and community-based services to individuals with  
developmental disabilities and their families.

Queens Public Library
A widely-accessed community asset that o%ers a free, public 
space for community members and variety of programming for 
children and families. With several locations in Elmhurst/Corona, 
the Queens Public Library provides free internet and computer 
access, fitness and dance classes, story time and reading programs, 
movie showings, citizenship classes, English classes, and ample 
other enrichment for community members of all ages.

New York Hall of Science (NYSCI)
A children’s science museum that o%ers a variety of hands-on and 
interactive exhibits to educate and engage children in science, 
technology, engineering, and math. NYSCI is also a hub for public 
and community events, such as Makers Faire and the Queens 
Night Market, and o%ers a variety of weekly programming for 
families, young children, and teens such as Little Makers, Science 
Ambassadors, and Parent University.

Corona Youth Music Project
A nonprofit organization and part of the El Sistema movement 
that o%ers tuition-free programs that empower youth, fight pov-
erty, and promote social inclusion and community development 
through music education and performance in orchestra and choirs.

Community Education Councils (CEC)
School district councils that o%er parents the opportunity to 
impact education at the school district level. Comprised of ## 
members, nine of which are parents of students enrolled in NYC’s 
schools, two members appointed by the Borough President, 
and one high school student, CECs are tasked with promoting 
student achievement, advising and commenting on educa-
tional policies, and providing input to the chancellor and the  
Panel for Educational Policy.

Queens Museum of Art 
An art museum that provides an array of art, public programming, 
and educational experiences to its visitors. In addition to ample 
culturally diverse and New York specific art exhibits, the museum 
o%ers several programs for children and families such as summer 
camp for middle school students, a peer-network program for 
teens, multilingual classes, educational workshops for families, 
afterschool arts programs, professional development workshops, 
and ArtAccess to individuals with special needs. The museum also 
hosts and promotes events for community members to encourage 
the appreciation and enjoyment of art. 

New Pre-K Center at NYSCI
This new facility will open September !"!# and host ."* seats 
to replace seven classroom trailers at P.S. ,, P.S. #*, and P.S. !-. 
The center will o%er a STEAM (science, technology, engineering, 
art, and math) curriculum in partnership with the New York Hall 
of Science. The facility will be the first of its kind in New York 
City and will o%er students and their families direct access to 
resources available at NYSCI, including specialized professional 
learning and coaching for teachers, and continuous opportunities 
for family and community engagement.
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Community Perspectives  
on Education
Young people and caregivers we spoke with had several over-
lapping concerns and desires when they discussed educational 
opportunities: the need for more early education seats, over-
crowding in schools, more free or low-cost after school and summer 
programming for children of all ages and the need to eliminate 
barriers to parental involvement in their children’s education 
were most common in conversations.

Early Care and Education Services
Several conversations with service providers and focus groups 
with caregivers included the topic of early care and education 
services. When we spoke with sta% at local organizations who 
were not early education providers, some described how infor-
mation on early education services was often all they could o%er 
parents of young children, but caregivers needed additional help 
with navigating enrollment. Some caregivers also voiced the need 
for help in applying for early education and child care services. 
Caregivers also discussed the need for child care services to be 
available outside of normal working hours so they could attend 
classes, including workforce development and English classes. 
Caregivers who appreciated the quality of services at their early 
care and education providers wished there were more extended  
care options. Interestingly, some caregivers desired more pro-
gramming for adults at the early care and education sites where 
they sent their children. Fathers we spoke with voiced how pro-
gramming specifically geared toward men at community-based 
organizations, like early education services providers, may improve 
how fathers are involved in their children’s education and sharing 
this responsibility with their spouse.

Overcrowding in Schools
Caregivers and young people we spoke with were concerned with 
overcrowding in schools and felt children in Elmhurst/Corona 
experienced this more so than students in public schools in other 
parts of the city. Administrative data support this perspective. 
School District !&, which encompasses Elmhurst/Corona, as 
well as parts of Jackson Heights to the north, and Sunnyside and 
Woodside to the south-east, is in the top three school districts 
with the largest percentage of overcrowded schools. Enrollment 
exceeds capacity in ,#.&% of schools in this district, whereas the 
systemwide average is &#.!%.!" Over-utilization is the case at #+ 
of the !" public schools in Elmhurst/Corona, and reaches as high 
as #+" percent at P.S. -$ in Elmhurst.

Figure $."$: Utilization Rate by School 

20 New York City School Construction Authority Enrollment, Capacity, and Utilization 
Report - Target by Organization (Years 2015, 2017, 2018); retrieved from https://data.
cityofnewyork.us/Education/Enrollment-Capacity-And-Utilization-Reports-Target/8b9a-
pywy. CCC calculates utilization rate by aggregating the number of students enrolled 
and the target capacity for each school district. Overcrowded schools are calculated by 
aggregating the programs within schools to the DBN level.
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Parental Involvement  
in Educational Opportunities
Parental involvement in educational opportunities was another 
topic mentioned in multiple focus groups, including those with 
youth and caregivers. Focus group participants cited the divide 
between families who could or could not a%ord to send their 
children for extracurricular educational enrichment programs 
to supplement support they received in schools. Participants in 
one focus group described specific opportunities, such as ‘cram 
schools’—private programs that prepare students for achieve-
ment exams, including high school and college entrance exams. 
Importantly, participants in focus groups stressed parental involve-
ment in their children’s education as crucial. One participant took 
the following perspective, “Students are looking to have parents 
be a greater resource because schools are overcapacity and aren’t 
addressing all students’ needs.” 

In one focus group with young people, participants described how 
parents’ awareness and involvement in their child’s education 
was important for them individually, as well as for creating a 
supportive environment for families in schools in general. These 
young people also described how many immigrant parents and 
families discuss educational goals with children at home but 
face challenges participating fully in activities at school. Both 
young people and caregivers described the language barriers that 
may exist when translation and interpretation services are not  
available, and how caregivers rely on their children to translate. 
Young people also described how many parents are “caught up 
in survival” to meet their families basic needs.

In other focus groups, caregivers also linked educational opportu-
nities for their children to the educational opportunities they had 
or have as caregivers. This was, essentially, the other side of the 
same coin young people described: parents want to be involved, 
but they face challenges, if only being able to earn enough income 
to pay the rent, prevented them from being more involved in 
their child’s education. At the very least, they hoped that even if 
they could not be as involved as they would like, that there were 
enrichment programs, like after school programming, which they 
saw as protective against economic insecurity because they o%ered 
additional opportunities their children could leverage to succeed 
academically in the present and economically in the future.

After School and Summer Programming
Throughout the course of the community-based assessment, we 
heard from residents and service providers about the many after 
school and summer programs available to children of multiple age 
groups. As we highlight earlier, COMPASS and Beacon, and SONYC 
programs are dispersed throughout the district and adjoining 
neighborhoods. However, even with hundreds of seats available 
in these programs, demand outstrips the need expressed among 
community members we spoke with. In addition to school-based 
programs, several museums and cultural institutions in the area 
provide free and fee-based programs. Caregivers lauded these 
programs, though also reiterated needs for more programming, 
including performance arts, such as music and dance classes. 
Most caregivers desired these for children of multiple ages, though 
caregivers in two focus groups described this need being partic-
ularly acute for young children. 

Caregivers also desired more programs dedicated to sports and 
outdoor activities. The variety of programs which leverage multiple 
parks and recreation facilities in the area is clearly a community 
strength, and yet families believe the availability of these pro-
grams is not enough. When this topic came up in two focus group 
with caregivers, one or more participants or service providers 
shared information about the programs that are available, such 
as the basketball programs at Elmcor Youth and Adult Activities 
or Florence E. Smith Center, both located in North Corona. As we 
discuss later in this report in our chapter on Family and Community, 
a common perspective shared during focus groups with caregivers 
was a desire to be more informed about the community resources 
available to their families. 

Invariably, caregivers raised the issue of a%ordability when dis-
cussing the variety of afterschool and summer programming. 
They desired free programs and described how these are often 
full, have long waitlists, and even with or because of lotteries, 
are too di'cult to access. They also expressed willingness to pay 
for programs but that most fee-based programs, in particular 
summer programs, are una%ordable. 

When we asked about what programming caregivers desired for 
their children, they also mentioned classes for themselves. These 
included skill-based activities, such as sewing and embroidery, 
as well as classes on parenting.
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Youth
Measures of youth well-being present positive trends for the district since the Great Recession. Teen 
births are declining, youth unemployment is diminishing, and a greater share of youth are in school. 
At the neighborhood level, North Corona sees a concerning level of teen idleness.

Teen Births
The number of births to teenage mothers (between #+ to #$ years of 
age) is on the decline. As is evident in other trendlines throughout 
this report, the Great Recession caused a substantial setback in 
the decline of teen births. Most community districts saw steady 
declines in the teen birth rate over the last decade, while in 
Elmhurst/Corona the number of teenage girls giving birth saw a 
sharper increase from !"#" to !"#!.

In !"#,, the teen birth rate—the number of births per #,""" teenage 
girls—was about !", down from +" in !"#!. This remains above 
the average in Queens and New York City, and community level 
trends in teen birth rate may change substantially from year to 
year, as observed in figure *.# below.

Figure &.": Teen Birth Rate

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Youth Employment  
and Disconnection
Youth disconnection and teen idleness are measures that calculate 
the share of youth (ages #* to !&) and teens (#* to #$) who are 
neither in school nor in the labor force (either working or looking 
for work). Compared to Queens and New York City, Elmhurst/ 
Corona has much lower rates of youth disconnection and teen 
idleness, but this trend is not consistent across all neighborhoods 
(see Figure *..). In !"#,, less than one in ten youth was out of 
school and out of work.

Table &.": Youth Disconnection and Teen Idleness 
  Elmhurst/ 
  Corona Queens NYC

Disconnected youth (ages #*-!&) -..% #"..% #.."%
Teen idleness (ages #*-#$) +.$% ,.+% $.#%

Over time, the youth unemployment rate has also dropped below 
the borough and citywide averages. Over the last decade, the 
percentage of youth in Elmhurst/Corona who are in school or 
working has grown. 

Figure &.#: Youth in School or At Work  
in Elmhurst/Corona

Q In school)Q Out of school, at work)Q Out of school, seeking work 
Q Out of school, out of work
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By neighborhood, rates of youth unemployment and teen idleness 
vary substantially. Youth unemployment—the percentage of 
those aged #* to !& who are without a job and seeking work—is 
much lower in Elmhurst-Maspeth and North Corona. At the same 
time, North Corona sees the highest rate of teen idleness, with 
nearly #&% of #*- to #$-year-olds who are out of school and out 
of the labor force.

Figure &.%: Youth Unemployment and Teen Idleness

Q Teen idleness (#*-#$))Q Youth unemployment (!"-!&)

 

Youth Assets
Youth Programs
The Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD) 
runs several programs, including but not limited to Intern & Earn, 
Train & Earn, Learn & Earn. None of these three programs are in 
Elmhurst/Corona based on data from the Discover DYCD portal.!# 
There is also only one Summer Youth Employment Program pro-
vider based on data in the portal. Older DYCD records available 
from the Department of City Planning identify several programs 
and organizations o%ering youth programs. We list these below, 
however, because of a lack of recent and complete information 
on youth programs, a concerted e%ort to map youth programs 
and disseminate this information would be valuable.

The following map highlights #+ outdoor basketball courts, mainly 
dispersed throughout Jackson Heights, Elmhurst and North Corona, 
leaving other parts of the district with one or none. These spaces 
are a valuable asset for youth in the community, as brought up 
in community conversations.

21 DiscoverDYCD. Retrieved from https://discoverdycd.dycdconnect.nyc/home
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Figure &.!: Youth Assets

O Youth Programs)O Outdoor Basketball Courts
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Youth: E!orts Underway
Young Governors
A youth program that seeks to empower and train teens to be 
community organizers and address issues in their community. 
Located in the New Life Community Development Center, Young 
Governors meets three days a week to equip young people with 
the skills to be advocates, organizers, and educators among their 
peers through workshops, projects, and services.

South Asian Youth Action (SAYA)
A youth development program in Elmhurst that aims to provide 
youth with the tools to thrive academically, professionally, and 
personally through free leadership and identity development, 
academic support, college preparation, career exploration, sports, 
arts and STEM instruction. SAYA’S programming is year-round and 
takes place during the school day, afterschool, and on weekends.

Queens Community House (QCH)
A settlement house that hosts multiple programs under one roof 
to make services accessible to a range of family members. Though 
located outside of the district in Forest Hills and Flushing, QCH 
o%ers afterschool and summer camp programming for children 
of all ages, housing and homelessness prevention, immigrant 
services, youth leadership and employment opportunities, and 
several services for senior citizens including transportation, case 
management and home-delivered meals.

Comprehensive Pregnancy Prevention Program
This program based in Elmhurst and operated by the Child Center  
of New York provides comprehensive, age-appropriate, evidence- 
based, and medically accurate sexuality education to promote 
healthy sexual behaviors including abstinence, delaying the onset 
of sexual activity, and reducing the practice of risky sexual behav-
iors among youth. The workshops are for youth ages #"-!# in 
specific targeted communities, including Elmhurst/Corona.

Elmcor Youth & Adult Activities, Inc
A nonprofit community-based organization that serves youth, 
young adults, and seniors. Elmcor provides a variety of services 
throughout the year, such as recreational sports, STEM Saturdays, 
drug prevention and education, counseling and life-skills work-
shops, GED Programs, summer camp, and youth development 
programming. Also mentioned under health and economic security, 
Elmcor o%ers ample health services and economic development 
opportunities to community members.

Queens Zoo
An #--acre zoo in Flushing Meadows. The Wildlife Conservation 
Society o%ers programming for youth of all ages across the five zoos 
in NYC. In Queens, there are two programs for teens—the Discovery 
Guide Volunteer Program, and Project TRUE, an internship program 
where high school students learn about the ecosystem in NYC and 
conduct research. They also host an annual job, internship, and 
volunteering expo for #&-!*-year old’s to learn about employment 
opportunities within the Wildlife Conservation Society. 

Community Perspectives  
on Opportunities for Youth
Our conversations with caregivers, young people, and services 
providers o%ered several insights on pressing issues and support-
ive community resources specifically for youth. All these issues 
intersect with a domain covered su'ciently in other chapters, 
so we do not expand on them here. For example, in the previous 
chapter on education, community members’ perspectives on the 
importance of parental involvement in their children’s education 
was a topic we discussed with youth and with caregivers who had 
older children. Similarly, we address the community perspective 
on young people’s access to behavioral health services and spe-
cifically the need for services that address the behavioral health 
needs of whole families in the our chapter on health. 

)

)
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Family and Community
More than a third of households in Elmhurst/Corona are families with children. Most of these house-
holds are headed by married couples, with about a quarter headed by single mothers. Incidents of 
child abuse and intimate partner violence are on the rise, and—similar to other community trends—
the Great Recession coincided with a spike in the number of reported violent felonies from "$&$-"$&". 
Relative to other neighborhoods in New York City, community trust in Elmhurst/Corona is low.

Household Structure
Family households are more common in Elmhurst/ Corona than 
the rest of the city. In the district, one in three homes is occupied 
by families with children and .$% are family households without 
children—married couples without children or other adult family 
members living together. Non-family households make up just !,% 
of households in the district, compared to &"% across the city.

Tables '." and '.#: Household Type and Head of Household
 Elmhurst/ 
 Corona Queens NYC

Family households with children .+% ."% !$%
Family households without children .$% .,% .#%
Non-family households !,% ..% &"%

 Elmhurst/ 
Head of households with children Corona Queens NYC

Married couples +,% +&% *#%
Single parents !-% .#% !&%
Other #+% #+% #*%

In Elmhurst/Corona, about one in four households with children 
is headed by a single parent. Mostly, these are single mothers. 
In North Corona and East Elmhurst, less than half of households 
with children are headed by mar ried couples—compared to other 
neighborhoods, a much higher share is headed by single parents, 
grandparents, or other household heads.

Figure '.": Heads of Households with Children  
by Neighborhood

Q Married couple)Q Single father)Q Single mother 
Q Grandparent)Q Other

 

The economic security of children in Elmhurst/Corona varies 
widely across these household types. For example, the poverty 
rate among children in households headed by single mothers is 
nearly &"%, more than double the poverty rate of children in 
households headed by married couples in the district.

Figure '.#: Child Poverty Rate by Household Type

Q Married couple)Q Single father)Q Single mother 
Q Grandparent)Q Other
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Domestic Violence  
and Child Welfare
Elmhurst/Corona has seen the reported incidence of domestic vio-
lence increase in recent years. In !"#-, there were !,+"+ reported 
incidents—this includes aggravated assaults, attempted assaults, 
sex o%enses, and violations of a protective order. That means 
that roughly six out of every #"" households in the district were 
a%ected. Two thirds of these incidents involved intimate partners 
relationships, including relationships between current or former 
spouses, dating partners, live-in partners, or individuals with 
children in common. This concerning rise in domestic violence 
extends to domestic felony assaults and domestic rape o%enses, 
which also climbed in the last year—and are likely under-reported.

Figure '.%: Domestic Violence in Elmhurst/Corona 

Q Intimate partner)Q Family member 

There is a similar rate of cases investigating child abuse and neglect 
in the district relative to the borough. For every thousandth child in 
Elmhurst/Corona, there were .+ cases of child abuse and neglect 
in !"#,. This is a slight decline from a rate of &" per #,""" in !"#+.

Figure '.!: Investigations into Child Abuse and Neglect, 
Rate per ",*** Children under "(

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

 

This decrease is also observed in the rate of children served in 
preventive services. In !"#-, *," children in Elmhurst/Corona 
were served in preventive services, a rate of nearly !" per #,""" 
children in the district.

Figure '.$: Children Served in Preventive Services,  
Rate per ",*** children (left axis) and Total Number

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

 

   

      

The rate of foster care placements is low in Elmhurst/Corona. In 
!"#,, about ".#% of children under #- in the district were placed 
into foster care, which is half the rate for New York City

Figure '.&: Rate of Foster Care Placements,  
per ",*** Children under "(

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC
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Community Safety
The violent felony rate in Elmhurst/Corona is gradually declin-
ing, following the trend at the city level since the early !"""s. 
Still, the number of reported crimes that are violent felonies 
saw a significant bump from !"#"-!"#!, indicating that progress  
on this metric should not be taken for granted. 

Figure '.': The Number of Violent Felony Crimes Reported 
per ",*** Residents 

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

While the rate of reported felonies is above the borough average, 
Elmhurst/Corona has fewer youth and adults aged #* and older 
in jails and prisons. The incarceration rate for the district is !!, 
per #"",""" individuals—or ".!% —of the over #* population.

Environmental Quality
While rates of crime are dropping in Elmhurst/Corona, much 
of the surrounding environment continues to present chal-
lenges to residents’ quality of everyday life. This is most appar-
ent in data measuring levels of vehicle tra'c, ambient noise,  
and street cleanliness.

Figure '.(: Tra,c Density: Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled 
by UHF Districts
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Across these three indicators, West Queens—the United Hospital 
Fund (UHF) district encompassing Elmhurst/Corona—was near 
the top in tra'c density estimated by the annual vehicle miles 
traveled in the area. West Queens is also the third highest UHF 
district in terms of the estimated number of adults exposed to 
repeated disruptive noises (at least three times a week), which is  

counted as any ambient noise from outside the home that disrupts 
household activities like watching television or sleeping. Finally, 
the Mayor’s O'ce of Operations Street Cleanliness Scorecard 
registered Community District & as the lowest district in Queens 
as of March !"#$.

Figure '.): Estimated Number of Adults Exposed to Disruptive Noise

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure '."*: Street Cleanliness Scorecard
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Community Trust
One factor that is less tangible but still constitutive of safety and 
security is community trust. The City’s Department of Health and 
Mental Hygiene recently introduced a question on its Community 
Health Survey to capture this component of social cohesion, 
which asks if respondents agree or disagree with the statement: 

“People in your neighborhood are willing to help their neighbors.” 
Responses from the !"#+ and !"#* survey were combined and 
weighted by district, revealing how responses vary by neighbor-
hood. Citywide, ,!% of NYC residents agree that their neighbors 
are willing to help one another; in Elmhurst/Corona, this drops to 
*+%, which is one of the lower rates across all community districts.

Figure '."": Community Trust—Share of Adults who  
Agree that their Neighbors are Willing to Help Others

Q Elmhurst/Corona)Q Queens)Q NYC

 
 
 
  
Family and  
Community Assets
Libraries and Cultural Institutions
There are six public libraries dispersed throughout the community, 
one in each neighborhood except for Elmhurst-Maspeth. There is 
also the Langston Hughes Library on the border of East Elmhurst 
and North Corona. Given their locations, residents in the north-
western parts of Jackson Heights, and parts of Elmhurst might 
have di'culty accessing a library. In addition to libraries that 
o%er valuable programming for residents of all ages, there are 
!+ cultural institutions, ranging from museums, music and dance 
related programming, visual and performing arts, as classified by 
the Department of Cultural A%airs. The New York Hall of Science 
and Queens Museum in Flushing Meadows-Corona Park are land-
marks of this community and most easily accessible to residents 
of Corona. Other neighborhoods have uneven access to cultural 
institutions, with Jackson Heights being home to twelve, and the 
remaining thirteen dispersed between Broadway in Elmhurst and 
Northern Boulevard in East Elmhurst. North Corona is a home 
to Louis Armstrong House Museum, which is a National Historic 
Landmark and a New York City Landmark. 

Table '.%: List of Cultural institutions by Neighborhood
Map 
label Name Type

East Elmhurst  
# Library Action Committee of  Multi-Discipline,  
 Corona-East Elmhurst, Inc. Performing
! Mexicanos Unidos de Queens, Inc. Dance
Elmhurst  
. Bayside Glee Club, Inc. Music
& Haitian American Cultural and  Literature 
 Educational Foundation 
+ Tung Ching Chinese Center  
 for the Arts, Inc. Folk Arts
* United Sherpa Association (USA) Inc. Literature
, Sheba USA Inc. Other
Elmhurst-Maspeth  
- NY Tibetan Service Center, Inc. Multi- Discipline,  
  Perf & Non-Perf
Jackson Heights  
$ Calpulli Mexican Dance Company, Inc. Dance
#" La Asociacion Benefica Cultural  
 Padre Billini, Inc. Dance
## Percussia Music
#! QMAD Queens Media Multi-Discipline,  
 Arts Development Non-Perform
#. Queens Lesbian and Gay  Multi- Discipline, 
 Community Center Inc. Perf & Non-Perf
#& Salvation Army Multi-Discipline,  
  Performing
#+ Flamenco Latino, Inc. Multi-Discipline,  
  Performing
#* Hungarian Theatre & Art Multi-Discipline,  
 Association Inc. Performing
#, Jackson Heights Art Club, Inc. Visual Arts
#- Liberated Movement, Inc. Dance
#$ Metropolis Ensemble, Inc. Music
!" Talujon, Inc. Music
North Corona  
!# Elmcor Youth & Adult Activities, Inc. Music
!! Louis Armstrong House Museum
Flushing Meadows Corona Park  
!. New York Hall of Science Science
!& Queens Theatre in the Park, Inc. Theater
!+ Queens Museum Visual Arts

*+% ,.% ,!%
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Figure '."#: Libraries and Cultural Institutions

O Library)O Cultural Institution
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ACS Preventive Services
The New York City Administration for Children’s Services o%ers 
free preventive services designed to keep children safe in their 
homes. Preventive services can reduce the likelihood of abuse and 
neglect reports and placement into foster care. Since parenting 
workshops and support were often mentioned topics during our 
community conversations, in addition to preventive services, we 
explored parenting support services in the community, which 
can entail parenting skills training, parenting support groups, 
parenting workshops, and fatherhood support.!! 

There are four ACS preventive services in the area, with SCO 
Family of Services and Public Health Solutions co-located at 
the same address in North Corona, Child Center of NY close 
to Queens Boulevard in Elmhurst-Maspeth and another SCO of 
Family Services’ locations in Jackson Heights. While both SCO 
Family of Services locations provide general preventive services, 
the other two providers have crisis services, family treatment  
rehabilitation, mental health evaluations, adolescent reproductive 

22 Available on recently launched ACS ConnectME portal https://acsconnectme.nyc.gov/
homepage.do?

health services, home visitation, planned parenthood services, 
and education support. In !"#-, *," children were served in 
preventive services in Elmhurst/Corona, which is a slight increase 
from previous years. This area has more children served than the 
majority of other Queens communities, with exception of Jamaica, 
where around #,+"" children are receiving preventive services. 

There are seven parenting support programs, clustered in four 
locations between Elmhurst and Jackson Heights, which leaves 
East Elmhurst and Corona with neither preventive nor parenting 
support services. 

Table '.$: Children Served in Preventive Services
  Elmhurst/ 
  Corona Queens NYC

!"#+ ,$* -,+** &$,*+,
!"#* *.! ,,-&+ &+,"-+
!"#, *#- -,.## &&,&&+
!"#- *," -,#.+ &&,+&!

Table '.!: ACS Preventive and Parenting Support Sites
Map label Provider Program name Type

# SCO Family of Services SCO Family of Services- Family Development Center Jackson Heights  
   Family Development Center Preventive Services
! Child Center of NY Elmhurst Family Center Preventive Services
. Public Health Solutions Nurse Family Partnership—Home Visiting Program Preventive Services
& SCO Family of Services Corona Family Dev. Center Preventive Services
+ The Child Center of NY/Asian Clinic Asian Clinic Parenting Support
* The PAC Program The PAC Program of Queens Parenting Support
, The Power and Control The Power and Control Parenting Support
- Parents in Action Parents in Action Parenting Support
$ American Family Community Services, Inc. American Family Community Services, Inc. Parenting Support
#" Ecuadorian International Center Ecuadorian International Center Parenting Support
## Lexington School for the Deaf Mental Health Center Parenting Support
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Figure '."%: ACS Preventive and Parenting Support Services

O Parenting Support)O ACS Preventive Services
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Immigrant Support Services
Immigrant support services are predominantly clustered along 
Northern Boulevard and Roosevelt Avenue, serving residents of 
Jackson Heights, North Corona and the southern parts of East 
Elmhurst, and leaving Corona and Elmhurst with fewer programs. 

We identified #, ESL classes in the area provided through the 
Department of Education O'ce of Adult and Continuing Education 
in public schools, the Queens Library at the Langston Hughes 
and Corona branch locations, and through community-based 
organizations. 

Free or low-cost citizenship and legal services are another important 
community resource, which are primarily located in Jackson Heights 
and North Corona. There are #! programs, of which three are pro-
vided through the CUNY Citizenship Now program at City Council 
Member o'ces, and the rest at community-based organizations. 

Of the #- IDNYC locations citywide, two are in Queens, including 
one on Junction Boulevard in Jackson Heights. IDNYC is a gov-
ernment-issued identification card that is available to all City 
residents age #" and older, and o%ers multiple benefits including 
memberships to museums and cultural institutions throughout the 
city. Importantly, the City will not ask applicants for information 
about their immigration status. 

Considering the cultural vibrancy and regular cultural events that 
take place in the district throughout the year, there may be other 
programs in the area, which are helpful resources for immigrant 
community that are not captured by the publicly available data 
or by the community conversations and e%orts underway we 
highlight below. 

Table '.&: Immigrant Support Services by Neighborhood
   Citizenship and 
Neighborhood ESL immigrant services

Corona ! #
East Elmhurst ! -
Elmhurst # !
Elmhurst-Maspeth ! -
Jackson Heights * +
North Corona & &
Total #, #!

Table '.': ESL Classes/Citizenship and Legal Services
Map 
label Site name

ESL Classes
Corona 
# I.S. "*# Leonardo Da Vinci Intermediate Sch
! New York Hall of Science
East Elmhurst 
. I.S. !!,Q Louis Armstrong
& Langston Hughes Library
Elmhurst 
+ Make the Road NY
Elmhurst-Maspeth 
* I.S. ""+ The Walter Crowley School
, New Life Fellowship
Jackson Heights 
- I.S. #&+ Joseph Pulitzer
$ P.S. #&-
#" P.S. #&$ Goodwill Industries Beacon
## P.S. !-"
#! Chhaya CDC
#. Metropolitan Learning Institute
North Corona 
#& P.S. ##" (Q##")
#+ P.S. .."
#* Corona Library
#, Corona Beacon in PS #$
Citizenship and Legal Services  
Corona 
#- CUNY Citizenship Now!—City Council Member  
 Francisco Moya’s O'ce
Elmhurst 
#$ Centro Civico Colombiano
!" Elmhurst-Jackson Heights Senior Center
Jackson Heights 
!# CUNY Citizenship Now!!—City Council Member  
 Francisco Moya’s O'ce
!! Make the Road NY/ O'ce for New Americans  
 Opportunity Center
!. New Immigrant Community Empowerment (NICE) 
 (Sponsored by City Council Member Daniel Dromm)
!& NY Citizenship at Jackson Heights Library
!+ CUNY Citizenship Now!—City Council Member  
 Daniel Dromm’s O'ce (,+th street)
North Corona 
!* Latin Women in Action, Inc.
!, Accion Latina
!- Dominico-American Society of Queens
!$ SCO Queens Single Stop Program
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Figure '."!: Immigrant Support Services

O�ESL Classes)O Citizenship and Legal Services)O IDNYC Location
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Family & Community:  
E!orts Underway
Elmhurst Community Partnership
A coalition comprised of community members, schools, com-
munity-based organizations, foster care agencies, prevention 
agencies, faith based organizations, and community businesses 
that seek to work together to support the Elmhurst community, 
by sharing critical information about services and resources that 
support children and their families with one another, and uniting 
parents/caregivers with community leaders.

Child Center of New York
An organization with a variety of programs for children from birth 
to adulthood focused on early childhood education, behavioral 
health, health homes and integrated care, prevention and family 
support, and youth development. They have several sites located 
in the Corona/Elmhurst area including: Head Start and Early Head 
Start, Asian Outreach Program and Elmhurst Preventative Program 
at the Hank Au%arth Family Center, the Civic Leadership Academy, 
Comprehensive Pregnancy Prevention Program, Pan American 
International High School’s School-Based Mental Heath clinic, 
P.S.-$’s Afterschool Program, and P.S. #&- Community School.

New Life Community Development Corporation 
An organization that seeks to provide relief, restoration, and 
reinvestment to the community in Elmhurst and Corona with 
programming for both adults and youth, and investment projects 
across the neighborhood. Adult programs include Success Groups, 
health care, food and clothing pantry, and English instruction; 
youth programs include after school, Young Governors, Storytime, 
Girl Scouts and Cub Scouts. 

Corona Self Help Center
An organization located in Elmhurst that seeks to rehabilitate 
people su%ering from substance use disorders, by providing a 
free and bilingual comprehensive recovery program focused on 
long-term mental, physical, and spiritual health.

Western Queens Immigration Coalition 
A group of non-profits that mobilize e%orts to reduce fears and 
anxiety about immigration policy among immigrants, including 
partnering agencies such as Emerald Isle Immigration Center, Riis 
Neighborhood Settlement, Sunnyside Community Services, Make 
the Road NY, Woodside on the Move, Catholic Migration Services 
and the Arab American Family Support Center.

Together We Can 
A volunteer-based community resource center that seeks to meet 
the needs of the resource-deprived and multi-ethnic families 
in Jackson Heights, Corona, and Elmhurst through educational 
opportunities and connection to resources such as counseling, 
food pantries, NYC Free Tax Prep, and job assistance. They host 
bimonthly coalition meetings and other events, to build their 
resource base and to establish partnerships throughout the com-
munities they serve.

Emerald Isle Immigration Center 
A non-profit located in Woodside that provides immigrants with 
resources such as immigration classes; a citizenship program; 
social services such as counseling, Medicaid information, refer-
rals, legal advice, programs for senior citizens; employment 
opportunities; and education seminars. They also host several 
informational events and seminars for immigrants.

Our Lady of Sorrows 
A Corona church that features a culturally diverse parish that 
o%ers daily mass, religious education, and religious events to 
the Corona and Elmhurst community. 

Forestdale 
A child welfare agency located in Queens seeking to both provide 
foster care and adoption services for children a%ected by abuse 
and neglect and to address underlying causes of families in crisis 
through a host of programs designed to strengthen families and 
reduce the need for foster care. Forestdale o%ers evidence-based 
programming and educational workshops for fathers, for mothers, 
for young people, and for families. They also provide free medical 
and dental care for families, preventative programs, and extensive 
education support for youth in foster care. Even though these 
services are located outside of the Elmhurst/Corona community 
district, we learned how residents utilize their services. 

William F. Moore Park Renovation 
A new project launched by the New York City Department of Parks 
and Recreation to renovate the sitting area at William F. Moore 
park, located at #"-th Street and Corona Avenue. The $,"",""" 
project was included in the City Council’s budget for Fiscal Year 
!"#$, and commenced in June !"#$. The project is expected to 
be complete in June !"!" and will include reconstruction of the 
park’s pavement, installation of new plants and shrubbery, and 
reconfiguration of existing tables and benches. 
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Community Members  
Perspectives on  
Family Stability and  
Community Safety
The Critical Role of Libraries  
and Cultural Institutions
When we invited community members and service providers to 
identify assets for child and family well-being in Elmhurst/Corona, 
invariably they mentioned cultural institutions and especially the 
public libraries in their lists. Service providers credited this to the 
strong connection the library sta% have with families. We also 
heard from caregivers how the libraries were reliable places to 
access programs and services. It was commonly recommended 
to expand the library space, in particular the Corona branch on 
#"&th Street, considering the number of families who frequent 
it. Community members cited libraries as assets not only for 
programming at the library, but also as an information center 
for programming throughout and outside of Elmhurst/Corona. 

Strengthening Communication  
in Families and a Focus on Fathers
All focus groups with caregivers and young people included dis-
cussions about family dynamics as important to child and fam-
ily well-being, including the degree of unity, trust, and respect 
shared among family member. While this finding may be obvious 
on its face, focus group participants often took this discussion a 
step further to describe how these family-level dynamics influ-
ence community-level conditions. As one caregiver put it, “It is 
important to have respect in families. That is the core, to have 
harmony at home and not only at home, but also outside in the 
community. This helps address larger problems.” Discussions in 
other focus groups highlighted how caregivers desired workshops 
on how to improve their communication with their spouse and 
children. Service providers we spoke with also shared how fathers 
in particular face barriers seeking support—paraphrasing one 
service provider’s comments, “Services don’t cater to fathers, and 
fathers tend not to be as involved as mothers in seeking services. 
Fathers need to be more involved, and they need more opportu-
nities to be.” This perspective mirrors the conversations we had 
in a focus group with fathers. In fact, in order to host this focus 
group, we recruited through a partner organization’s program 
working specifically with fathers. Up to that point, participants 
in focus groups with caregivers had been exclusively women. 
Without this concerted e%ort to recruit fathers, it likely would 
have remained that way. 
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Figure '."$: Reported Felonies by Census Block (combined #*"'-#*"()
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Safety in Parks and Other Public Spaces
Community safety and violence, notably gang violence and drug 
tra'cking, were concerns participants raised in nearly every dis-
cussion we had with community members and service providers. 
Like libraries, parks were one of the first and most frequently 
mentioned community assets focus group participants listed 
with or without prompting; however, community members also 
described parks as places they feel unsafe. The Roosevelt Avenue 
corridor was another area of the community focus group partic-
ipants raised several times as a place where they are concerned 
about public safety.

NYPD data on the incidence of reported felonies support the 
concerns focus group participants raised. The map illustrates the 
number of reported felonies by census block in Elmhurst/Corona 
from !"#,-!"#-. The commercial strips along Roosevelt Avenue 
and Junction Boulevard, along with Corona Plaza and Park of the 
Americas, see a greater concentration of felonies. The Queens 
Center, a mall in Elmhurst, had the highest number of felonies 
reported, most which were classified as grand larceny. The second 
highest number of reported felony o%enses in the last two years 
was on the border of the Jackson Heights and East Elmhurst neigh-
borhoods and near an early childhood center and middle school. 
Caregivers in focus groups did not raise concerns about safety 
around school premises specifically for these schools, but several 
caregivers and some service providers raised concerns about 
pedestrian safety near schools. In these instances, they voiced 
desired for additional crossing guards, but also acknowledged 
that tra'c safety was a concern in the community in general, not 
just for children and families on their way to school.

Domestic Violence
Without prompting, participants in several focus groups raised 
the issue of domestic violence and specifically intimate partner 
violence. This was unexpected, but it points to how our focus 
group methods allow for participants to voice commu nity con-
cerns from a place of knowledge without requiring them to share 
personal information about themselves or others. The number 
of times participants raised this topic may also be related to the 
fact that most caregivers we spoke with were women, and women 
are more likely to experience domestic and gender-based vio-
lence. The need to address intimate partner violence is supported 
by the administrative data we report in this chapter. However, 
these administrative data likely underreport the actual number 
of incidents, especially consider ing how we heard from service 
providers, both in Elmhurst/Corona and elsewhere, that domestic 
violence is underreported because of a reluctance to speak with 
police o'cers, and especially among residents who may already 
fear interactions with police because of their immigration status. 
Separately, service providers and caregivers also described how 
overcrowded living arrangements diminish privacy and create 
social stress, which may lead to incidents of domestic violence.

)
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Conclusions
Elmhurst/Corona has the distinction of being the community district with the highest share of for-
eign-born residents, with nearly two-thirds of the population hailing from outside the country. The 
cultural vibrancy and diversity of Elmhurst/Corona is palpable to any resident or visitor, and clearly 
a community strength. 

The district faces several key priorities to address the challenges 
families face in the community, not least of which is supporting 
families in a time when anti-immigrant federal policies are a 
paramount concern. Our conversations with community mem-
bers and analysis of public data point to several others, such 
as: the need for higher wages for working families who desire 
greater economic security and mobility, if only to spend more 
time together; more a%ordable housing, especially to reduce 
overcrowding; and multigenerational approaches to behavioral 
health services to address the interconnected stressors youth 
and their families face. 

Our analyses of community assets highlight the many resources 
in the area that o%er programming that families clearly desire. 
Elmhurst/Corona stand out as a community district with many 
key community assets, including beloved libraries and museums, 
community health care services, and beautiful park space. Even 
though some assets are available and may be evenly dispersed 
geographically, they may not be enough to meet the needs of the 
number of children and families in the area, as is the case with early 
education and afterschool programs. The wealth of community 
assets that exist also necessitates greater communication about 
these resources, including in multiple languages.

We hope this summative report on our community-based assess-
ment provides community members, service providers, elected 
o'cials, and philanthropic organizations a detailed understanding 
of strengths and needs in Elmhurst/Corona in ways that acknowl-
edge the community strengths and points to practical solutions 
to address the needs of children and families in the area, as well 
as CCC’s policy advocacy citywide. The recommendations below, 
repeated from the Executive Summary, were developed as part of 
our participatory process and are both a culmination of a year-
long community engagement process, as well as a springboard 
for further action.

Community-Driven Solutions
Economic Security
• Invest in adult literacy and other skills-building programs 

tailored to the unique needs of immigrant communities 
in order to increase economic development opportunities 
that can result in better paying jobs and more quality time 
with families. 

• Partner workforce development programs, including 
English as a Second Language courses, with supports for 
working families, such as paring supervision for young 
children during evening programming.

• Increase access to broadband internet as a tool for  
economic mobility. 

• Extend e!orts to ensure a $"# minimum wage to  
“tip-based” workers, especially those in hospitality  
related industries, who are not included in recent  
statewide minimum wage increases.

Housing
• Build new a!ordable housing units to address the 

extremely high rates of overcrowding and housing 
insecurity. 

• Safeguard protections for rent-stabilized tenants and 
increase funding for rental subsidies for low-income 
households.

• Increase investments in prevention services for families 
at risk of housing insecurity, as well as families currently 
experiencing housing insecurity related to domestic vio-
lence, and ensure o!erings are multilingual and culturally 
sensitive outreach.

• Further develop public awareness campaigns, involving 
multilingual and culturally sensitive informational  
materials, to inform tenants of their rights when searching 
for housing and/or facing landlord harassment or  
potential eviction.
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Health
• Promote e!orts that ensure access to a!ordable health 

care, including through public choice health insurance 
plans or public programs that guarantee low-cost or 
no-cost services at public health care providers and 
regardless of immigration status. 

• Boost public awareness of existing health and behavioral 
health care programs and services through local multi-
lingual and multicultural media campaign advertising 
in schools, laundromats, doctor’s o$ces, libraries, and 
public transit.

• Invest more in farmers’ markets and local stores to provide 
healthy and a!ordable produce.

• Ensure that families experiencing food insecurity have 
access to nutrition assistance or emergency food programs 
regardless of federal policy proposals that seek to make it 
more di$cult for families to receive support.

Education
• Create more afterschool opportunities for students,  

including programs with hours extending later into the 
evening to accommodate caregivers with non-traditional 
working hours.

• Translate all communications from schools into Spanish, 
Chinese, and other common languages in the community.

• Expand the availability of early childhood education  
programs and help new parents and caregivers with  
applying to the program and location that best fits their 
family’s needs.

• Make greater e!ort to involve fathers in early childhood 
programs, including in school-based, center-based and 
family day care settings.

• Integrate multigenerational programming at early child-
hood education sites that promote healthy child develop-
ment and family well-being, such as English language and 
literacy classes for parents and caregivers, and integrated 
Early Intervention and behavioral health supports.

Youth
• Promote multi-generational and peer-to-peer intervention 

to address youth depression and reduce bullying and  
substance use.

• Build on existing afterschool programs and o!er more 
options in the arts like dance, music, and visual art classes 
for teenagers.

• Expand community-based behavioral health service  
and increase awareness of behavioral health resources 
available for teenagers and youth.

• Conduct a detailed, youth led, assessment of youth  
programs in the area to supplement publicly available 
data that may be incomplete.

Family & Community
• Encourage collaboration across organizations in the area, 

including city agencies, community boards, service pro-
viders, libraries, schools, churches, and residents about 
immigrant services to build community trust and combat 
misinformation.

• Support libraries, which are deeply trusted institutions  
in Elmhurst/Corona, to o!er extended hours and expand 
language classes, computer classes, adult literacy, and 
other educational opportunities.

• Increase preventive services aimed at reducing domestic 
violence and conduct outreach to victims of domestic  
violence that prioritize safety and anonymity.

• Strengthen e!orts to enhance safety in parks and public 
spaces, including investing in more signage, trash bins 
and cleaning operations, and developing other measures 
to prevent smoking and substance use.

• Add pedestrian safety features, such as tra$c lights,  
especially close to schools where street safety is needed.

• Ensure services provided at city o$ces, such as the Human 
Resources Administration, ensure services provided at 
city o$ces, such as the Human Resources Administration, 
meet the range of linguistic and cultural needs of families 
from diverse backgrounds.

• Utilize community-based organizations in outreach to 
ensure a complete and accurate count of residents,  
especially young children, in the %&%& Census.
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Appendix I: Geography
Publicly available data about communities in New York City are 
available at a variety of geographic levels. Data from city agencies 
are often reported at the community district level. There are +$ 
community districts in New York City, and the focus of this report 
is on the Elmhurst/Corona, Queens (Queens Community District &, 
labeled CD &"& on the map). The United States Census Bureau’s 
American Community Survey uses Public Use Microdata Areas 
(PUMAs) to report estimates. There are ++ PUMAs in New York City. 
Most are very similar to the city’s +$ community districts. There 
are four PUMAs that encompass two community districts each, 
hence the di%erence in numbers. When we present data from the 
Census Bureau on the community district of Elmhurst/Corona, 
we are presenting data on the PUMA that aligns with Queens 
Community District &. In the case of Elmhurst/Corona, the PUMA 
and community district are mostly but not perfectly congruent. For 
example, the neighborhood of North Corona is entirely in PUMA 
&#"!, which is associated with the Jackson Heights Community 
District (Queens Community District ., label CD &". on the map). 
Similarly, portion of the neighborhood of Elmhurst-Maspeth that 
overlaps with Queens Community District & is entirely in PUMA 
&#"$, which is associated with CD &"!, Sunnyside and Woodside.

Data from the Census Bureau also comes by census tracts, small 
subdivisions of a county. There are over !,#"" census tracts in 
New York City and their average population is about &,""" resi-
dents. These census tracts may be aggregated into Neighborhood 
Tabulation Areas (NTAs) defined by the Department of City Planning. 
NTAs o%er the ability to analyze Census data at a geographic level 
similar to historical New York City neighborhoods.

We report data for five NTAs: Corona, North Corona, Elmhurst, 
Elmhurst-Maspeth and East Elmhurst. During our conversations 
with service providers, several recommended including infor-
mation about East Elmhurst, which is north of North Corona and 
within Queens Community District .. Based on their professional 
experiences, families in this neighborhood may be more likely to 
face risks to their well-being, and information about East Elmhurst 
residents would be valuable to service providers in the area, so we 
have incorporated these data into our report. We do not include 
detailed information about residents in the Jackson Heights NTA 
because the population in this neighborhood is nearly equal in 
size and demographically distinct compared to the population 
in the other five NTAs combined, and it was outside the scope of 
our community engagement. 

The subway runs along northern border of the Elmhurst/Corona 
community district, the Roosevelt Avenue corridor. For this reason, 
we map community assets for both Queens Community Districts 
. and & with the rationale that residents of Elmhurst/Corona are 
likely to travel north of this district boundary to access assets 
and services. Therefore, our area for assessing assets includes 
the NTAs of Corona, North Corona, Elmhurst, East Elmhurst, 
Jackson Heights, and portion of Elmhurst-Maspeth that falls 
within boundary of Community District &.
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Map: Geography
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Appendix II:  
Community Conversations
Community members provided insights and feedback that guided 
our assessment and complemented our analyses of public data. 
Our qualitative data collection aimed to speak with service pro-
viders in the area, as well as young people and caregivers of young 
children to answer the following general questions: 

• What is the most pressing issue facing children and  
families in Elmhurst/Corona?

• What recommendations do you have to address this issue?

• What are the community’s significant assets?

We also conducted a dozen focus groups with service providers, 
caregivers of young children, and young people. We partnered 
with several organizations to host these sessions, including 
Elmcor, Forestdale, Child Center of New York, Chinese-American 
Planning Council, New York Hall of Science, Public Health Solutions, 
Sheltering Arms, Queens Library, and the Young Governors. 
Following several weeks of meetings and focus groups, we con-
vened a community event to share our findings with focus group 
participants and others who supported the project as an oppor-
tunity see the results of the larger project they contributed to and 
provide any further feedback. More information about the focus 
groups and community report back event are available below.

Meetings with Service Providers
We solicited feedback from sta% at multiple organizations and 
agencies in Elmhurst/Corona, including local elected o'cials. 
These conversations were one-on-one or part of larger coalition 
meetings and typically lasted between &+ and $" minutes. In 
addition to the questions above, we also asked service providers 
about what community level data might CCC collect and analyze 
that would help organizations, and who else they recommend we 
speak with about the topics we discussed. We also shared findings 
from our preliminary analysis of quantitative data as a way to 
both inform their work and gather insights to intepreting trends. 

Focus Groups
From February &th to July #,th, !"#$, we conducted #! focus 
groups in collaboration with community-based organizations 
who serve children and families living in Elmhurst/Corona. Two 
sessions were with adolescent youth, eight sessions with care-
givers of young children (ages " to -), and two sessions with 
service providers. Service providers who helped us coordinate 
focus group with young people and caregivers sometimes joined 
these sessions. Multiple sessions were facilitated entirely in 
Spanish or bilingually: English-Spanish or English-Chinese. The 
table below reflects the number of participants in each session. 
Participants received a gift card and round-trip Metro card as 
compensation for their participation. We also provided a food 
and refreshments before each meeting, as well as supervision 
for young children when needed.
    Service  
Date  Caregivers Youth providers Total

!/&  – – #! #!
./#+  ## – ! #.
./#$  * – ! -
./!"  #* – ! #-
./!-  – , ! $
./!-  #- – – #-
&/#"  ## – . #&
&/$  #, – . !"
+/#,  – #. # #&
+/!.  $ – # #"
*/#$  – – * *
,/#,  - – . ##
Total  $* !" ., #+.
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Our Approach to Focus Groups
We employed a participatory approach to focus group sessions 
and used theatrical analysis to start discussions about a broad 
range of community assets and needs. Theatrical analysis is a 
role-playing activity which asks participants to create improvisa-
tional skits. These skits allow participants to identify and discuss 
community resources and needs based on their lived experiences 
without having to disclose information about themselves or others. 

Before starting discussions, we shared a meal together and secured 
supervision for young children who came with their caregivers. 
Whenever possible, we relied on small businesses in the com-
munity to cater focus groups. 

After an introductory activity, outlining the session, and obtaining 
informed consent, participants were divided into two teams. We 
asked each team to develop and perform a brief skit based on one 
of two prompts: (#) Tell a story about a family in the neighborhood 
who is doing well that explains why they are doing well; (!) Tell 
a story about a family in the neighborhood who is not doing well 
that explains why are they not doing well. After each team had 
time to outline their skit, they performed each for one another. 
Skits were typically around five minutes long. After both perfor-
mances, the session facilitator invited a large group discussion 
to recap the stories from each skit on sheets of flipchart paper. 
As large group through a facilitated discussion, the participants 
further elaborated on the issues raised and discussed if the situ-
ations were representative of the experience in Elmhurst/Corona, 
and added other important community needs and resources  
the skits had not addressed. 

At the end of every focus group, participants were invited to 
provide anonymous feedback and evaluate the session by writing 
responses to four prompts on small sheets of paper: 

• Please tell us anything else you would like us to know  
about what we discussed.

• What do you recommend be done to address the issues  
we discussed?

• What did you enjoy about this focus group session?

• How could this focus group session have been better?

We designed the focus groups methods as opportunities for 
community members to interact and share perspectives and 
information with one another in addition to being useful to our 
team’s e%orts to identify community priorities. Many participants 
shared feedback about how they enjoyed the opportunity to speak 
with others youth and/or adults, learn about community resources 
they had not known about, and found validation in hearing shared  

concerns. Multiple participants expressed a desire to continue 
with similar discussions with the organizations we partnered with 
to host each session.

Facilitators took detailed written or typed notes on the conversa-
tions, which CCC sta% organized and systematically coded using 
NVivo, a computer assisted qualitative data analysis software, 
to identify topics recurring across multiple sessions and quotes 
that were representative of the discussions. 

Community Report Back Event
On June !+th, !"#$, we hosted a community event in partnership 
with the New York Hall of Science. This family-friendly event 
brought together around #"" parents, young people and sta% at 
community-based organizations who contributed to our discus-
sions in previous months. The goal of the event was to share back 
a summary of our findings to date and provide an opportunity for 
further feedback and discussion.

The event included a data walk—an interactive gallery-based 
activity which invited participants to reflect on findings from 
both quantitative and qualitative data collected during com-
munity-based assessment. Findings were spread throughout the 
second floor of the rotunda at the New York Hall of Science and 
organized into the six domains of focus in this report: Community 
Demographics, Economic Security, Housing, Health, Education, 
Youth, Family & Community. 

Event participants share comments on and take photos of
posters during the data walk. Photo: R. Guttersohn

The event also included remarks, a brief slide presentation sum-
marizing the project to provide enough information to stimulate 
discussion during a community open mic that followed. All mate-
rials in the data walk were available in both English and Spanish, 
and a professional interpreter was available during the slide 
presentation and community open mic portion of the event. Like 
the focus groups, we relied on local vendors to cater the event.
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Appendix III: SMS-based Survey
Background and Design
At the Community Conversations event on June !+, CCC launched a 
pilot to collect information exclusively through a SMS-based survey 
(text messages) with families and youth in Elmhurst/Corona. This 
pilot project had two key objectives: (#) complement the existing 
data in the report and hear from more community members who 
may not have the time or comfort to participate in CCC’s focus 
groups; and (!) test cell phones as a medium for data collection 
for future projects.

CCC partnered with the non-profit Community Connect Labs 
(CCL) who provides both the platform and technical assistance 
to organizations using this method for a variety of purposes. CCC 
experimented with di%erent modes of communicating the survey 
with respondents, and is grateful to the New York Hall of Science 
and members of their Parent Ambassadors/ Padres Embajadores 
program for their participation and critical feedback at a session 
on June &. This session tested three surveys with similar questions 
but di%erent methods of delivery and response—one o%ering 
multiple choice questions, one o%ering open-ended response 
questions, and one transmitting questions and answers by voice. 
Participants appreciated the opportunity to answer in open-ended 
format, but shared some reservations about voice responses. 
Following this trial, CCC finalized a series of #! questions for the 
survey to be deployed on June !+ (see table below):

Welcome messages Question Type

 What is your ZIP Code? Open-ended
How would you rate  
the quality of… Jobs Scale #-#"
 Housing Scale #-#"
 Schools Scale #-#"
 Immigrant services Scale #-#"
 the Environment Scale #-#"
What’s … about living  
in Elmhurst/Corona? the best thing Open-ended
 the biggest challenge Open-ended
Regarding the biggest  
challenge… Who should act and  
 what can be done? Open-ended
How do you feel  
about… Neighborhood Quality Agree/Disagree
 Neighborhood Trust Agree/Disagree
 Neighborhood Future Better/Worse
Thank you / Gift card messages (! texts)

In addition to NYSci, CCC relied on the collaboration of many 
community-based organizations in the area to share flyers and 
recruit participants for the survey. CCC sta% distributed recruit-
ment flyers to local service providers, schools, libraries, elected 
o'cials, restaurants, bodegas, and tabled at four block parties 
and community fairs over the course of the summer. CCC also set 
up an advertisement campaign on Facebook to solicit participation 
through social media. In sum, the “ground game” or fieldwork for 
this survey was minimal and mostly limited to indirect methods 
of recruitment—in part to test the feasibility of using flyers and 
cell phones as a medium of contact and engagement. 

The sampling strategy could be characterized as selective, as 
most respondents came through the existing network of com-
munity-based partners that CCC established throughout the 
process of this assessment. Any youth (ages #&-!&) and/or care-
givers (with young children) with experiences living or working in 
Elmhurst/Corona were eligible to participate, and as an incentive 
all participants were given a $+ gift card to CVS upon completing 
the survey. The survey could be completed in English or Spanish, 
depending on the preference of the respondent. Following the 
instructional flyers, the survey initiated on the basis of ’trigger 
words’: “Youth” or “Caregiver” for the English version, and “Joven” 
or “Cuidar” for the Spanish version. The words “Kids” and “Niños” 
triggered a catch all response where users could ask questions. 

While the first question asked for the respondents’ ZIP Code, no 
further personal data was collected in the survey (e.g. age, gender, 
etc.). This prevents the ability to weight the data to account for 
demographic representativeness but was intended to protect the 
confidentiality of responses and ensure the trust of participants 
in a community where e%orts to collect personal information are 
understandably viewed with some degree of suspicion.
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Results
The survey ran from June !+th to September ##th, !"#$ and gath-
ered high-quality data from #!$ respondents. Of those respon-
dents, #!& completed the entire survey, including ,# youth and +. 
caregivers. This means that the rate of ’breako%s,’ or incomplete 
surveys, was less than four percent, a notably low rate for an SMS 
survey when compared with other studies of this method. The 
average completion time from beginning to end was * minutes 
and !, seconds, although this increased to ## minutes ." seconds 
among participants who identified as caregivers and was just . 
minutes .! seconds among participants who identified as youth. 

Roughly three-quarters of the respondents said they lived in ZIP 
Code ##.*- (Corona and North Corona), and about one-tenth from 
##.,. (Elmhurst and Elmhurst-Maspeth) and ##.,! (Jackson Heights). 
Five other participants listed other nearby ZIP codes in Queens.

Average Time of Completion

Quality of Conditions and Services  
in the Community
CCC asked respondents to evaluate on a scale from # to #", the 
quality of several conditions and services in the community: Jobs, 
Housing, Schools, Immigrant Services, and the Environment. 
Environmental services (such as parks, streets, and air quality) 
received the lowest average rating at +.#. However, the varia-
tion between the ratings of the five key service areas was not 
as large as expected; the quality of jobs received the highest 
rating at ,.", followed by schools at *.+ and immigrant services  
(i.e. education and training) at *.&.

Respondents’ evaluations of these services were backed up in 
their responses to open-ended questions. When asked to share 
the biggest challenge or need facing families, respondents over-
whelmingly noted housing and rent issues, followed by improving 
environmental quality, finding better schools, and language bar-
riers. In terms of recommendations—the area where responses 
were the longest—there was a big emphasis on the cleanliness 
and quality of the environment, citing the need for lawmakers 
and the police to increase e%orts to clean and monitor the safety 
of the streets, parks, and other public spaces. Respondents also 
stressed the need for the government to intervene in the housing 
market and stop the rise of rents. When asked to consider the 
best community assets available to families, respondents most 
frequently named parks, public transit, and libraries.

Despite noting these challenges and calling for changes, most 
survey respondents expressed a satisfaction with the overall 
neighborhood quality and confidence that the standard of living 
will improve for future generations. Two-thirds responded they 
either “Somewhat Agree” or “Strongly Agree” with the statement 

“My neighborhood is a good place to raise a family,” and a similar 
proportion (*&%) agreed that their neighbors are willing to help 
one another. The latter finding is consistent with results from an 
identical question from the Department of Health and Mental 
Hygiene’s Community Health Survey.!. Further, both youth and 
caregivers overwhelmingly agreed that in !" years, their stan-
dard of living [or their children’s] will be better. Overall, ,-% of 
respondents responded a'rmatively to that question.

Conclusions
One benefit of the SMS method is the more rapid delivery of infor-
mation and feedback between CCC and respondents than is typical 
for survey. CCC shared these results with all survey respondents 
in late September soon after the survey closed. The survey also 
o%ered other valuable lessons for assessing the extent to which 
a cellphone-based survey is a feasible tool for data collection 
and community outreach. Going forward, CCC hopes to use this 
tool as a means of information and resource sharing, campaign 
coordination, and further data collection e%orts to advance the 
well-being of New York City’s families and children.

23 See 2015-16 data on CCC’s database: https://data.cccnewyork.org/data/map/1312/
community-trust#1312/a/3/1531/41/404.

Caregivers

All Groups

Youth

## minutes  
." seconds

. minutes 
.! seconds

* minutes 
!, seconds
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Appendix IV: Source Information
Much of the data in this report—along with many other indicators 
on child well-being—can be found at data.cccnewyork.org.

Population and Demographics
All community district level data come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey. Public Use 
microdata Sample (PUMS) file. Combined #-Year Estimates 
(!""+-!"#,). Retrieved from http://factfinder.census.gov.

U.S. Census Bureau. New York City Housing and Vacancy 
Survey (NYCHVS). Combined Microdata (!"##, !"#&, !"#,). 
Retrieved from https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/
nychvs.html.

All neighborhood level data come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey.  
+-Year Estimates (!"#.-!"#,). Retrieved from  
http://factfinder.census.gov.

Data for the Age Pyramid come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey. +-Year 
Estimates (!"#.-!"#,)—combined NTA level (Corona, East 
Elmhurst, Elmhurst, Elmhurst-Maspeth, North Corona). 
Retrieved from http://factfinder.census.gov.

Child Population by Census Tract Map. U.S. Census Bureau. 
American Community Survey. +-Year Estimates (!"#.-!"#,). 
Retrieved from https://factfinder.census.gov.

Economic Security
All community district level data come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey. Public Use 
microdata Sample (PUMS) file. Combined #-Year Estimates 
(!""+-!"#,). Retrieved from http://factfinder.census.gov.

All neighborhood level data come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey.  
+-Year Estimates (!"#.-!"#,). Retrieved from  
http://factfinder.census.gov.

Public Transportation Map. GIS Lab at the Newman 
Library of Baruch College, CUNY. NYC Mass Transit 
Spatial Layers. May !"#$. Retrieved from https://
www.baruch.cuny.edu/confluence/display/geoportal/
NYC+Mass+Transit+Spatial+Layers.

New York City Department of City Planning. LION Single Line 
Street Base Map (edition #-A). February !"#-. Retrieved from 
https://www#.nyc.gov/site/planning/data-maps/open-data/
dwn-lion.page.

Banks and Check Cashing Locations Map. Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation. Current Location for All Institutions. 
May !-th, !"#$. Retrieved from https://www+.fdic.gov/idasp/
advSearch_warp_download_all.asp?intTab=#.

New York State Department of Financial Services. 
Bank-Owned ATM Locations in New York State. 
February !"#$. Retrieved from New York State Open 
Data https://data.ny.gov/Government-Finance/
Bank-Owned-ATM-Locations-in-New-York-State/ndex-ad+r.

New York State Department of Financial Services. Check 
Cashers Primary Locations and Branches. July !.rd, !"#$ 
(updated daily). Retrieved from https://myportal.dfs.ny.gov/
web/guest-applications/who-we-supervise.

Access to Banks Analysis: We use New York City Department 
of City Planning’s LION Single Line Street Base Map and Esri 
ArcMap’s Network Analyst tool to generate service areas  
estimating half-mile walk to banks.
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Workforce Development Map. Department of Consumer 
A%airs. Financial Empowerment Centers. As of November !"#$. 
Retrieved from https://www#.nyc.gov/site/dca/consumers/
get-free-financial-counseling.page.

Department of Consumer A%airs. NYC Free Tax Prep Sites.  
May !"#$. Retrieved from New York City Open 
Data https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Business/
NYC-Free-Tax-Prep-Sites/+kqf-fg.n.

New York City Department of Education. O'ce of Adult and 
Continuing Education Directory. FY !"#--!"#$. Retrieved 
from https://www.schools.nyc.gov/docs/default-source/
default-document-library/oacedirectoryofclassesfall!"#-.

New York City Department of Education. GED Plus Locations. 
September !"#,. Retrieved from New York City Open Data 
https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Education/GED-Plus-Locations/
pd+h-$!mc.

Queens Public Library. Library Adult Learning Centers.  
As of July !"#$. Retrieved from http://connect.queenslibrary.
org/##,".

Housing
Community district level data come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey. Public Use 
microdata Sample (PUMS) file. Combined #-Year Estimates 
(!""+-!"#,). Retrieved from http://factfinder.census.gov.

U.S. Census Bureau. New York City Housing and Vacancy 
Survey (NYCHVS). Combined Microdata (!""!-!"#,). Retrieved 
from https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/nychvs.html.

Data on Homelessness come from:
NYC Department of Homeless Services. Individual Census by 
Borough, Community District, and Facility Type. July !"#$. 
Retrieved from https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Social-Services/
Individual-Census-by-Borough-Community-District-an/
veav-vj.r.

NYS-TEACHS. Student Information Repository System (SIRS). 
Data on Student Homelessness in NYC, (School Years !""$-
!"#-). Retrieved from https://nysteachs.org/topic-resource/
data-on-student-homelessness-nys/.

All neighborhood level data come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey.  
+-Year Estimates (!"#.-!"#,). Retrieved from  
http://factfinder.census.gov.

Housing Support Services Map. New York City Department 
of Youth and Community Development. Discover DYCD Portal. 
As of September !"#$. Retrieved from http://www.dycdportal.
nyc/ discoverdycd/result?cdId=#".. 

New York City Department of City Planning. Facilities Database 
(Homeless Shelters). Archived version of DCP file. 

Marshal Evictions Map and Data Table. Displacement Alert 
Project. District Dashboard (CD &"& and CD &".). !"#*-!"#$. 
Retrieved from https://portal.displacementalert.org/.
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Health
Community district level data on Insurance Coverage,  
Medicaid, and SNAP coverage come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey. Public Use 
microdata Sample (PUMS) file. Combined #-Year Estimates 
(!""+-!"#,). Retrieved from http://factfinder.census.gov.

All neighborhood level data come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey.  
+-Year Estimates (!"#.-!"#,). Retrieved from  
http://factfinder.census.gov.

Data on Infant and Child Health come from:
New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. 
Bureau of Vital Statistics, Summary of Vital Statistics (!""!-
!"#,). Retrieved from http://https//www#.nyc.gov/site/doh/
data/vital-statistics/vital-statistics-summary.page. 

Data on Avoidable Child Hospitalizations and  
Child Asthma Emergency Visits come from:
Statewide Planning and Research Cooperative System  
(!"#&-!"#+). Retrieved from the Community Health Profiles 
Public Use Dataset, https://www#.nyc.gov/site/doh/data/
data-publications/profiles.page.

Data on Child Obesity come from:
New York City Department of Education (School Year  
!"#*-!"#,). Retrieved from the Community Health Profiles 
Public Use Dataset, https://www#.nyc.gov/site/doh/data/
data-publications/profiles.page.

Data on Air Quality come from:
New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. 
Community Air Survey (!"#.-!"#*). Retrieved from the 
Community Health Profiles Public Use Dataset, https://www#.
nyc.gov/site/doh/data/data-publications/profiles.page.

Data on Premature Mortality and Life Expectancy  
come from:
New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. 
Bureau of Vital Statistics, Summary of Vital Statistics (!"##-
!"#+, !"#,). Retrieved from the Community Health Profiles 
Public Use Dataset, https://www#.nyc.gov/site/doh/data/
data-publications/profiles.page.

Data on the Uninsured Rate and Self-rated Health  
come from:
New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. 
Community Health Survey (!"#+-!"#*). Retrieved from https://
www#.nyc.gov/site/doh/data/data-publications/profiles.page.

Food and Liquor Retail Map. New York State Department of 
Agriculture and Markets. Retail Food Stores. November !nd, 
!"#-. Retrieved from New York State Open Data https://data.
ny.gov/Economic-Development/Retail-Food-Stores/$a-c-vfzj.

New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. 
DOHMH Farmers Markets. June #,th, !"#$. Retrieved from New 
York City Open Data https://data.cityofnewyork.us/dataset/
DOHMH-Farmers-Markets-and-Food-Boxes/-vwk-*iz!.

New York State Liquor Authority. Liquor Authority Quarterly List 
of Active Licenses. January .#st, !"#$. Retrieved from New York 
State Open Data https://data.ny.gov/Economic-Development/
Liquor-Authority-Quarterly-List-of-Active-Licenses/hrvs-fxs!.

Access to Large Food Retail Analysis: We use New York City 
Department of City Planning’s LION Single Line Street Base Map 
and Esri ArcMap’s Network Analyst tool to generate service 
areas estimating quarter mile walk to large food retails. 

Nutrition and Emergency Food Programs Map. New York 
State Department of Health. Women, Infants, and Children  
(WIC) Program Site Information. April !"#-. Retrieved from 
New York State Open Data https://health.data.ny.gov/Health/
Women-Infants-and-Children-WIC-Program-Site-Inform/
g&i+-r*zx.

The O'cial Website of the City of New York—.## data.  
SNAP Assistance (Food Stamps). As of September !"#$. 
Retrieved from http://www#.nyc.gov/ apps/.##utils/providerIn-
formation.htm?serviceId=###.. 

Food Bank for New York City. Food Pantries and Soup Kitchens. 
As of September ##th, !"#$. Retrieved from https://www.food-
banknyc.org/get-help/.

Health Care Facilities Map. New York State Department of 
Health. Health Facility General Information. June #.th, !"#$. 
Retrieved from New York State Open Data https://health.data.
ny.gov/Health/Health-Facility-General-Information/vn+v-hh+r.

New York City DOHMH O'ce of School Health. NYC School 
Based Health Centers. May !"#-. Retrieved from https://
pwsauth.nycenet.edu/school-life/health-and-wellness/
school-based-health-centers.

Behavioral Health Care Facilities Map. New York 
State O'ce of Mental Health. Local Mental Health 
Programs. September !"#-. Retrieved from New York 
State Open Data https://data.ny.gov/Human-Services/
Local-Mental-Health-Programs/*nvr-tbv-.
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New York City Department of City Planning. Facilities  
Database (Chemical Dependency Sites). January !"#$. 
Retrieved from https://www#.nyc.gov/site/planning/data-
maps/open-data/dwn-selfac.page.

New York City Department of Education. Mental Health 
Services Landscape (School Based Mental Health Clinics—
Article .#). May !"#-. Retrieved from https://www.schools.
nyc.gov/docs/default-source/default-document-library/
mental-health-services-landscape-english.

Open Space and Recreation Map. New York City Department 
of Parks and Recreation. Functional Parkland. November  
!"#,. Retrieved from New York City Open Data https://data.
cityofnewyork.us/City-Government/Functional-Parkland/
e.uq-vht$/data.

New York City Department of Parks and Recreation. Directory 
of Playgrounds. January !"#$. Retrieved from New York City 
Open Data https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Environment/
Directory-of-Playgrounds/+$gn-q&ai.

New York City Department of Parks and Recreation. NYC 
Greenthumb Community Gardens. September !"#-. Retrieved 
from New York City Open Data https://data.cityofnewyork.
us/Environment/NYC-Greenthumb-Community-Gardens/
ajxm-kzmj.

Center for Urban Research, CUNY Graduate Center. NYC OASIS 
(Community Gardens). Retrieved from http://www.oasisnyc.
net/map.aspx.

Access to Park Analysis: Any park that is categorized as unde-
veloped, a lot, a mall, a parkway, a strip, a cemetery, a garden, 
a building/institution, as well as any triangle and plaza smaller 
than ".! acres is excluded from the analysis. A quarter-mile 
walking distance is used for open space resources less than 
six acres and a half-mile walk is used for resources six acres or 
more. Park entrances are identified as each vertex of the park 
polygon for parks smaller than six acres and for those larger 
than six acres we identified all the intersections of pedestrian 
rights-of-way to approximate the entrance points. We use New 
York City Department of City Planning’s LION Single Line Street 
Base Map and Esri ArcMap’s Network Analyst tool to generate 
service areas estimating quarter-mile walk from smaller parks 
(<* acres) and half-mile walk from large parks (3 * six acres). 

Education
Community district level data on Educational Attainment 
come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey. Public Use 
microdata Sample (PUMS) file. Combined #-Year Estimates 
(!""+-!"#,). Retrieved from http://factfinder.census.gov.

All neighborhood level data come from:
U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey.  
+-Year Estimates (!"#.-!"#,). Retrieved from  
http://factfinder.census.gov.

All high school level data come from:
New York City Department of Education. School Quality 
Snapshot (!"#,-!"#-). Retrieved from https://info-
hub.nyced.org/reports-and-policies/school-quality/
school-quality-reports-and-resources.

Data on Chronic Absenteeism come from:
New York City Department of Education (!"#*-!"#,).  
Retrieved from the Community Health Profiles Public  
Use Dataset, https://www#.nyc.gov/site/doh/data/data-publi-
cations/profiles.page.

Data on Reading and Math Test Scores come from:
New York City Department of Education, New York State 
Common Core English Language Arts (ELA) & Mathematics 
Tests Grades .—-, New York City Results ELA Data 
Files by Grade (School Years !"#.-!"#-). Retrieved 
from https://infohub.nyced.org/reports-and-policies/
citywide-information-and-data/test-results. 

Data on School Utilization come from: 
School Construction Authority—Enrollment, Capacity, and 
Utilization Report !"#,-!"#-, Classic Edition. Retrieved from 
http://www.nycsca.org/Community/Capital-Plan-Reports-
Data#Enrollment-Capacity-Utilization-*$. The city and district 
utilization rates do not include district ,+ schools or charter 
schools. School-level data excludes charter schools, for which 
data were unavailable, and early childhood centers, transfer 
schools, and special education schools. 
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Public Pre-K Sites and Enrollment Map and Data Tables.
New York City Department of Education. Demographic 
Snapshots. SY !"#-/!"#$. Retrieved from https://infohub.nyced.
org/reports-and-policies/citywide-information-and-data/
information-and-data-overview. 

U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey. +-Year 
Estimates (!"#.-!"#,).

Subsidized Childcare: Early Learn Map and Data Table.  
New York City Administration for Children’s Services.  
Childcare Data. March !"#-. Unpublished.

U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey.  
+-Year Estimates (!"#.-!"#,). 

Subsidized Childcare: Voucher Utilization Map and Data 
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